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THE COMPUTER
THAT PRINTED OUT W*O*L*r*

By Carl Kaysen

£ £ &amp; YHE Limits to Growth” is a brief, forceful, easily read
polemic which has already generated many times its
Gwin wight in Ciithusiasiic cncomia and cqually strong

condemnations.’ It advancesa familiar, indeed fashionable, thesis.
The goals and institutions of our present world society stimulate
population growth and production increase at a rate that cannot
be sustained. Further, and perhaps less familiarly, we are now
about a generation from the point of no return, after which the
world must suffer a catastrophic drop in numbers and wealth, no
matter what is then done to restrain further growth. The argu-
ment is presented with a sufficient panoply of graphs, flow dia-
grams, references to the World Model and the new discipline of
System Dynamics, and invocations of the computer to produce
an aura of scientific authority for the conclusions. They have the
additional weight of the endorsement of a prestigious private
international group of respected businessmen, officials and aca-
demics, The Club of Rome, in a commentary appended to the
study and signed by its executive committee. It is my conten-
tion that the authors’ analysis is gravely deficient and many of
their strongest and most striking conclusions unwarranted. None
the less, it draws attention to a number of difficult and important
problems which must be faced, including the question of whether
its whole approach is helpful or harmful in dealing with these
real problems.

The backbone of the argument of “Limits” is simple, and re-
quires little elaborate intellectual machinery to develop. Many
significant variables that characterize our global society, in par-
:icular population and industrial production, have been growing
exponentially over the last century, that is, at a constant per-
centage rate, and thus showing a greater and greater absolute
Increment each year. The processes that determine this persistent
growth at constant (roughly) percentage rates lie deep in the
structure of our social order, and unless we deliberately make
irastic changes in it, they may be expected to persist and continue

1 “The Limits to Growth,” by D. H. Meadows, D. L.- Meadows, J. Randers and W. W.
Behrens III. New York: Universe Books (A Potomac Associates Book}. 1972.
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LIMITS TO GROWTH 661

to generate exponential growth in the future. Many important
physical aspects of the world, however, are finite, and their finite-
ness implies that exponential growth cannot go on indefinitely,
without, so to speak, bumping into the limits. In particular, sup-
plies of cultivable land, reserves: of mineral resources and the
capacity of the earth to “absorb” pollution are finite, and one or
another of these (or some combination of them) sets a ceiling
level for population and industrial output. |

What is more important, when one of the exponentially grow-
ingvariables reachestheceiling,itdoesNotsimplyremain atthe
limit value, but rather moves sharply down to a much lower level

uction, for example, reaches a ceiling level set by limits on
mineral resources, it does not simply remain there but plunges
from a wealth- to a poverty-level in a short space of time. It is
this proposition, together with some of the characteristic time
Jimensionsofthe process thatboth constitutethecore of novelty
EE1s characteristic sharp shift from growth to decline in turn
reflects two features of the formal model which underly the
computations and arguments presented in the book.” The first is
that the several variables and limits are all interrelated in a sys-

‘fem in whichgrowthineach ofthemainvariables is reinforced
5Y growth in the others. Thesecond isthat changes in some ele-
ments of the system have their effects on others only after a lon
Tag. Thus, for example, a fall in the birth rate afects the demand
re food fully only after a lag determined by the average length
of life. Y |

The question of how the system behaves when it reaches or
approaches a limit is the central question of interest, and it is
worth repeating that the kind of behavior which the authors find
characteristic of their system is what gives their argument both
its interest and its compelling quality. The fact that some limits
=xist, that the earth is in principle finite, is hard to deny, but does
not in itself lead to any very interesting conclusions. Examples
of growth systems are Known that dispiay yuic diilcicui vc-
havior as they approach their natural limits than the sharp re-
versals nortraved in “Limits.” For instance. a system in which

 2 The details of the model are not given in the present volume, but are developed in
¢ series of technical papers listed in its appendix, and in the book, “World Dynamics,” by
jay Forrester (Cambridge, Mass.: Wright-Allen Press, 1971). Forrester is the intellectual
father of System Dynamics.
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the rate of growth of the major variables was proportional to
heir distance from their limits would show a smooth, gradual,
stable adaptation to its growth ceiling.

Further, the response times of the system the authors present
to changes in some of the key variables are such that we must
anticipate the possibility of castastrophe by half a generation or
more, in order to have time to act and avert it. By the time we
see the whites of their eyes, our guns will no longer fire. Thus
the book’s chief conclusion, endorsed by its sponsors in The Club
of Rome, is that we must planfully, radically reorganize the
fundamental institutions of our social world soon or face an
unmanageable crisis not so late. To do so, we must now recognize
the need, and begin to devise the means. oo

The analysis supporting these conclusions is unconvincing. It

contains at least Lhe kings affoss each of which alone wouldjustify a skeptical view of the result. Further, the first two are
deficiencies of principle, which operate. at the same level of
simplification, approximation and qualitative generality that the
authors attribute to their analysis. The most important question
concerns the nature of the limits that enforce the growth ceiling
in the model. Basically, there are two: arable land and the sup-
ply of exhaustible minerals. The first operates primarily on
population, the second on industrial production. In order toNenonstrats the iacTuctabiTity ofthe Timms, Ad unimportance
of the precise magnitudes assigned to them, the authors show
that doubling the productivity of agricultural land, or doubling
the reserves of natural resources, leads to no qualitative change
in the behavior of the system, and only a relatively brief post-
ponement of the moment of catastrophe. Pollution operates as a
limit too omewhat more indirectly, through its effect on
length of life and thus on population. Makin

more effective is seen as possible only with sharply increasing
Costs; thus an economic limit is built into the model in respect
fo pollution control that functions in the same way as the physica

[mitsonagriculturallandandmineralresources.The various
alternative assumptions the authors work into the model always
rely on one or more of these limits to bring about the character-
istic crisis of the system. Even the variant of the model described
as “utilizing a technological policy in every sector of the world
model to circumvent in some way the various limits to growth”
(p. 141) in fact incorporates all three limits—though they oper-

ate in a more ¢
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ate in a more distant future than in other variants, and the onset
of catastrophic decline in population occurs only at the end of
the twenty-first century.®

The notion that such limits must exist gains plausibility from
the use of physical terms to indicate the relevant quantities—
acres of arable land, tons of chrome ore reserves—implicitly in-
voking the physical finiteness of the earth as the ultimate bound.
But this is fundamentally misleading. Resources are properly

created by new investment, as when arid lands are irrigated,
swamps drained, forests cleared. Similarly, new mineral re-
sourcescanbecreated by investment inexploration anddis-
sources have been going on steadily throughout human history.
Indeed, the authors themselves in effect recognize this when they
describe the pollution limit not in physical terms, but in terms of
the increasing costs of achieving higher and higher degrees of
pollution control.

However, once the problem is récognized as one of cost limits
not physical Timifs, it appears in a different Tight. The force of
rising costs as mines go deeper or exploit thinner veins, or as
drier and more distant lands need more water brought from
farther sources and the like, meets the force ¢i advancing tech-
nology, which brings down the costs of using existing resources

 nd Tterally createsnew resources by bringingwithinthe boundsIIycreatesnewresourcesbybringingwithintheboundsof cost feasibility materials or methods which formerly Tay out-
side it. Thus, for example, the Hall process for reducing alu-
mgm . . .

minum oxide by bringing the costs of the metal down to a level
that made it an industrially usable material rather than a
jeweller’s curiosity, literally added hundreds of millions of tons
to our reserves of metal ores. New ways of locating oil pools and
new ways of exploiting them have combined to keep oil reserves TE a St or hdcas
the past generation, though the actual rate of consumption has
beengrowingexponentially.Ingenerat,teTelativeprices of
‘mineral rawmaterialsandagriculturalproductshavenotbeen
7ising, aGo th SLAIC Of MIIGCTals (JVOG allUwiig 104 Lupus)
and agricultural output in total production have been falling
fairly steadily over a long period in the United States. This is

83 The plot of this model (fig. 42, p. 140) shows an inexplicable and incredible rise in
tood consumption per capita, although its timing does not suggest that the population has
svereaten to the point of extinction.
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also true in other developed countries for which we have good
evidence. While comparably good quantitative evidence for the
whole world is not available, and such evidence as there is has
not been assembled and analyzed, the best guess is that for the
world as a whole, the share of extractive industries in output has
been falling over the long period.*

In sum, the advance of technology, like the growth of popula-
tion and industry, has also been proceeding exponentially. In
the United States—againthesocietyforwhichtheDestdataare
asrnrlalda Avrow a Taos mowi~nd Af 4lenn thn avcacans anneal ease
syailalle over &amp; loop cedled of dmg the average suoenl rake

of technological growth over the last half-century for the private
economy as a whole has been in the neighborhood of two percent.
Broadly speaking, this means that a representative bundle of

thantheyear beforeAs“Limits”points out in urging the force
of exponential growth, a two percent annual growth rate cor-
responds to a 35-year doubling time. Thus, technical progress
over the life of a generation has made it possible for our children
to get twice as much output from the same bundle of inputs as
their parents. There is even some evidence that the rate of tech-
nological advance in the United States has speeded up in recent
years, but it is not conclusive. Other industrial countries also
show exponential growth in technology; scme, such as Germany
and Japan in recent years, at higher rates than the United States
but the data pertaining to them cover only a short recent period.

Once an exponentially improving technology is admitted intoTotote ans wih er porentay Erowies population and proluctior thesarure ofTr swreomes Changes sharply. The
inevitability of crisis when a limit 1s reached disappears, since the
“limits” themselves are no longer fixed, but grow exponentially
too. The qualitative character of the results then depends on the
fine details of the model, and, in particular, on the differences
between the growth rates of the most important variables. Cétas-

¢ At this point, the reader probably feels uneasily that there must besomefawinthe
argument. Surely the earth is finite, and even the wonders of technology must have some
limit, The earth is finite, to be sure, and without breaching the larger question of whether
the universe is or is not, it can be shown that the finiteness of the earth does not in itself
set limits to what technology might accomplish that are relevant to the time horizons
of the kind of argument with which we are concerned. I owe to Professor Robert Socolow
of Princeton University a calculation that shows that in terms of physical limits alone, i.e.
available matter and energy, the earth could support a population at least 1,000 times the
present one at the current U.S. per capita income level.
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LIMITS TO GROWTH 665

_particular continuing growth at low rates, now become possible.
The second major flaw in the authors’ analysis lies in the total

Certain behavioral relations among the major variabl laid
down, HETETITes oT TherDarencicsdeterminedby overage
behavior over the past, and then the relations projected unchang-
ingly Into the future. That is not how real social mechanisms
work. Especially in the workingsoftheeconomy, adjustment
mechanisms play a crucial role. The most important of these is
price: ‘as a resource becomes scarce, the consequent rise in price
feads to savings in use, to efforts to increase supply, and to
technical innovation to offset the scarcity. All economists know
that these adjustment mechanisms are far from perfect and
smoothly functioning. Yet they are and have historically been
sufficiently powerful to mediate very large shifts in use of re-
sources location, of population and patterns of consumption.
Prices play no significant role in the basic logical structure that
supports Te argument of "Limits, although it is precisely their
unction to make smooth transitions possible as scarcities and

Jemands change, Their absence is not unrelated fo the character-
istically unstable responses the model system of “Limits” dis-

plays.Qaly the effort of constructing anotherand muchmorecomplex model-couldshawindetail whatkind of stabilizing
influence the incorporation of price changes and responses to
hem Sonldexert Tt is, however, well known that Tyna
models structurally similar to those emptoyed—tmr=‘Limits,”that
characteristically display various forms of unstable behavior in
the absence of prices as variables, are stabilized by the incorpo-Tiron of ries andFormal TEU To pTICe Change —~The third defect of the analysls 1soT -UITEtrerenTorder,
one of detail rather than of principle. Itissimply the failure of the
authors to use available knowledge Tully, effectively, or in some

cases, at all. No one detail is of great importance, but together,
they weaken seriously the claim of the work to respect. The most
important single example is the authors’ treatment of the deter-
minante nf nonnlatinn orowth. Nawhere in their dicrnecinn dn
they acknowledge the great fact ofdemographichistoryintheWestern world : thealjuviment oT Birt Fates 10 GER TEREORTjustmentofBirthratesfodeathrates.Our
anderstanding of this “demographic transition” is far from com-
plete; even if the und sideveloped countries repeated the same
pattern over the same (relative) time period, they and the world

E

N
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would not be free of appropriate concern over the magnitude of
population growth. But what should we think of a model of a
rocess in which population growth plays a crucial role that
simply ignores this central, elementary and familiar fact? Or to
rake another example of much less significance to the central
Tgument, the discussion of equality and economic growth (p.

12-44) closes with an italicized warning that ‘the process of
seonuilic giowid, as it Is occulring ivday, Is iucxulably widei-
.ng the absolute gap between the rich and the poor nations of
the world.” The “absolute gap,” i.e. the difference in dollars
between average per capita income in the United States and, say,
Peru, is growing and, given their present levels, will probably
continue to do so for a very long time. But is that interesting or
.mportant? The relative gap between average income in many
of the poorer countries and the industrial West is narrowing, and
‘hat is what is relevant to the question of equality. Economic his-
rory shows that, after the early stages of urbanization and the
development of commerce, economic growth has tended to
greater equality of incomes, both within nations and between
them._A complete syllabus of errors would be tediously long;
perhaps the length of the list is the natural result of the process
&gt;I reinventing eccizomics, demography and much else as System

ynamics.
So much for the analysis. Can the major conclusion stand alone

on itsintuitive(or countersintuitive?). meritsWithout theana-lytic underpinnings? Is there merit in the proposition that we
must seek now to move as rapidly as possible to the state of
“global equilibrium” defined by stability of both population and
capital, and that failure to do so invites catastrophe? After all,
this proposition is now frequently advanced on the basis of much
simpler arguments than those we have examined. Briefly, and
simply, the answer is “No.” There are no credible reasons fer
believing that the world as a whole cannot maintain a fairly high
rate of economic growth (though not necessarily the present

ne]over along period of time-luio-the future,Further, if itccomes necessary, for whatever reason, to slow down the growth
rate, a relatively smooth transition from higher to lower rates
will be perfectly possible, and not achievable only through the
mechanism of catastrophe. Moreover, whatever is done to slow
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LIMITS TO GROWTH 667

an increased rate of economic growth in those countries will make
it at all possible for them to deal with their unavoidable popula-
tion increaseswithoutcatastrophe. The large poor countries con-
tain in aggregate a substantial share of the world’s people, and
thus increased growth for them will have some reflection in
world totals. Further, it is difficult or even impossible to con-
ceive of continued substantial economic growth in the poor coun-
tries in general taking place in a context of economic stagnation
in the industrialized world. Thus, seen both in terms of need
and of feasibility, the prospect for the foreseeable future is con-
tinued long-term-economic growth, perhaps at rates lower than
those currently observed, and with quite a different distribution
&gt;f rates as among countries.

In the legend, there were in the end, real wolves. In the
world today, there are real and difficult problems attendant on
economic growth as we now experience it. The social-economic
system is not self-correcting or self-mapaoing; sustained, self-
conscious efforts are necessary to deal with the problems, and
they often must be maintained against strong resistance. Two of
the authors’ three central concerns, population growth and pol-

fution,do Indeed prescat-gonuinely urgent anddifficultprob.lems. A third equally important and difficult one, mentioned in
“Limits,” but only in passing, is the assessment of the indirect
consequences of technical change, the unanticipated “side effects”
‘hat can sometimes outweigh the benefits. Present social mecha-
nisms are not adequate for coping with any of the three, and theTY OT CIE Tere Th0 SGmots. efectivelswot stone.
opposition at every level, from that of the individual family to
organized interest groups and governments. From one point of
view, all three problems can x seen as examples of “external

effects,” where costs and benefits of particular actions are not
borne by the primary actors and thus fall outside the reach of
the price system as it usually functions and the control of the
ncentives and adoSenTmechanism TE BTovIAS —Teer case Theproblem Ts to Fad a setofShplementary
adinetment mechanieme and incentive eveteme which can anida
the relevant actors to socially more desirable choices, a proposi-
tion easy to state in.the abstract and difficult to realize in the
concrete. In many situations we lack knowledge of the likely
consequences of specific actions; in many, those who benefit from
present arrangements or think they do resist change, while those
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who might benefit from change may lack both knowledge and
power. In many situations we lack reliable indicators of what
is desirable in an overall sense, and the machinery for resolving
conflicting judgments is inadequate. Determined effort to deal
with these problems is important. Failure to pay proper atten-
tion to them might well result in serious troubles, though they
are unlikely to be of a kind which can properly be termed catas-
trophic. And, though there is widespread discussion of many of
these problems and considerable social effort at dealing with
some of them, it can be plausibly asserted that it falls far short
of what is required.

Finally, therefore, how much does “crying Wolf” help to direct
social energies toward improving our responses to these prob-
lems? In principle, it is not only useful, but indispensable. The
social mechanism is made up of human beings moved by passion
far more than by reason. The mobilization of feeling that is the
necessary prelude to all but the most routine social action re-
jguires some stimulus stronger than a sound argument. But to be
effective, the cry must be well directed: the wolves must be im-
minent and they must indeed be wolves. On thig score we ¢an
give only a moderate grade to “Limits,” ‘or more properly, to

FspomsorsTn The Clubof Rome,The problemstheycallus fo
attendarereal and pressing.But none areofthedegree of
immediacy that can rightly command the urgency they feel.
Indeed, at least two problems of worldwide consequence outside

 TanFEOF7wokseeobeoreGrenThamanyTa:with: the creation of an international order stable enough to

removethethreatof nuclear war, andthe diminutionof the
staggering inequalitiesin theIfernationaldistribution of wealTitresintheinfernationaldistributionofwealth.good sentry does not cry up tomorrow's wolves and ignore

today’s tigers.
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On The Future Of Maine
One of the things that sets men

apart from the animals, an-
thropologists say, is man’s ability to
laugh. I would say that another is
man’s ability to speculate about his
future.

The vertebrates, even those that
are most imitative of the society of
man, can do no more than tc
procreate, survive as long as good
fortune serves them, and then die.

A very long time ago our earlies.
ancestors ‘were able to do some
rudimentary planning in the way of
mutual security, food supplies, and
protections against the hazards of
climate. -Milleniums later they ob-
served the heavens, guided their
behavior by changes of the seasons,
built strong habitations to guard their
progeny, organized ruling dynasties
and ultimately pondered the question
of life after death.

This primitive planning involved
some thinking about the future, and
modern society does a great deal of
future planning, together with con-
jecture about what will happen
decades or centuries hence."

Some of it is frivolous, like the faith
some people have in astrology, though
perhaps it is no farther off the mark
than chartists who predict the course
of the stock market.

All of which introduces a highly
serious two-day session held at the
University of Maine at Portland-
Gorham last week, charged by a
recent law with. drawing some
perimeters about the future of Maine.

In reading the excellent news
coverage of this event, I was struck
by-the difficulty some members of the
commission had in separating factual
data from conclusions.

* Boston banker. assuming that the

people of this state want economic
growth — which is by no means cer-
tain — felt that less severe en-

vironmental rules would be good for
us all.

Dexter’s town manager, George
Campbell. whom I applaud for his

By
Ed

Penley

thoughtful approach to the broac
purpose of the commission, warned
small towns that they must develop
stronger and more intelligent
eadership or they will be gobbled up
yy regional units capable of providing
services that small communities
annot furnish.

But after the conferees had
‘inished, meanwhile fending off an
attempt by a university senior
researcher to ‘‘synthesize’’ the
panel’s conclusions, I was happy to
see that the commission felt it had
1ardly scratched the furface of the
ask given it.

So the commission, I guess, will
begin casting about for whatever
sconomic and demographic and other
data it can find before it draws any
conclusions, let alone synthesizing
hem.

When the law was passed last year
creating the commission I applauded
it, and I think it can perform a
umber of useful functions. It should

be able to map out for Maine people’a
number of directions in which the
state can move, assuming it does
certain things by way of official
policy.

I would hope that the commission
will let its imagination run unchecked
in postulating some very innovative
possibilities.

Here is one, for a starter — what

will this state do, 30 years from now;
when it is likely that this country will
have used up all of its crude oil and
natural gas, and the Middle East is
probably down to its last 150 billion
barrels? A part of the answer will lie
in what Maine will do with its vast
forest reserve, over 17 million acres
of growing trees. :

I did not see in the news stories any
mention of the report made by.DMIL
for the Club of Rome, and entitled
“The Limits To Growth.”

Chances are that most commission
members have read it, but if I were
Chairman Halsey Smith I would
provide copies for each one and insist
that they read or re-read it. What the
MIT research team did was to take
existing supplies of farm land,
minerals, fuel, and other necessaries
and by computerizing show how long
they can be expected to last. The
report has its critics, but it is basic in
today’s civilization that the world’s
3.5 billion people, increasing at the
rate of 82 million every year, are
consuming these finite resources at
an accelerating rate.

That may not scare the com-
mission, but it scares me, simply
because when the scarcities really
begin to bite the world’s nations will
begin fighting for them. And that will
be of more than casual interest to
Maine and its people.



Stricken man Lnooses 1.
‘Lifts World From His S}
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif jerson should commit suicide, inner peace.”

(AP) — Chuck McCracken un- jt to be kept alive by doctors! Barbara McCracken says y
plugged himself from his kid- s not quite humane. A person is resigned to her husband’s
ney dialysis machine last week 1as a right to choose between cision. But she says the vruvvine, bul ue was very ue-
secause he says the life-saving ife and death.” - McCracken’s four young chil- pressed. He was unable to do
-reatment was “sheer agony McCracken, 36, went off dren — his by an earlier mar- more than go back and forth
‘or me.” dialysis July 22. He had been riage — ‘don’t quite under- from the treatments here and

Now he is waiting to die. aking the treatments — in stand the full impact of it yet.” his home. So, the life he faced
His wife is resigned to his de- which a machine filters the: McCracken has already made was a very limited one.”

cision. His children are con- wastes from his blood — for his funeral arrangements: “It’s| Teichman said McCracken
fused. He figures he has less chree months after he suffered one less thing my wife will | had “less than a 30 per cent
‘han two weeks to live. &lt;idney failure. have to worry about when I’'michance of living for one year’

He says that each day he He had to leave his job as a:.gone,” he says. if he had stayed with dialysis.
srows weaker. He sits at home, lelevision repairman eight| Mrs. McCracken -— who! The doctor said McCracken
sassing the time talking to years ago when he lost his vi-iworks at the General Telephone has signed a release which tes:
friends and family. sion. He also has diabetes and Co. — has supported the family'tifies that he was of sound

“Uremic poisoning causes a a diseased thyroid gland. He since her husband’s paralysis. mind when he made his deci
joss of strength,” he said can- suffered leg paralysis last McCracken’s physician, Dr. sion to die.
didly in a telephone interview March. oo
Tuesday. “I look forward to a ‘During the (dialysis) treat:
pleasant death, not painful, not ment my blood pressure would
raumatic: I'll go peacefully suddenly drop, and I wouldn't
and quietly.” he able to breathe,”

Ue adds. “I don’t believe a McCracken said “They would
raise my legs above my head
to help me recover and that
was sheer agony for me, It was
nere than I wanted to bear.”

McCracken says that once he
had made the decision to die
the “world lifted from my
shoulders. I have felt extreme

WASHINGTON (AP) — camper and Harris’ appear
Jemocratic presidential hopeful ances at coffees and ‘brow:
Tred R. Harris is starting from|bag’ picnics is designed to con:
in front of the White House onitrast the former Oklahoma sen

a 13-state, 5,300-mile cross- ator’s campaign from those o
country camper trip to boost other presidential hopefuls.
his presidential candidacy. ' Harris has called for a “fair

The rally today in Lafayette er distribution of economic ane
Square across from the White 2olitical power in America.”
Jouse starts what is being bil Harris, who served for a yeas
ed as the most extensie cross: 1s Democratic national chair
country travel by a presidential nan and ran briefly for the
candidate since Harry S. Tru- 1972 Democratic presidentia
man’s whistlestop train trips in aomination, is running the low
the 1948 campaign. ast-cost campaign of the sever

Accompanied by his 14-year- Democratic candidates listed ir
)ld daughter Laura and, for the most recent reports to the
sortions of the trip, by his wife Tederal Election Commission.
LaDonna, Harris plans to work In the last 18 months, he has
nie wav across the northern raised $77.897 and spent $74.904

Nobody makes
better Vodka than
Fleischmann’s.

Some people just
rT.



THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO |'ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
TELEPHONE 505: 277-2405

May 10, 1973

Aurellio Peccei, Club of Rome
Dennis L. Meadows, M.I.T.
Jay Forrester, M.I.T.
¥yilliam Watts, Potomac Associates

Having just finished reading THE LIMITS OF GROWTH with great excitement and
general approval, I cannot refrain from commenting, both positively and
negatively.

Positively, I agree that our predicament is one of

l. increasing interdependence. ''Man..does not understand the...inter-
relationships of its (our predicament) components..., because we continue
to examine single items in the problematique without understaring that the
whole is more than the sum of its parts, that change in one element means
change in the others." (11)

2. increasing incompetence to adapt by merely traditional methods.
The problems "are of such complexity and so interrelated that traditional
institutions and policies are no longer able to cope with them." (10)

3. increasingly urgent. "Taking no action to solve these problems is
equivalent to taking strong action. ...A decision to do nothing is a decision
to increase risk of collapse." (183)

and that we need

1. "Entirely new approaches...to redirect society toward goals of
»quilibrium rather than growth." (193)

2. Such approaches ''must ultimately be founded on a basic change of
values and goals at individual, national, and world levels. This change
is already in the air." (165) "The final, most elusive, and most import-
ant information we need deals with human values.’ (181)

Negatively, omission [even though omission was needed to achieve the power-
ful effect of this book] of philosophical trends, of a growing chaos of
ideals, of rising crime rates, and of increasing distrust, leaves a serious
gap. Doubtless one could diagram feedback loops exemplifying the demoral-
Vd i ~~ eS, x 3 : v v

izing influence of teaching Sartrean assthigtic existentialism in required
"English literature" classes in colleges and high schools.

Is it not time to raise questions about the limits of growth of

pluralistic ideals, of individualisms which now advocate "personal anarchy,"
of ideals of personal freedom which now include "freedom from responsibility''?
Should we not prepare feedback loops regarding each of the new types of
permissiveness,” such as electing students to boards of directors, thereby
signifying growing inability of elders to guide youth in meaningful directions
through our present chaos?



L propose a modificationofyouranalysis of what is lacking, when you
rise to a hopeful note: Man "has all that is physically necessary to create
a totally new form of human society...." (184) I think that man also has
enough of what is intellectually necessary to achieve a new philosophy needed
to clearly express the assumptions inherent in such a new form of society.

"The two missing ingredients are a realistic, long-term goal that can
guide man to the kind of equilibrium society and the human will to achieve
that goal." (184) Ought we not say that there are at least three missing
ingredients, and that one of them is the absence of an adequate philosophy
of interdependence? Granted that the book asserts that "The final, most
elusive, and most important information we need deals with human values."
But there is no hint that anything is te ing done anywhere to achieve such

information.

I do have some proposals to make. (E.g., "Organicism: The Philosophy
of Interdependence," INTERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY, VII, June, 1967.
pp. 251-284.) And they may be thought of in terms of a dynamic equilibrium
between excessive individualism and excessive socialism, for example, and
hetween the poles of many other polarities.

But more important just now is publicatioanof the urgency for need
of awareness of this lack as one of our most serious.

Are you planning to press attention to this need?
Are you doing anything about it?
Can you refer me to others who are, or who are interested in, doing»

something about it?
Lo 7
Archie J. Bahm’
Professor of Philosophy
University of New Mexico
Albuguerque, N.M. 87106 U.S.A.

P.s. I forgot two specific criticisms, doubtless picaunish because pertaining
to hasty language rather than intendt:

1. "Since ours is a mathematical model it has two important advantages....
After all assumptions have been scrutinized, discussed, and revised to agree
with our best current knowledge, their implications for the future behavior of
the world system can be traced without error by a computer, no matter how com-

plicated them become." (22) (2) There are computer errors, i.e., errors due
to mechanical and electronic malfunctioning of computers. So to assert boldly
"without any error by a computer” is to allow enthusiasm to hidzsome truths
about such errors. (b) Computersprogrammed via dyadic logic developed in
PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA presuppose atomic propositions, atomic facts, and an
excluded middle between I and O. Systems éntail unity; dyadic logic postulates
no such unity. Contradiction in assumptions is an achilles heel of computer
logic which seems to be perpetually overlooked. (See "Systems Theory: Hocus
pocus or Holistic Science?" GENERAL SYSTEMS, XIV, 1969, pp. 175-7.) Generalized
and idealized claims about "without computer error' seem prematura. and are

not needed to substantiate the thesis of the book.
2. "It is through knowledge of wholes that we gain understanding of com-

ponénts, and not vice versa." (188) Surely what is meant is "as well as vice
versa." Wholes and parts interdepend, and knowledge of each is a source of

knowledge of the other.
These are trivial criticisms, but they may be worth considering if the

nook is ever reedited.

Appreciatively yoursy,
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In the Shadow of Malthus
DONELLA H. And DENNIS L. MEADOWS

Editor’s Note: Starting in 1971, The Club of
Rome published a series of books on its Project
on the Predicament of Mankind. The Club has
been described as a self-selected, non-govern-
mental, international brain trust; the human
oredicament is to make the transition from
social and economic systems based on growth to
1 society based on equilibrium.

Writing about the first book in the series,
Norld Dynamics, by MIT Professor Jay
Forrester, NMA Senior Editor Hugh Nash
said, “Have you ever thought what an ines-
'imable privilege it would be to be an early
“eader of a book that turns the world around
ind heads it in a new direction? A book like
The Wealth of Nations, The Federalist
Papers, or The Origin of Species? This may be
sour chance. . .. World Dynamics may prove
0 be such a book” (NMA, February 1972).
Professor Forrester had constructed a series of
‘omputer models of the relationships between
1atural resources, population, capital invest-
ment, pollution, and that elusive factor, the
quality of life. His -models showed how
interactions between these elements can be ex-

vected to affect human life over the next dozen
decades and how dealing with key problems
could bring us to a society in equilibrium and
help us “escape conditions of unspeakable
horror,” in Mr. Nash’s phrase.

The second of the series was The Limits to
Growth, by Donella and Dennis Meadows,
Jorgen Randers, and William Behrens.
Reviewing it, Hugh Nash wrote, “Limits and
World Dynamics, taken together, constitute a
landmark in the intellectual history of
mankind. Largely because oftheirpublication,
the desirability and possibility of continued
growth is being questioned on a scale that
would have seemed decades away, at least, only
'wo years ago” (NMA, April 1972). Limits was
‘ollowed by two technical works on the com-
puter models. Toward Global Equilibrium

nd The Dynamics of Growth in a Finite
Vorld (both published in 1973 by Wright-
llen Press of Cambridge, Massachusetts).
The Meadowses’ work—like all work in The

"lub of Rome’s project—has been based on the
elief that if society maintains its current
eliance on growth to solve short-term
roblems. population and material production

Vith the publication of World Dynamics
Wright-Allen Press; Cambridge, Mas-
achusetts; 1971), Professor Jay W. Forrester
aallenged the world’s scientists and
ecision-makers to take the long view and
xamine the long-term causes and con-
:quences of growth in the world’s population
nd material output. To contribute to the

The no-growth argument is an appeal for readjusting
the composition and distribution of economic output. |

The pro-growth argument is an attempt |
to postpone this readjustment, to confer it on

future generations while ensuring that those generations
will have fewer resources and thus fewer real choices to make.

ill grow past sustainable limits; living space,
'serves of resources, and the ability of the
wrth’s systems to use or dilute our wastes will
e outstripped, and there will be an uncon-
‘olled decline in the population and economic
ctivity of humanity. But society can—indeed,
ust—make an orderly accommodation with
"e finite consiraints of the earth. Computer
10delling, the Meadowses believe, can be a
1luable toolforfinding the earth’s limits. FOE
nd the editors of NMA agree with the
feadowses and with the Club, and our policies
re based on the same assumptions.

Needless to say, the Meadowses, Professor
orrester, and The Club of Rome have been
riticized. The following essay is a history and
‘iscussion of the Meadowses’ thesis, and a res-
onse lo the criticisms most commonly levelled
* Limits. It was originally presented at Yale
niversity in September, 1972, and an extend-
4 version of it appeared in Futures. February
173

nalysis and understanding of global
rroblems, Professor Forrester proposed a
rmal model of the interactions among
opulations, capital, and several factors that
fluence their growth: food, resources, and
ollution. Recognizing that his own model
as not perfect or complete, Professor
orrester emphasized that no perfect or
omplete model of world-wide processes
xists, and that the models on which decisions
re now based are not even explicit enough to

&gt; discussed and improved.
n Limits to Growth (Universe Books; New

ork City; 1972), we described several at-
ibutes of growth in population and material
utput, attributes that give the world system a
&gt;ndency toward unstable behavior. We
roposed material equilibrium as a sustain-
ble alternative to the goal of perpetual growth
at is the implicit basis of most contem-
“rary policies.

“imits deals with fundamental proper =-

f the world system such as exponential
srowth, finite limits, and the delays that al-
vays occur between the development of a
problem, the social perception of it, and its
olution. These properties are the real basis of
yur concern about physical srowth.

THE MAIN Points OF
Limits To GROWTH ¢

Ve shall summarize here the five main points
rom Limits and discuss critical responses to
hem.

i. Exponential growth is an inherent
wroperty of population and industrial
apital but not of technology. Population
ind material capital grow exponentially by
he very nature of the reproductive and in-
estment processes. This statement is derived
oth from empirical evidence and from
nowledge of underlying causes. New people
an only be produced by other people, and
1achines and factories are needed to

,enerate other machines and factories.
Vhenever the change in a quantity depends
n the quantity itself, the change tends to be
xponential in form. The rate of growth
aries, both in the real world and in the world
nodels we constructed. The growth process is,
ievertheless, inherently exponential.
Although human knowledge may be

nherently exponential, it does not follow that
ny given technological application of that
nowledge is inherently exponential. To
ring a new technical discovery into
ridespread use requires social recognition of
he existence of a problem. It may also
equire that new institutions be established,
ften at the expense of the old, and that in-
estment be diverted from some other possi-
le use. . .. Social perception and consensus,

Continued on page 8
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The Limits To Growth The AEC: How Not To Protect The Public

World Dynamics and The Limits to Growth, the pioneering works done
under the auspices of The Club of Rome, have come in for sharp
criticism. Some critics have questioned the assumptions made by the
authors of Limits; others have charged that the whole idea of defining
limits is a plot on the part of the rich to keep the poor down.

Donella and Dennis Meadows, authors of The Limits to Growth,
summarize The Club of Rome’s findings to date, and provide com-
pelling answers to their critics, pointing out, among other things, that
at least their assumptions are out on the table whereas the critics’
assumptions are unknown, and that it is growth that has perpetuated
inequities between rich and poor (page 1). -

Progress Against Strip Mining

ast year, the Atomic Energy Commission held hearings on the
:mergency core-cooling systems that must be built into all large
ight-water nuclear power plants. Consolidated National fhatervenors,
n the persons of Henry Kendall and Daniel Ford, entered the hear-
ngs to make the case that the systems, as now designed, will not work.
"he AEC’s initial reaction was to make some window-dressing con-
essions without reexamining its basic ECCS program. Now, under
oressure from a suit by FOE and Ralph Nader, the AEC has reopened
‘he hearings. An excerpt from Kendall and Ford’s book on the hear-
ngs makes it clear why the CNI’s interventionwasnecessary;notonly
lid the AEC.rely upon fundamentally unreliable sources of informa-
ion in making up its ECCS criteria; the people making up the cri-
eria simply did not have the expertise to. do an adequate job(page 14)

I'he Montana Legislature has moved to protect its state from com-
panies that would strip mine its coal. FOE’s Ed Dobson, who has been
very active in the grass-roots movement that has brought about the
nation’s toughest strip mine reclamation law, writes that the law is the
first hurdle; upcoming are legal actions to determine who owns what
coal, and the need for Montanans to stay vigilant and not let industry
evade the law. The biggest hurdle, still ahead, is a federal strip mine
law, and Montanans are leading in the movement to formulate tough
legislation on this all-out assault against the earth (page 11).

Energy Economics ~~
We pay for things with money in this society, and this has made us
very prone to make most of our decisions on the basis of how much of
ur incomes various activities would consume. But, of course, most of
our decisions, particularly about what goods to buy, or which services
0 avail ourselves of, affect the earth by using energy or resources.
Malcolm Slesser suggests a system of currency that would directly
reflect what goods and services cost the earth (page 10).

Cover photograph: West 164th Street. Bronx, New York, by Arthur Tress,

A Hymn for FOE

Dear Mr. Brower:
I was astonished to discover at church the

other Sunday that Friends of the Earth seems
to have inspired a Christian hymn. The tune
nas a delightful “folkish” feeling, and the
words are these:

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH

t Friends of the earth now let us join

together
In respect for all that gives us life.
Too long have we been trampling our
resources.

Now the time has come for us to act.
CHORUS:

Thank you—thank you God
hank you for the world that you give
us.

Help us, O Lord, .
Care for the earth on which.we live. ..

Friends of the earth now let us join
together. :

Bend your knee and grasp a bit of soil.
Look on it gladly; in your hands are
riches
Far more precious than the gift of
gold.
CHORUS:

Friends of the earth now let us join
together.
Orink a cup of water and find joy.
We must preserve the rivers, lakes, and
oceans.

In them, through them flow the
streamsoflife.
CHORUS:

Friends of the earth now let us join

together.
Breathe the air and look into the sky.
Can we continue endlessly polluting
[his resource that holds the key to life?
CHORUS:

Friends of the earth now let us join
toocether

&gt;

lo preserve the only world we have.
Let us encourage all men to be

srothers
While we care for every form of life
CHORI1IS:

-Words and music by Roger A. Dahlin,
Rogate Sunday 1973 for the
Illinois ‘Synod, Lutheran Church
in Amerirn

f you have further questions on it, you ma
wish to contact the minister who introduced if
o our congregation, The Reverend Ronalc
Sell of St. Stephen’s Evangelical Lutherar
Church, 5700 Pheasant Hill Road. Monona
WNicconsin 53716

George Kosk
Madison, Wisconsir

Marshmallow Whip
On Cole Slaw

“ellow FOE Members:
Mr. Byther’s letter on the glories of off-trail

notor vehicles printed in the August issue of
Vot Man Apart was so fantastically
lisingenuous that I was surprised at the
nildness of the editorial comment printed
»eneath it. To reply to Mr. Byther’s points
inder his own headings:

1. Mr. Byther says, in effect, that any com
nunity that is plagued by illegal reckless o1
10isy motorcycle driving has only itself tc
lame. In other words. the individual is not
esponsible for breaking the law; the poor
wwerburdened cops are responsible for forcing
'veryone to obey it. Oh goody. Does this ap-
sly to rural areas too? Is every woodland path
upposed to have sheriff's deputies stationed
 mn it? Is every path in a national or state forest
o be constantly patrolled by rangers? If so.
‘hat becomes of wilderness and solitude?

2. It is certainly true, as Mr. Byther says
hat in a great many auto-motorcycle ac
idents, the automobile runs into the motor:
vcle But this 1s not entirelv the automobile

driver’s fault. Many riders of both bicycles
and motorcycles flatly refuse to acknowledge
the fact that they are difficult to see. A man in
dull-colored clothes on a black or mud-
smeared cycle is simply not a very con
spicuous object, especially in thick traffic. The
wearing of bright clothing by cyclists would
do an enormous amount to cut down such

wccidents.
3. It is true that a motorcycle on the street

or highway is a fuel-saving substitute for an
tutomobile. A motorcycle or any other off
rail vehicle off the streets and highways is ¢
‘uel-wasting, ear-splitting, destructive substi
ute for walking—or for not being there at all

4. “I think that the motorcyclist is more
rcologically aware than the average person
simply because he bought a bike instead of a
:ar.” Rather than get into the dubious area of
vhat the average person’s motives for buying
1 motorcycle might be — I think Mr. Byther
s dead wrong but I can’t prove it — I think his
itatement might be a little closer to the truth if
‘he word “deaf” were inserted before “mo-
orcyclist.” The editor compares the sound of
1 motorcycle in the woods to a sonic boom. }
hink it would be better compared to the
ound of a 34-piece rock band at a distance of
hree feet. People go to wilderness areas for
juiet. This is one of their main reasons for
reing there. Motorcyclists in wilderness areas
ire comparable to Klieg lights in a plane-
tarium, marshmallow whip on cole slaw, oi
yroken glass on an air mattress.

Vivian Saunders
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Redwood Park: Whose Fault Is It?

Dear Sirs:
As requested in the June issue of Not Mar

(part, 1 wrote to Representative Roy A
raylor about doing all he could to preserve
ledwood National Park.

I thought that you might be interested in his
answer, which is the longest, most encourag-
ng individual letter I have ever received from
 member of Coneress

As he suggested, I have written to the
’resident and Secretary of the Interior.

Keep up the good work!
Richard P. Kellogg

New York City

Representative Taylor's letter to Mr. Kellogg
ollows:

Dear Mr. Kellogg:
Thank you for your letter concerning the

Redwood National Park. SE

As you may know, this park was created by
“ongress in 1968. At that time, we authorized
he acquisition of 58,000 acres of land. The
sark now includes 27,929 acres of State-
ywned land and 28,277 acres of federally-
wwned land.” ~~

Land acquisition costsin this area were to
re borne partially with appropriated funds
ind partially by the exchange of Federal
ands. Altogether, $92 million was authorized

©0 be appropriated (although actual costs may
»xceed this amount) and lands valued at more
han $52 million were to be exchanged for
irivate lands of equal value within the park.
lo date, $72 million has been appropriated
ind the Federal lands have been transferred
n exchange arrangements.
“At the time Congress created the park, it

recognized that activities outside its bound-
ries might adversely affect the values
vithin it. For that reason, the legislation
ipecifically provided some flexibility for the
secretary of the Interior to modify the park
boundaries if such action would help
minimize siltation of the streams and damage
lo the timber or would assure the preservation
of the scenery within the boundaries of the
National Park. While there is a 58,000 acre
imitation on the amount of land which can

se included within the park, it should be not-
»d that the present size of the park is onlv
6,206 acres.

In addTtion to allowing the Secretary to
nodify the boundaries, the Act specifically
wthorizes him to look beyond the boundaries
f the park in order to assure its integrity. It
lid this by allowing him to acquire interests in
and or to enter Into cooperative agreements



Page 3
Dear Sir:

For some time, I've been intending to send you a copy of this verse, which I've sung around
he country and it seems to be well received, and I think is worth your printing sometime, when
sou have a few inches you’re not using for something else.

Pete Seeger
Beacon. N.Y.
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vith landowners “on the periphery of the
vark and on watersheds tributary to streams
vithin the park designed to assure that the
&gt;onsequences of forestry management, tim-
oering, land use, and soil conservation prac-
ices conducted thereon, or the lack of such
»ractices, will not adversely affect the timber,
soil and streams within the park. . . ." To my

knowledge, the Secretary has not negotiated
any agreements or acquired any interests in
any lands along Redwood Creek pursuant to
his authority even though one of the main
surposes of this provision was to protect that

irea.
Under the Constitution, of course, no

&gt;wner of land can be deprived of the lawful
1se of his land without his consent unless it is
aken for a public purpose and unless he is
siven just compensation. In the case of the
Redwood Creek area, in the absence of
roluntary cooperative agreements between
he Secretary of the Interior and the owners,
ny property rights taken must be purchased
1t their fair market value.

The Act creating the Redwood National
ark authorizes the appropriation of $92
nillion for land acquisition.Sofar.$72
nillion has been requested by the President
ind approved by Congress. All of this has
seen expended; however. the land and timber
values on some major tracts have not yet been
letermined by the Court of Claims. In the
:vent that the authorization is inadequate.
urther legislation may be necessary to fund
he land acquisition program within the
:xisting park. In the meantime, however. you
nay wish to communicate your views directly
o the Secretary or to the President urging
hem to utilize the funds which the Congress
1as authorized for this important national
bark area.

'rew a response from the Department of the
nterior:

Year Sirs:

The Curry report [on logging in Redwood
reek] in reality was commissioned by me to
“termine what could be done, ought to be
one, and what we can afford to do within the

iedwood Park ecosystem.
Your article is extremely accurate when

ou reiterate that Redwood Creek is a totally
complete ecosystem for which Congress
ust bear the burden of its creation and its
gony. Options available to the Secretary are
‘w and we are continually hampered by the
calities of the fiscal situation. However, |
iave not given up and do hope that we have
ur day in front of an oversight committee.

Nathaniel P. Reed
Assistant Secretary for

Fish and Wildlife and Parks
Department of the Interior

Washington, DC

Assembly Line Nukes

‘ear Friends:

Don’t look now. but it has happened. The
.tomic Energy Commission is about to begin
roducing nuclear power plants en masse. In
n interview in Barron's Financial Weekly,
EC: Chairman Dixy Lee Ray states. “The
Vestinghouse-Tenneco combine already has
.arted a shipyard facility at Jacksonville
Fla.). which will turn out nuclear plants on
n assembly-line basis. They plan to mount
wm nn harees and take them to permanent

—
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Roy A. Taylor, Chairman
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Recreation
House of Representatives

Washington, DC
Jur article on Redwood National Park also

f-shore locations. To be economic, they
gure they will have to build at least eight
ach plants.”
The idea is to “get around the problem of

ach plant being challenged on environmen-
al and safety grounds.” They hope to get
tandardized designs so that a few could be
‘pproved once and for all.

Further, inland plants may become stan:
tardized also, either in total design or com
onent parts. “

If successful, nuclear plants will be sprout-
ng like mushrooms (Dr. Ray favors clusters
f plants) on and off the land. If ever a time
or a successful FOE court appeal, this is it.

Thomas Layman
Phoenix. Arizona

if we are to argue that there are vast stores

 untapped fossil fuels, and that the basis of
ur problems resides in the mahogany board
doms of the major oil interests, then we are
Iso tacitly approving the draconian environ-
nental disruption which will be produced in
he extraction of those fuels on a scale neces-

ary to sustain our soaring appetites. We
«now what this has meant to Appalachia. and
o some of our coastal waters. We know what

t may yet mean on Alaska’s North Slope; and
ve can only look ahead to the corrugation of
ome 25,000.000 acres of lands in Utah,
“olorado, Wyoming, and Montana, as we
rrind out the oil shales and low sulphur coals.

Ifit is time to nail the oil interests’ hides to
he wall, it is also a time to cut down. The oil
ompanies are advising that we cut down on
:onsumption, very likely for their own special
‘easons. But the advice is right anyhow. for
ur reasons. E

Thomas E. Dustin
Executive Director. Indiana Division

Izaak Walton League of America
Huntertown, Indiana

Brazil!

Zditor:
For the first time in Latin America, says the

nfluential newspaper Jornal Do Brasil, there
vas held a meeting against pollution.

Six hundred women, housewives with their
ons, walking in the streets of the little city of
&gt;erus, near the great Sao Paulo, have made a
yrotest against a cement factory that does not
vant to set up equipment against pollution.

The posters said, “We cannot cry. Our tears
ire made of cement.” “Down the pollution.”
“People will give alms to Abdalla (the owner)
:0 he can set up filters against pollution.”

The women say, “We want healthy sons,
zlean curtains, and gardens with flowers.”
which is not possible with the cement dust.

J.E. Montenegro Bentes
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

2.700 Bottles

Dear Editor: -

I was pleased to read your article concern-
ng the required deposit or “Bottle Law.”
vhich went into effect in Oregon this past
Jctober, despite dire predictions by the
reverage industry and supermarkets. This
aw may be the one which will help keep us
rom being buried in solid waste.

Personally, I have written many letters
irging passage of such legislation in Pennsyl-
‘ania but such legislation has not got enough
upport to date. To help the returnable bottle
ituation in another way, I decided several
‘ears ago to pick up discarded returnable soft
inink and beer bottles wherever practical and
eturn them. In the last two years I have
edeemed over 2,700 bottles. With deposits on
ome bottles as high as 5 cents, the monetary
eward has been significant, as well as the
eeling that I am making a significant con-
ribution in reducing environmental pollu-
ion. I would like to see this example followed
oy other FOE members.

Albert E. Wolf
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Watch Out For
I'hat BottomLine

Dear Sir:
There is every probability that the major oil

.ompanies are capitalizing on the energy
'yndrome; and all the criticism, investiga-
ions, and diatribes being leveled at them are
ikely justified. Action to bust up these cartels
vill undoubtedly be widely supported.

To this extent the emphasis placed on the
ssue in the July NMA was useful and timely
Vonetheless, I am concerned that all of this is
»bscuring the “bottom line” of the tal)
heets.

The keystone of it all is that we are con
uming fossil fuels at a prodigious rate on a
reometric curve, that the fuels being gobbled
1p are the earth’s energy capital (as opposed
o the interest). that they were laid down as
tored sunlight one time, and that they are
reing depleted fast. Granted all of the op-
sortunism and chicanery: but if we write off
he problem at that level. it will be the biggest
lunder in a nearly perfect record of blunders
Or our species.

One Man’s Protest

Co the Editor:

As a citizen I believe I can do my part to
1€elp clear the air: | am delaying the purchase
Of a new car until it contains a nonpolluting
:ngine. I hope that others who read this will
join my boycott.

Simon Perchik
New York City
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Appeals Court Rules Against
Rainbow Bridge

“ongressional leaders voiced strong suppor
or the old alignment. If the DENR is created
he Forest Service will be part of it; Secretary
3utz implied that gerrymandering may still
ye in the Service’s future after the DENR is
et up. The present regional boundaries of the
\ervice are more responsive to the large-scale
seographical divisions of the US than they are
o the bureaucratic nicety the proposed
ealignment would have served.

By a vote of 5—2, the Federal Appeals Court in Denver, Colorado, has overturned FOE’s victory
in the lawsuit aiming to protect Rainbow Bridge National Monument from encroachment by
Lake Powell.

The finding of the court is rather complex,
out essentially it rules that the provisions of
the Colorado River Storage Act of 1956 that
expressly protect Rainbow Bridge and all
other national monuments and parks from
impairment by Lake Powell, or any other
reservoir, are, at this point in time, “inopera-
ave.”

The majority ruled that since Congress has
repeatedly refused to appropriate money to
build protective works for the Monument, it
has changed its mind about sparing the
Monument from inundation. The majority
ignored one major point of the plaintiffs,
which was picked up in a fine dissenting
opinion by Chief Judge Lewis. It is true that
Congress has refused to appropriate funds for
protective works; it is also true that Congress
has refused on some half-dozen occasions to

repeal the protective language in the CRSA
Therefore, concludes Judge Lewis, the lan-
guage is still in force, and the action of the
majority is, to continue the Watergate
analogy, an egregious violation of the doc-
trine of separation of powers.

The case will be appealed to the Supreme
Court

NATIONAL FORESTS UP FOR SALE
(Now MORE THAN EVER)

Ince in every President’s tenure, he turns sil-
iculturist. Mr. Nixon's turn came in late July,
vhen the White House’s Office of
Management and Budget issued its latest
sudget guidance for the Service. “Financial
’lanning Advice,” an 85-page booklet sent to
he Service's field offices, calls on the Service
0 concentrate on selling trees and getting
hem cut, even if other programs in the na.
ional forests must be postponed or cancelled
“hief of the Forest Service John McGuire
aid that the document represents his
mplementation of what the OMB wants the
iervice to do. He said that the budget does
t include “everything we would like to do.”

I'he document says, “In light of the current
iigh demand for timber products for housing,
tc., and the national economic importance of
ncreased lumber and plywood production.
'ou must make every effort to insure that
hese levels are met or exceeded.” The levels
eferred to are those amounts of timber that

nay be cut — accdtding to official guidelines
- in the national forests during fiscal years
973 and 1974. Many conservationists believe
hat the levels have been set some 11.8 billion

voard feet too high.
The document stresses that Forest Service

nonies be channelled towards timber sales,
oad construction, and other activities that
elate directly to production of forest
yroducts, rather than towards recreation or
esearch. The document suggests channelling
nonies towards “the largest timber producing
orests and areas where [land use planning]
nust be done in response to high impac:
ievelopments (e.g., oil, gas or coal; transmis:
ion lines; etc.). Defer routine planning or les:
ritical areas ....”
The new document establishes by ad.

ninistrative fiat some of the goals of S. 1775
ind S. 1996, legislation now pending that
vould make timber production the dominant
1se of the national forests, in contravention
»f the Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act

&gt;f 1960. The Forest Service has openly op
yosed S. 1775.

Spurred on by the revelations of Watergate, a
‘oalition of organizations in California has
et out to qualify a ballot initiative that would
:ave profound effects on the electoral process
n that state.

The effort is being spearheaded by the
‘eople’s Lobby, the organization that spon-
ored the controversial “Clean Environment
\ct” in 1972. The Clean Environment Act
vas defeated by a massive $2.6 million PR
ampaign waged by industry. This fact, say
he leaders of People’s Lobby, led the group
o seek limits on campaign spending before
\:aving another go at a revised Clean En-
rironment Act.

Specifically, the “Political Reform Initia
ive” would: Co

limit the total amount of money that could
ye spent in a statewide election for any one
ffice to $1.2 million. That $1.2 million would
ve divided between the candidates, with the
ncumbent restricted to 90 percent of what
»ne of his challengers can spend;

require all state and local decision-making
sfficials to file annual financial statements;
 forbid lobbyists from making or arranging
or political contributions and gifts to legisla-
ors whom they are lobbying;

require complete auditing of campaign
:xpenditures for all candidates in California;

provide stiff civil and criminal penalties
r violations.

Joining People’s Lobby in the effort are
Ralph Nader’s California Citizen ‘Actior
Sroup, Common Cause, the NAACP, anc
nanv other individuals and organizations.

New Legislation
Would Update
Wilderness Act

Conservationists Endorse
Bill To Plug

Mining Loophole

Senator Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) has in-
iroduced legislation that would curtail mining
in areas protected under the Wilderness Act
of 1964. Senator Jackson’s bill, S. 1010, would
bar the filing of any new mining claims in
wilderness areas, and would ban prospecting
in wilderness areas; private prospecting
would be replaced with government mineral
surveys.

Conservationists have long felt that the
Wilderness Act of 1964s biggest loophole is
that it allows miners to keep staking claims in
wilderness areas until 1984. In January, US
District Court Judge Philip Neville, ruling on
a suit brought by the Izaak Walton League to
protect the Boundary Waters Canoe Area of
Minnesota, established a precedent for the
legal protection of wilderness areas from
miners (NMA, April 1973), but it was felt that
his ruling would need legislative affirmation.
Court rulings are too tenuous to be counted
on permanently, as we have seen in the
Rainbow Bridge and trans-Alaska pioeline
controversies.

George Alderson, FOE’s Legislative
Director told the Senate Interior Committee
on July 18 that the mining provision in the
Wilderness Act, “... allows miners freedom
to despoil the wilderness. It was enacted at the
insistence of a small minority in the US
Congress, consisting mainlyof legislators who
have since been turned out of office by their
constituents. Miners no longer control the
western states. It is time to enact a new law to

control mining in our national wilderness
areas. Mining is the greatest single threat to
he integrity of wilderness areas.”

Mr. Alderson also suggested a series of
amendments to strengthen S. 1010. Among
‘hem would be provisions: to bar miners from
zutting timber or constructing mills or tailings
sonds in wilderness areas; to allow the Forest
Service to use condemnation to acquire min-
ing claims; and to repeal an 1872 law’s
requirement that $100 worth of “assessment
work” be done annually on each mining
claim, replacing it with a yearly registration
fee to be paid on each claim

Forest Service
Vinners and Sinners

New Bill For

Tallgrass Prairie
introduced

No Reorganization,
Rut Fewer Trees

"here has been good news and bad news from
he US Forest Service in recent weeks. In

roper chronological order the good news
nfortunately, comes first.
On July 16, the Department of Agriculture

nnounced that the Forest Service would not
€ closing some of its regional offices or
eadjusting its regional boundaries. Plans to
o so had been announced by Secretary of
griculture Earl L. Butz on April 24. Mr. Butz

iad announced that regional offices in Mis
oula (Montana), Ogden (Utah), and Al
uquerque (New Mexico), and research sta-
on headquarters at Asheville (North
‘arolina) and Ogden would be closed and
heir regions absorbed into the Service's
emaining regions. The Service’s regions
sould then become the same as the adminis-

rative regions of the federal government's
ther agencies.
The realignment was hotly denounced. by

itizen conservationists, but Secretary Butz's
uly 16 announcement cited Senate Agricul-
ure and Forestry Committee hearings held
une 26 and 27 and the Administration’s

rroposal for a Department of Energy and
Jatural Resources (DENR) as reasons for
staining the old alienment. At the hearings

Representative Larry Winn, Jr., (R-Kan.) has
ntroduced a bill to create a Tallgrass Prairie
Vational Park in Kansas. Representative
Vinn’s bill, H.R. 9262, would create a na

ional park of up to 60,000 acres in Kansas
“lint Hills. Legislation introduced earlier this
ear by Representative Joe Skubitz (R-Kan.)
vould preserve some tallgrass prairie as part
»f a Cherokee Strip National Historical Park
o be located in Kansas and Oklahoma.

epresentative Skubitz’s bill has vet to be
cted on.

Representative Winn’s bill has been
trongly endorsed by Kansas conserva-
ionists, including Save the Tallgrass Prairie.
nc. (STP), and the Kansas Branch of FOE.
“harles Strough, President of STP, com-
nented on July 18th that, “both a Cherokee
strip Park and a Tallgrass Prairie Nationa
‘ark are needed to adequately portray and
irotect these two different. but significant as-
sects of our heritage.” He suggested that the
wo parks would make “a fine birthday
resent to the nation in 1976, the bicentennial
f our heritage as a nation, a heritage in which
ae prairie has played a great role.” He urged
{ansas’ Congressmen and Senators to unite
1 sponsoring the formation of both parks.

Not Man Apart

I'he Highways’
Last Hurrah

Highway Trust Fund Busted

CAROL PARKER
After more than three months of intensive
»argaining, the House-Senate conferees on
the highway bill came to a compromise we
lidn’t expect. Years of trying to overcome one
»f the most powerful special interest groups,
he highway lobby, succeeded. The
sreviously sacrosanct Highway Trust Fund
vas busted. Beginning in fiscal 1975, some of
he $6 billion-a-year Trust Fund can go for
rass transit.

Although the need to implement the Clean
ir Act and pressure caused by the “gas
hortage” influenced the conferees to stop
unding more highways and to divert some
ighway funds to mass transit, the
‘ompromise came as a surprise. During the
‘ree long months of deliberation in closed
essions, it appeared that a compromise
vould not be reached and that the bill would
ve dragged back to the floor for a third time.

THREE-YEAR WITHDRAWAL

\Ithough the compromise is weaker than the
briginal Senate-passed version, it marks the
irst time that Highway Trust Fund money
1as been made available fof the construction

&gt;f anything but highways. During the first
year of the three-year compromise bill, the
Highway Trust Fund monies will still go for

=

righways only, but, beginning with fiscal
975, urban areas will have the option of us-
ng up to $200 million of the $800 million of
irban systems money to purchase buses. In
976, the entire $800 million can be used for
yus or rail mass transit. During the first two
rears, cities may return all or part of their
irban systems money and request an equal
imount from general revenue for hus or rail
nass transit. ;

Another important provision of the
compromise bill is one which funds mass
ransit through the Interstate System. A city,
'ogether with the governor of its state and the
secretary of Transportation, can decide to
:ancel a controversial Interstate segment
vhich is not an essential link to the entire

‘nterstate System. The city can then receive
in equal amount of funds for bus or rail mass
ransit, but the money must come from
reneral funds, not from the Highway Trust
“und.

Bicyclists and pedestrians also received a
soost in the final bill, as conferees agreed to
illocate as much-as $40 million a year for
vikeways and walkways. The bill also
ncludes a provision making bicycle safety a
nandatory part of states’ highway safety
yrograms.

Tue HABIT NOT ENTIRELY KICKED

despite numerous gains, environmentalists
vere not overjoyed with the entire bill.
hough the highways-only precedent of the
“rust was broken, less than $1 billion of the
ntire, three-year, $20 billion bill will go for
1ass transit. Two environmentally destruc-
ve highways, the San Antonio Expressway
nd the Chicago Crosstown Expressway, will
ye completed without having to comply with
7e National Environmental Policy Act. In
rder to avoid a Presidential veto, an impor-
ant Senate provision was deleted that would
1ave authorized $800 million over two years

or urgently needed operating subsidies for
nass transit. The bill also contains money for

new ‘junior interstate’ system. This
Priority Primary System” could add 10,000
iiles of new highways funded at the present
iterstate 90-10 (federal-state) ratio and built
y Interstate standards
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Radioactive wastes, disposed of by dumping into sump, approach the water table. Drawing from the Los
dngeles Times, used by permission.

low On, Columbia :

Nuclear Wastes
At Hanford May
[rradiate Washington
And Oregon
CATHERINE JOHNSON

“he Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
naintains a Radioactive Waste Management
&gt;rogram on its 585-square-mile Hanford
Reservation in south-central Washington.
Bordered on two sides by the Columbia
River, the reservation is the storage and dis-
yosal site for approximately 75 percent of the
iccumulated radioactive wastes in the United
states. The Committee for Nuclear Respon-
sibility, FOE, the Natural Resources Defense
Council, and the Oregon Environmental
Council, have taken the AEC to court, charg-
ng that: “waste management practices at
Hanford unlawfully fail to provide an
idequate margin of safety against con-
amination of the environment and pose

1nacceptable risks.”
Plutonium — which in addition to being the

~vorld’s most carcinogenic substance and
-equiring 500,000 years of isolation before it
:an be safely allowed into the biosphere — has
seen dumped directly into open-bottom
renches at Hanford. The AEC spokesmen
1ave admitted that “due to the quantity of
dlutonium contained in the soil of [trench]
£-9, it is possible to conceive conditions
~hich could result in a nuclear chain reac-
ion.” Robert C. Scott, of the Environmental
Protection Agency’s water program, states
‘hat the “heat from the chain reaction would
:ause the trench to explode like a mud vol-
:ano,” venting lethal plutonium into the area.
vhich includes the tri-cities of Richland.
Kennewick, and Pasco.

More than a million gallons of plutonium-
contaminated waste are dumped each year
nto trenches like Z-9. Lined top and sides
with concrete, the bottomless trenches allow
the liquid to seep into the soil. Since plu-
onium does not dissolve in alkaline water
ike that at Hanford, the AEC assumed that
the wastes would not percolate through the
oil and thence to the water table and even-
mally to the Columbia River. The AEC was at

irst reassured by its monitoring devices that
ts system was foolproof, but more sophis-
icated equipment introduced in 1971 in-
icated that trench Z-9 contained far more
Jutonium than was thought. A heavy snow-
all and rapid thaw could flood the trenches,
arranging the plutonium into a configura-
on that would support a chain reaction.
Nor can the AEC safely assume that the

kaline water of the Hanford area will al-

rays remain alkaline. Irrigation, industrial
aste from non-nuclear plants, or septic tanks

« rural subdivisions could make the water of
ie area more acidic or more highly saline.

ther of which could spell disaster.
Another problem — as if another were

ceded — is the leaking of high-level
rrosive wastes from underground storage
nks, contaminating the soil further. During
me of this year, the biggest leak to date
lowed 115,000 gallons to escape over the
eriod of one month before the AEC dis-

overed and stopped it. Most tanks at Han-
rd are old and badly corroded. A total of 16
aks have released over 400,000 gallons and
iousands of curies of radioactivity into the
»il. The AEC’s theories notwithstanding,
«dioactivity has been detected in the
slumbia River.
in considering better methods of short-
rm and long-term (read: permanent)

.orage of intermediate and high-level
uclear wastes, the AEC has compiled two
sts of possible options; some are so com-
‘on-sense (i.e., using stainless rather than the
reaper but less permanent carbon steel for
nks) that the AEC has no excuse for not
wing already done so; and others — most of
« long-term options — are frightening and
or fantastic. Some of the latter include very
eep injection into the core of the continent;
urial in the Antarctic ice; disposal in un-
erground caverns to be created by nuclear
ombs; and disposal below a tectonic plate by
lacing wastes along the line where one of the
lates of earth’s mantle is sinking beneath an
1joining plate near the West Coast.

The FOE lawsuit is designed to force the
EC to prepare an environmental impact
atement on its Waste Management
rogram; and certainly, if the Commission is
riously considering some of the options
utlined above, they should be included in
1e statement. But you can bet the penguins
/on’t have a chance to comment on the draft

atement.
sround water doesn * stay underground. It eventually finds its way to the Colssmbia Ri----

The Navy’s
Petroleum Reserves
May Be Opened

Second Arctic Pipeline
So Soon?

Reliable sources report that a second pipeline
(rom Alaska’s North Slope is already being
slanned, before Congress’s votes on the
rans-Alaska pipeline have even become cold
(t is rumored that Senator Walter F. Mondale

«D-Minn.) plans to introduce legislation dur
ing September that will open Naval Pe-
troleum Reserve Number 4 (Pet 4) to
:xploration by commercial oil companies. If
:xploitable oil were found, it would be
rrought out through a pipeline that would
ross the eastern Brooks Range below the
uretic National Wildlife Range. It would
herefore, cross the route of the trans-Alaska

vipeline.
Pet 4, which covers 23,680,000 acres, lies

sest of Prudhoe Bay on the North Slope. The
JS Navy, which owns Pet 4, explored for oil
here between 1944 and 1953. At that time, if
sas thought that what oil was found was not

ommercially exploitable. Representative
:dward Hebert (D-La.) has said in the pas
hat Pet 4 should be reserved solely for mili
Ary uses.

New Moves to Ease
[he Gas Crisis :

Nationalization Ahead?

looks as though the oil industry stampeded
ongress on the pipelineissue just in time. In
few months (weeks?. . . years?), there might
ot be an oil company powerful enough to
~1St arms anymore.

Public outrage over the “gas crisis” has
egun to escalate as reports of shortages flood
ne papers. The crisis has hit Colorado
specially hard, and many unsuspecting
ourists have been stranded for days attempt-
1g to find an open station and then spending
ours in line for fuel for their giant

"innebagos.
Litigation has kept pace with public

pinion. Several new anti-trust suits have
sen filed. In Brooklyn, New York, a group of
orporations and a number of individuals
ave filed a $54 billion class action, antitrust
1it in the name of consumers, charging that
ie defendants — Gulf, Exxon, Texaco, Shell.

ad Mobil — have been overcharging at leas!
billion a year for the last four years.
in California, consumer advocate and

nairman of the State Board of Equalization.
‘ilham Bennett, urged that the State of
alifornia itself go into the oil business as a
ieans of solving California’s fuel shortage. If
alifornia began selling gasoline. Mr. Ben-
ett opined. “Then you'd see the oil com.
inies start supplying the public.” -
The government's attempts to save the

idependents’ skins from the teeth of the
1ajors’ virtual monopoly on supply by
oluntary petroleum allocation program have
ot worked. John A. Love. the White House
nergy chief, admitted that “There has been ¢
oticeable deterioration in the compliance of
nost oil companies in the past two or three
veeks. Some companies have given formal
10tice that they do not intend to comply
urther with the voluntary petroleum alloca:
ion program.” Mr. Love hinted that a man
latory allotment system is just around the
corner. In an interesting footnote to the
ipeline/Gas Crisis question. Mr. Love
»ointed out that even if the pipeline is built
he shortage will continue. The problem. he
mplied. is not (and has never been, we would
1dd) one of supply. but one of demand.

There are signs, however, that a more far
-eaching legislative solution to the problem
nay be upcoming. Senator James Abourezk
'D-S.D.) and Representative Les Aspin (D-
Wisc.) have introduced legislation that would
sermit any single oil company to operate in
»nly one of four phases of the industry:
production, refining. transportation by
pipeline, or marketing. As yet, of course, no
much action has been taken. but evenif thei
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proposal turns out to be merely symbolic, it is
it least an omen of things to come.

Standard Oil, perhaps just a bit nervous
bout its own sources of supply, sent out a
sontroversial letter to its stockholders and
‘mployees, urging them to support “the as-
sirations of the Arab people,” and “their
fforts toward peace in the Middle East.”
Something more than international altruism
notivated Standard, however. Standard ob-
ains 61 percent of its crude oil from Iran and
saudi Arabia.

The outcry was immediate and vigorous,
specially from Jewish leaders, who noted
nat the “aspirations of the Arab people”
requently include driving the Israelis into the
za. Standard’s headquarters in Los Angeles
cquired a partial, but eloquent, new coat of
ed paint, and there was talk of a boycott of
standard’s products. Standard backed down
iaickly, assuring the public that the rights
nd sovereignty of Israel must, of course, be
vart of a just settlement of the Arab-Israeli
andoff

New FOE Legal Unit
Sues EPA |

New York Clean Air
Delav Challenged

\ suit has been filed in the US Court of Ap-
seals in New York by Citizens for Clean Air.
“OE, Natural Resources Defense Council,
ind a large number of individuals who reside
n the New York City area, seeking to over-
urn the Environmental Protection Agency's
EPA) grant to New York City ofa19-month
xtension of the May 31, 1975 deadline for
1eeting federal air quality standards.

The Clean Air Act of 1970 required every
tate to submit an implementation plan
apable of meeting the primary and secon-
ary air quality standards. Certain heavily
»olluted urban areas — like New York — will

equire, in addition to federal emission con-
rols, a transportation control strategy in their
ans.

New York City’s transportation plan was
pproved by the EPA — a mistake. we believe

and an extension was granted on the basis
f its plan to reduce pollution by controlling
raffic. The EPA gave New York City until
secember 31, 1976 to comply with the air
tandards.

In opposing the extension. Avis Ogilvy.
hairperson of FOE's New York Branch.
oted that the delay will mean that New York
‘ity will fall short of federal air quality stan-
‘ards for both carbon monoxide and
ydrocarbons by about 25 percent by May 31.
975 — the original deadline. “This is hardly
n insignificant amount.” Ms. Ogilvy pointed
ut. “especially when one considers that the
andards were set on the basis of what is

equisite to protect the public health.”
FOE also claimed that the individual con-

rol measures proposed in the plan simply
/on’t do the job. Ms. Ogilvy explained that
Inadequate government funds. less than
‘hole-hearted enforcement. and individual
:sistance to required changes in transporta-
'on habits might all work to subvert the
lan’s goals. FOE wants to be sure that the
lan will accomplish the necessary clean-up.”
New York City and the EPA have also

ailed to give sufficient consideration to other
neans of reducing traffic. FOE recommends a
reeze on gasoline sales to 1972-73 levels — a
aeasure EPA has proposed for other me-
copolitan areas. including Los Angeles.
*hiladelphia, Pittsburg, and northern New
ersey — as one potentially useful “back-up™

easure.
Among the alternatives EPA will be asked

» consider are: (a) ending commuter dis-
ounts on toll bridges: (b) raising the tolls on
ridges for private vehicles occupied only by
ae driver and lowering the tolls for car pools.
?) sharply reducing or eliminating subway
ares.

The suit is the first court challenge of a
ransportation control plan, and has got a
urprising amount of coverage in New York
nd Washington newspapers. FOE’s legal
irector, Robert Rauch, recently debated
ohn Quarles, the acting administrator of
PA. on the “CBS Morning News” television
how. Our east coast media consultant
ossibly not the most objective audience
ported that. “We creamed them ”
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House Okays Alaska Pipeline oo

Congress Stampedes; “Ecology Be Damned”

GEORGE ALDERSON

he oil companies have succeeded in obtaining Congressional approval for the Alaska
sipeline. Although the final details will not be settled until Congress re-convenes on September
» and a conference committee can meet, both the House and Senate are in agreement on two
najor issues: (1) to let the Alaska pipeline go ahead, without prior consideration of alternative
routes through Canada, and (2) to cut off litigation under the lawsuit of the Environmental
Defense Fund, Friends of the Earth, and The Wilderness Society.

This decision came about in spite of a
major campaign by FOE and many other cit-
1izen groups. The reason for the oil com-
panies’ success is basically that Members of
Congress are afraid of being blamed by the
voters for oil shortages, either now or in the
future. Even though most Congressmen and
Senators are from regions of the country that
will not receive any oil from the Alaska
pipeline, the average Congressman either
consciously or unconsciously realizes that the
oil companies are well equipped to stimulate
opposition at election time, accusing him of
fostering shortages by not voting for the
Alaska pipeline. To drive the point home,
some oil-company ads appeared this summer
in selected Congressional districts, in the form
of an open letter to the local Congressman,
arguing that the oil companies are doing their
best to meet the shortages.
¥ What You Can Do: The scare tactics of

the oil companies must be met by informed
action of constituents, reacting to the
Congressman’s votes on the pipeline bill. It is
essential to success on future environmental

issues to write to your Congressman now,
praising or criticizing, as appropriate. Key
votes are shown below. (Your Congressman
an be addressed at House Office Building,
Washington, DC 20515.)

n the eight days available to prepare for the
louse floor debate, citizen groups put
rimary emphasis on the Dellenback-Owens
mendment, judging that it had the greatest
nance of success. Even supporters of the
vlaska pipeline could vote for it. The addi-
onal objective was to pass the amendment
-roviding for a decision by Congress after
‘nal studies of the Canadian alternative
utes. FOE lobbyists joined with spokesmen
rom other groups to make a complete can:
‘ass of the House. Almost half the Congress.
nen were visited twice, the second visit
sroviding more specific information to
unswer the legislators’ expressed concerns.

Debate on the pipeline bill began about
«00n on August 2. After two hours of general
ebate, consideration of the amendments

regan. The first environmental amendment
vas offered by Congressman John D. Dingell
D-Mich.), in the section of the bill affecting
Il future oil and gas pipelines. His amend-
nent was to prohibit the use of any national
vark or monument, national wildlife refuge,
r wilderness area as a right-of-way for oil
nd gas lines, unless the Secretary of the
nterior determines that there is no prudent
nd feasible alternative. The amendment was
efeated by a recorded vote of 160-261.
The Dellenback-Owens amendment was

ne next major amendment. Its significance
vas highlighted by its opponents. Shortly
refore the vote, Speaker Carl Albert, from the
ial state of Oklahoma, read aloud a letter

‘om President Nixon urging support of the
1peline and containing clearly implied op.
osition to the Dellenback-Owens amend.
nent. Then the powerful Chairman of the
tules Committee, Ray Madden (D-Ind.).
alled for approval of the pipeline (although
1e¢ did not mention the NEPA issue, his

emarks tended to identify him with the op-
osition). The amendment was defeated.
98-221. It would have taken a shift ofjust 12
otes to pass it. (The vote is shown in the
ccompanying chart.)
The amendment to provide for final study

f the Canadian alternative and a decision by
“ongress upon its completion was offered by
‘ongressman Morris K. Udall (D-Ariz.) and
wefeated on a non-record voice vote.

On final passage of the bill, 60 Congress-
nen showed their dissatisfaction by voting
gainst it, in spite of potential oil-company
:prisals. The vote was 356-60

THE SITUATION

CoMMITTEE TAKES UP THE BILL

Fhe action on the House side began promptly
after the Senate passed the pipeline bill on
July 13, after adopting the Gravel Amend-
ment to bar judicial review on a tie vote of
49-49, broken by Vice President Agnew, who
voted in favor of the amendment. The House
Public Lands Subcommittee began mark-up
sessions the following Monday, July 16.
taking up the bill introduced by the subcom-
mittee chairman, Congressman John Melcher
{D-Mont.) — summarized by the Anchorage
Daily Times as a bill to “authorize construc-
tion of the pipeline, ecology be damned.” The
Melcher bill contained the controversial
NEPA-override provisions, like the Gravel
Amendment barring further judicial review
of the pipeline under the National Environ-
mental Policy Act. This provision was
designed to put a stop to the lawsuit of the
Environmental Defense Fund, FOE, and The
Wilderness Society, which has stopped the
project since 1970 because it was found in
violation of NEPA and the 1920 Mineral
easing Act.

Tue NEPA ISSUE

The principal objective of environmentalists
in the full committee mark-ups was to remove
the NEPA override. Congressmen John
Dellenback (R-Ore.) and Wayne Owens (D-
Utah), both supporters of the Alaska pipeline.
prepared a package of amendments to do this.
Intensive efforts were made by FOE and
other groups in the Alaska Public Interest
Coalition to obtain support from committee
members. After short mark-up sessions on
July 18 and 20, the amendment was first
offered on July 23. It was defeated, 18-20. but
preparations began to try again the next day
focussing on the absentees and possible con-
verts. The oil companies also focussed on
-argets they thought vulnerable.

Even before the day was out, FOE received
a call from the staff of Congressman Antonio
Won Pat (D-Guam), to the effect that the
Congressman had wired instructions to
Chairman Melcher to vote his proxy for the
Dellenback-Owens amendment, instead of
against it, as had happened on the first round.
his change would tie the vote at 19-19.

But when the vote came up the next morn.

ing. Mr. Melcher did not vote Mr. Won Pats
proxy at all. In addition, two supporters of the
Dellenback amendment dropped away —

Manuel Lujan (R-N.M.) was absent, and Paul
Cronin (R-Mass.) switched to opposition. The
result was another defeat, 17-19.

On Julv 24. at 7:05 p.m... the committee

is this goes to press, environmental law-
ers are studying the language of the Sen-
te and House bills to determine whether

tigation may still be possible on certain as-
ects of the pipeline issue. At stake is not only
nitiation of the pipeline, but enforcement of
he conditions imposed on the builders, and
nforcement of safety provisions when the
ipeline is in operation. A further report will
ppear in a forthcoming issue of NMA

‘eorge Alderson is Legislative Director of
riends of the Earth in Washington, DC. Dur-
1g the pipeline fight he has also served as
oordinator of the Alaska Public Interest
‘oalition, a clearinghouse for labor, consumer,
nd environmental organizations opposing the
'laska pipeline

State Department
Lied to Congress

On Pipeline
Recent revelations indicate that the US
Department of State deliberately
nisled the Congress with respect to the
Canadian Government’s attitude
oward bringing Prudhoe Bay oil to the
US through Canadian territory.

The chronology goes something like
his:
-—On June 1, Representative John
vlelcher (D-Mont.) asked the State
Department to find out what the
“anadian Government thought about
| pipeline across Canada.
-—On June 14, the American Embassy
n Ottawa sent two long telegrams to
state Department headquarters in
Vashington, outlining the Canadian
ittitude as derived from conversations
vith various Canadian officials.
-—On June 20, Senator Henry Jackson
D-Wash.) inserted himself into the is-
ue and wrote to the State Department
isking about the Canadians’ attitude
lemanding an answer by June 25.
-—On June 22, the State Department
vrote to Mr. Jackson and Mr. Melcher

tating that the Canadian government
vas not interested in negotiating about
pipeline permits and was continuing to
jemand 51 percent ownership of any
vipeline through their territorv

-—On June 27, a written statement of

he Canadian position was given to the
American Embassy in Ottawa.
-—On July 6, after an inexplicable
Jelay of one week, the Canadian
“hargeé d’Affaires confronted State
Department officials, asking why the
ummary of the Canadian position had
10t been sent to Congress and protest-
ng the inaccuracy of State’s June 22
etter. The document, containing
inswers to a series of questions posed
by the US Department of State, makes
t clear that the Canadian government
s very interested in entertaining
ipplications for pipeline permits and
says that the Canadians would not
‘equire majority ownership of any
sipeline. It also states that the
maximum time necessary for comple-
ion ofaCanadianline would be much
ess than the time spokesmen for the
US Interior Department and Aleyska
1ave claimed. On the same day, the
Canadian Energy Minister made a

Apartt ManNo

peech on the floor of the Canadian
House of Commons, charging that the
US State Department was suppressing
he letter outlining the Canadian
Jovernment position.
-—On July 7, the State Department
sent the documents outlining the
Canadian attitude to Congress.
-—On July 16, The Wilderness Society,
he Environmental Defense Fund, and
‘OE wrote to Congressman Melcher
:laiming that the State Department
1ad deliberately misled: the Congress
vith its June 22 letter.
——On July 17, the same groups wrote
0 Mr. Melcher again, enclosing copies
f the June 14 telegrams, which by then
1ad come into our possession.
Congressman Melcher responded that
1e would consider scheduling hearings
0 investigate the matter further.

-—On July 17, Senators Mondale and
‘ackson made speeches on the Senate
loor accusing the State Department of
slaying fast and loose with the
~“anadian communications, but their
varnings fell on deaf ears.
-—On July 23, Senator Mondale pur-
ued the matter in testimony before
senator Fulbright’s Foreign Relations
Committee. It is hoped that Senator
“ulbright will follow up with further
earings.

(As background, it was confirmed by
Representative Donald Fraser [D-
vinn.], during House debate on the
pipeline, that then Undersecretary of
State John N. Irwin II called the
Canadian Ambassador, Marcel
Cadieu, into his office on May 11, 1973,
and politely told him to shut up about
he Canadian route. The US govern-
nent, explained Mr. Irwin, had decid-
:d on the trans-Alaska route, and
‘urther interest in the matter from
Canadian sources might make it
fifficult to get the Alaska route

pproved.)
The fight is not yet over. As lawyers

leliberate future legal maneuvers,
~onservation forces in Washington are
rying to keep the pressure on to con-
since Congress to reopen the pipeline
lebate. No one knows what other

kullduggery lies buried in whose files,
but no one doubts that there is more —

nuch more.

tr What You Can Do: Write to your
senators and Congressman and ask
hem to demand further hearings on
he State Department’s mishandling of
he Canadian information
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| “SAVE NEPA” Amendment (Dellenback)

NOES—221
Abdnor ireen, Oreg. Perkins
Addabbo Iross Pettis
Alexander *ubser Peyser
Andrews, N.C. luyer Pickle
Archer Ialey Poage
Arends dammer= ~owell, Ohio
Armstrong schmidt rice, Tex.
Ashbrook Hanrahan ‘ Allen
3aker Hansen, Was’ ndall
3arrett Tastings rick
Beard Tawkins odes
3evill “bert “Merts
Blackburn :nderson winson, Va.
3olling icks ers
lowen Iillis wcalio, Wyo.
jray Hinshaw 258

3reaux logan &gt;usselot
Brooks "olifleld innels
3roomfield alt uth ~
Brotzman osmer sandman
3rown, Ohio uber Satterfield
troyhill, N.C. fudnut Scherle
‘royhill, Va, ‘unt ‘chneebeli
jurgener ~utchinson sbelius
3urke. Fla. ‘chord aipley
3urleson, Tex. 'ohnson, Calif Triver
Sutler . ;ohnson, Colo Auster
3yron Johnson, Pa. ikes
camp Jones, Ala. Jisk
Tarter Jones, N.C. 5kubitz
asey, Tex. Jones, Okla. slack
ederberg Jones, Tenn. ‘mith, N.Y.

Jhamberlain Kazen ayder
“happell Teating ence .
ciancy “etchum eed
“lark luczynski eelman
Clausen, 1ykendall weiger, Ariz.

Don H. yndrum ephens
Mawson, Del atta ‘ratton
‘{eveland sitton ubblefield !
ochran wong, La. uckey
Jollier Lott mms
Zollins, Tex. McCollister alcott
Conable “~Cormack wylor, Mo.
Conlan Ewen -ague, Calif.
Jorman Fall . ~ague, Tex.
rane wicKay well, Nev.
Janiel, Dan McSpadden een
‘aniel. Robert Madden Iman
w., Jr. Mahon ysey .

*aniels. varazitl iggonner
Dominick V. Martin, Nebr. alsh

Davis, Ga. Martin, N.C. .fampler
Davis, S.C. ~athias, Calif. "are
Davis, Wis. "athis, Ga. hite
ie la Garza ‘eeds hitehurst
telaney «elcher © hitten
snnis Metcaife ‘dnall
vine Michel oging
ckinson Milford ' liams
on Miller © lsonm,

Jowning Minshall, Ohio Charles H.,
Tilberg aizell Calif.
‘shleman Mollohan Wilson, :
iowers Montgomery Charles, Tex.
1ynt " - Moorhead, Wright

‘ord, Gerald R Calif, Wyatt
‘»rsythe Morgan Wylie
ountain Murphy, N.Y. ~Tyman
‘oehlich Myers Joung, Alaska
ulton "“atcher Young, Ill.

Gettys elsen Young, 8.C.
Ziaimo fichols Young, Tex.
Ginn Parris Zablocki
Goldwater Passman Zion
Gonzalez Patman
Goodling Pepper '

JOT VOTING—14

Erlenborn Jarman Rooney, N.Y.
Evins, Tenn. King Smith, Iowa
Fisher Landgrebe Wilson, Bob
Gray Mills, Ark. Zwach
Hanna O'Brien

So the amendment was rejected.

Amendment (Dingell)

The environmental vote is “Ave”

The environmental vote is “Aye”

The vote was taken by electronic de-
vice, and there were—ayes 198, noes 221,
not voting 14, as follows:

Roll No. 420]
AYES—198

‘raser Pike
relinghuysen Podell

enzel Preyer
rey rice, Ill.

Fuqua Pritchard
aJaydos Quie
Gibbons Railsback
Filman Rangel
Srasso Rees

‘een, Pa. Regula
ifithg Reid

euss

iegle
unter Rinaldo

“amilton Robison, N.Y.-
Ianley Rodino
“ansen, Idaho Roe
arrington Roncallo, N.Y. -
rsha ‘ooney, Pa."
“vey . 'nsenthal

ays ystenkowski
.echler, W.Va yush
Jeckler, Mass. y
feinz -oybal .
Jelstoski *uppe
Joltzman an
orton + Germain
Toward rasin
fungate rbanes
jordan ylor
arth ‘hroeder
“astenmeier siberling
emp ~noup
{och Staggers
£yros Stanton,
Leggett J. William
Lehman Stanton,
Lent James V.
ong, Md. Stark

wujan ‘eele
McClory eiger, Wis.
McCloskey tokes
McDade tudds
AcKinney ullivan
Aacdonald ymington
dadigan aylor, N.C.
failliard ‘hompson, N.J.
allary omson, Wis.

dann hone
Matsunaga Fhornton
Mayne Fiernan
Mazzoli Udall
dezvinsky 7an Deerlin
‘nish Tander Jagt
‘nk '"anik
itchell, Md. igorito
Schell, N.Y, 'aldie

Jakley halen
orhead, Pa. Inn

sher olff
Oss rrydler

phy, Ill. Jates
zi Yatron

Young, Ma,
y . Young, Ga.

Hara
O'Neill
Owens
Patten

Abzug
Adams
Anderson,

Calif.
Anderson, II
Andrews,

N. Dak.
Annunzio
Ashley
Aspin
3adillo
3afalis
3ell ]
3ennett
3ergland
3iaggil
fester

dingham
3latnik
3oggs
3oland -

3rademas
3rasco
3reckinridge
3rinkley
3rown, Calif,
3rown, Mich.
3uchanan
Burke, Calif.
Burke, Mass.
3urlison, Mo.
Burton
carey, N.Y.
“arney, Ohio

isholm
ay
‘hen
ollins, Ill.
onte
onyers

Cotter
~oughlin
‘ronin
‘ulver
anielson .

ellenback
ellums
snholm
lent
erwinski
‘ggs
geil
nohue
rinan
ulski
ancan

au Pont
Eckhardt
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Calif
Esch
2vans, Colo,
Tascell
™ndley
Fish
flood
foley
Ford, -

William D.

Park and Refuge Protection
The vote was taken by electronic de-

vice, and there were—ayes 160, noes 261,
not voting. 12, as follows:

Roll No. 419]
AYES—160

Ford,
William D.

Fraser
Frenzel
jaydos
¥ibbons

Silman
3rasso
Green, Pa.
Srifiths
Jude
‘unter
amilton
rrington
‘rgha
Ivey
ys }

chler, W.Va
ackler, Mass.

Teinz
{elstoski
foltzman
oward
ungate
rdan
‘rth
stenmeler
ch
Tos -

.hman
ent
Long, Md.
McCloskey
vicDade
facdonald
Tatsunaga
‘ayne
azzoli

{etcalfe
Aezvinsky
viller
Minish
Vink
ditchell, Md.
foakley
foorhead, Pa.
“organ
{oss ’
urphy, Ill.
edzl
oey

JS’Hara
wens
Patten
Pickle

NOES—261

Brooks Clausen,
Broomfield Don H.
Brotzman Clawson, Del
Broyhill, N.C. Cochran
3royhill, Va. ~ollier
urgener “ollins, Tex.
‘urke, Fla. “onable
‘urleson, Tex. anlan
urlison, Mo. rman
autler rane
yron Jronin
amp Daniel, Dan

Tarter daniel, Robert
Jasey, Tex. Ww. Jr.
Jederberg aniels,
Shamberlain Dominick V.
Chappell Janielson
Clancy davis, 8.C.
Mark avis, Wis,

Abzug -

Anderson,
Calif.

Anderson, 111.
Andrews, N.C.
Andrews,

N. Dak.
Annungio
Ashley
Aspin
3adillo
3afalis
sennett
3ergland
3iaggl
liester
lJingham
3latnik
3oland
3rademas
3rasco
3reckinridge
3rinkley
3rown, Calif.
‘rown, Mich
rown, Ohio
uchanan
urke, Calif.
arke, Mass.
urton
;arey, N.Y,
Jarney, Ohio
Shisholm
lay
leveland
‘ohen-
‘ollins, 11.
mte
anyers
otter
oughlin

Julver
Jellums
Jenholm
diggs
ingell
onohue
rinan
ulski

*u Pont
ckhardt

sdwards, Calif.
isch
fvans, Colo.
Mich

fe la Garza
Jelaney
ellenback
nnis
nt
erwinski
evine
ickinson

“orn
wning
‘ncan
wards, Ala.
berg
‘enborn
hleman
scell
ndley
ood
owers
ynt
dey
ord, Gerald R
‘orsythe
‘ountain
relinghuysen
rey
roehlich
iiton
qua
mttys
iaimo
nn

joldwater
jonzalez
'‘'oodling
'reen, Oreg.
TOSS }

rover
abser
ruyer

1aley
{Jammer-
schmidt

[anley
fanrahan
‘ansen, Idaho
nsen, Wash.
stings
wkins .

‘bert
nderson

_icks :
“tllis
Iinshaw
“gan
Jlitield
olt
orton
mer |

1ber .

adnut
unt

futchinson
chord :

arman
shnson, Calit
ohnson, Col
shnson, Pa,

ones, Ala.
Jones, N.C.
Jones. Okle

Jones, Tenn. Roncalio, Wyo
Kazen Rooney, Pa.
Keating Rostenkowskl
Lemp Rousselot
Ketchum Runnels
‘wing Ruppe
Lluczynski Ruth
“uykendall jiandman
andrum larasin
atta atterfield

eggett cherie
uitton _chneebeli
ong, La. Sebelius
"ott Shipley
Lujan “houp
McClory wrriver
McCollister uster
McCormack kes
McEwen sk
McFall “ubitz
McKay lack
McKinney smith, NY,
McSpadden nyder
adden ence
fadigan teed

«Mahon teiger, Ariz,
Mailliard “teiger, Wis.
Mallary stephens
Mann Stratton
Maraziti Stubblefield
Aartin, Nebr ‘tuckey
Martin, N.C. ymms
"athias, Cali” ilcott
athis, Ga. aylor, Mo.
leeds rylor, N.C.

vielcher veague, Calif.
Michel league, Tex.

Milford Chornton
Minshall, Ohic Cowell, Nev.
Mitchell, NY [reen
Mizell Ullman

Mollohan Veysey
Montgomery Waggonner
Moorhead, Nalsh

Calif. Nampler
Mosher ‘Nare
Murphy, NY. Nhite
Myers Whitehurst
~Natcher Whitten
Nelsen Widnalt
T{chols Niggins

xX - Williams

"Neill Wilson, Bob
arris- Tilson,

'‘assman Charles H.,
Jatman Calif.
'epper “"{lson,
Jerkins Charles, Tex.
Dettis Ninn
deyser Nright
Page Wyatt

well, Ch. Vydler
-1ice, Tex. Wylie
uillen Jyman
ailsback zoung, Alaska
arick Young, Ill.

tegula Young, S.C.
Rhodes Young, Tex.
Roberts Zablocki
Robinson, Va. Zion
Rogers

I0T VOTING—12

davis, Ga. Hanna Rooney, N.Y.
svins, Tenn, Landgrebe Smith, Iowa
"Isher Mills, Ark. Staggers
ray O’Brien Zwach

So the amendment was rejected.

\bdnor
Adams
\ddabbo
\lexander
\rcher
Arends
‘rmstrong
Ashbrook
taker
‘arrett
ard
Al
vill
.ackburn
ages
lolling
3owen
3ray
Rreaux
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ALASKA NATIVES REBEL
AGAINST THE PIPELINE

The Board of Directors of Doyon Limited, :
native corporation of 31 villages in central
Alaska, has raised speculations and some
anger by its statement of unanimous opposi
tion to the trans-Alaska pipeline. Doyon is the
orofit arm of the Tanana Chiefs Conference

.he largest of the 12 regional corporation:
created under the Alaska Native Claims
settlement Act. Ten thousand natives live
within Doyon’s region, which reaches from
the Yukon Territory, on the eastern boun
lary, to the crest of the Brooks Range in the
Arctic, to beyond the Alaska Range on the
iouthern boundary, and far into the westerr
reaches of Alaska.

The action is confusing. Doyon’s ow
resident is heavily involved in State and na
ive politics and has, with Doyon’s executive
director and other natives, been in Washing
ton lobbying for the pipeline. At first glance.
he Doyon Board of Directors seems to be
7ying for a better position for employment of
1atives by the Alyeska Pipeline Service
company. Their statement says, “All
:mployment [on the pipeline] will be through
ions. Only 1 percent of [native] workforce
selongs to these unions.”

But the statement goes much farther: “The
:atastrophic effect of the pipeline and the
nflux of outsiders coupled with the lack of
yrotection of existing subsistence hunting and
ishing and employment guarantees were
wverriding reasons for opposing the pipeline
.. (and) the Board of Directors. . . has voted

unanimously to oppose. . . construction of. .
1ll roads west and north of Fairbanks’
‘emphasis added). “An influx of outsiders
who take over the land [leaves] the native
Jeople in a worse situation than before
because their subsistence hunting and fishing
have disappeared.” Clearly this is something
more than mere opposition to the pipeline.

It is curious that urban native leaders have
oeen lobbying for the very depredations that
their rural subsistence-oriented constituents
&gt;xplicitly fear. Maybe it isn’t so curious: the
sash settlement provisions of the Native
Claims Act guarantees the corporations some
$500 million to be paid from minera'
production royalties.

However, Doyon’s board has clearly said
“The possible monies we, as a corporation
will receive from the royalty of the oil from
‘he North Slope will in no way compensate
‘or the existing life-style of our people. Our
&gt;eople must continue to live off the land for
years to come. ... It matters little to us that

&gt;ther people may need jobs and fuel for thei:
:ars at the expense of over-running oui
sillages with caterpillar tractors, trucks. and
pipes.”

RoAD BUILDING AND MINING
IN GLACIER BAY?

Mines and roads in Glacier Bay National
Monument? That's the big question, and
:veryone who has tried to find an answer ha:
irawn a blank.

This is the situation: there is a body of
copper-nickel sulfides within the Monumen
hat might be able to produce over 10(
million tons of ore. (In 1970, the US con:
sumed 155.719 tons of nickel. but produced
nly 15.319 tons domestically.) Newmont!
Mining Company holds claims on part of the
slacier Bay ore, and would like to mine it. In
936, Congress enacted legislation that lef
he Monument open to mining. but not tc
oad construction. The National Park Service
\dmits that Newmont wants a transportation
‘oute (i.e., roads) from tidewater to the mine
ite, under Brady Glacier. Newmont may alsc
vant a concentrator site, tailing dumps, and
locking and dormitory facilities within the
Monument. Newmont may be trying tc
iegotiate with the Service to develop such 2
yroposal but has made no official proposal
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they may be trying to operate out of public
scrutiny.

Meanwhile, the Park Service has fielded its
ywn team to assess biological and other
salues along the routes that Newmont has
said it wants to use. The Service wants a

itrong position when negotiations officially
yegin, and wants information for the en-
/ironmental impact statement that would
have to be filed for any mining project.

The Revised Draft Environmental Impaci
‘tatement for a Wilderness Proposal for
slacier Bay gives a few clues to what’s going
n. For example, the Service takes a wishy-
vashy stand on whether or not to buy out the
nining claims, or to allow mining in the
Monument. The statement does, on the other
1and, point out that developing resources on
National Park Service lands is inconsistent
vith the organic act legislation that created
he Service in 1916. The statement also says
hat using existing air and water access to the
sre bodies is preferable to developing roads
ind it rejects constructing a spur into the
Monument from the proposed Juneau-to-
{aines Highway.

Knowing some of the games the National
*ark Service has played in the past with con-
essioners and developers, I requested to be
resent at any meeting of the field team with
he industry. A representative of citizen
»ublic interest should get in on the ground
loor; put bluntly, the National Park Service
1eeds to be kept honest. It may need outside
support to stand tall in the face of industry
pressures. :

FOE’s position would be that it would be
in all-time tragedy to scar this roadless,
&gt;oastal, mountain-glacier wilderness. Visitors
10w arrive to tour the 2,803,642-acre

Monument entirely by air and travel by boats
long its breath-taking bay and inlet
&gt;oastline. Former National Park Service
Director George Hartzog strongly opposed a
‘oad; the Service and the Interior Secretary
should use all laws available to prevent such

roads.
k¥ What You Can Do: Letters are needed to
Ronald Walker, Director, National Park Ser-
rice, US Department of the Interior,
Vashington, DC 20240. Tell him that: 1)
More support is necessary for the Service's
ield team to continue its baseline research: 2)
Newmont should use helicopters for all
*xploratory tests on their claim — no roads

hould be allowed for this; 3) If the ore body
roves economical to mine, and mining
droves necessary, railroads and various aerial
methods should be strongly considered as
ternatives to roads; 4) If mining does take
lace, all impact from any mining project in
he Monument should be minimized

DoEks E. HowaArD HUNT
RuN ALPS’s PR?

“or years, the oil pipeline consortium in
Alaska has insisted that it can safely build and
perate a hot oil pipeline across Alaska. But
he consortium — Alyeska Pipeline Service
“ompany (ALPS) — has already spilled con-
iiderable amounts of fuel oil even before it
1as begun to lay pipe. In some cases, no one
1as even determined where the leaked oil es-

:aped to. .

Our earlier report on Alyeska’s Happy
lalley Construction Camp was incorrect; it
1as been the site of not two, but three diesel

7il spills since 1970. Operation of Happy
Valley is subcontracted by Alyeska to a Seat-
le firm, and it is run with the sloppiness and
:arelessness that make people who care what
1appens to fragile, unspoiled Alaska shudder
it the pipeline project.

Since the May, 1973, spill of 8.000 gallons
vas reported, Happy Valley has become al-
nost an armed camp. Visitors are all but run
ff, the personnel are defensive. and the
superintendent (who, we hear, spilled the fuel
n the first place), seems paranoid. New
liversion trenches have been dug and are
‘ollecting fresh diesel oil. Fires between the
torage area and the creek now burn 24 hours
. day as personnel try to burn off the spilled
il.

Meanwhile, the simulated pipeline/
aribou crossing study sponsored by British
?etroleum’ (BP), the Interior Department.
ind Alyeska has shown that caribou are ex-
remely reluctant to cross the pipe. It appears
hat the release of the study was purposefully
lelayed until after Congress voted on
vipeline legislation.

In the meantime, a bladder fuel storage
acility at a Home Oil Company drill pad site
'n the North Slope has begun leaking oil into
he Arctic ecosystem.
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-nstitutional change, and the diversion of
-apital to new needs are not inherently ex-
&gt;onential. .

Discovery of oil is not in the long run made
:asier by the fact that certain fields of oil have
ilready been discovered. The next increment
&gt;f pollution abatement is not directly facili-
ated by the increment that went before. One
loubling of land yield does not enhance the
possibilities for the next doubling. Any
suggestion that these “exponential” tech-
nologies are inevitable is based on a profound
misunderstanding of the inherent cause of
exponential growth. The suggestiop also
implies a rather sweeping disregard for the
wocial basis of technological change, for the
iecond law of thermodynamics, and for the
aw of diminishing returns.

2. There are physical limits to
ropulation and caphial growth. Our own
mpressions and much empirical data suggest
hat Malthus was right, that the world is finite
n several important ways. [Thomas R.
Malthus (1766-1834) was-a British economist
~vho predicted that uncontrolled population
srowth would eventually outstrip agricultural
production, leading to widespread famine.
Although ignored or dismissed, his theories
have never been refuted. — Ed.] Our world

models are built upon this Malthusian as-
sumption. It seems to us not only more
realistic, but more socially responsible and
more useful to investigate the ways in which
iociety might and should adjust the current
srowth processes to accommodate earthly
imitations than to assume awav all such

imitations.
The world model expresses the idea of the

:arth’s limits through four explicit assump-
ions: there is a finite stock of exploitable
-esources; there is a finite capacity for the
:nvironment to absorb pollutants; there is a
inite amount of arable land; and there is a
finite yield of food obtainable from each
nectare of arable land. No one has exact in-

formation about where these limits are; they
all seem to vary with time. We know that to a
wertain extent they are expandable by tech-
10logy. We also know that they can be
educed by misuse.

Bv attempting to reoresent the world’s

Our second concern was to represent not
nly the forces that can increase the earth’s
arrying capacity for human activity, but also
1e forces that can reduce it. From our ad-
rittedly Malthusian point of view, Western
1an is entirely too prone to rejoice in his
ewly-irrigated land, underwater oil-drilling
gs, Green Revolutions, and catalytic con-
:rters, and to ignore the eroded, salinized, or
rip-mined land, the dumps of wasted
sources, the depleted ore bodies, the
mplified ecosystems, and the deprivation of
ther humans in other cultures that he leaves
| the wake of his “progress.” The world
rodel assumes the possibility of considerable
iture progress, but it also assumes that the
mits can be pushed downward, as well as
oward, by man’s activities.
There are, of course, other limits we have

ot included in the world model. The most
svious omissions are the limits to the sus-
.inable rate of use of renewable resources —

-esh water, timber, fish, and game, for
cample. We also recognized the importance
[ social limits, but omitted them from
secific analysis. We stated in Limits that
cial limitations (unjust distribution, waste,
ars) would only decrease the possibilities for
-owth allowed by physical limits.

3. There are long delays in the
rocesses that control the rate of physical
rowth in the world system. Delays are the
1ain source of instability in the global sys-
:m. When rapid growth is coupled with a
ong delay between cause and effect, the
rowth may proceed far beyond sustainable
mits before the effects that can stop it come
ito play. We have not assumed that people
re unresponsive to the changing situation
round them. We have simply assumed that
)cial institutions respond only to problems
yout which they have information, that the
formation they act on is often incomplete

nd late, and that the social response is not
mediate but is itself delayed by political,
1ysical, or biological processes. The delay is
creased by the time required to invent,
onstruct, and test, and perfect new tech-
ologies. Many response delays are beyond
ontrol, such as the delays inherent in the
opulation age structure or in the propaga-

Some people have suggested that an economy at material equilibrium
must be stagnant, rigid, and dictatorial,

that it must preserve the present maldistribution of wealth.
The opposite would more likely be the case.

imits and the growth of the physical system
oward them, we did not expect to gain any
more precise information about the location
or values of the limits themselves. We sought,
ather, a framework in which many growth
yrocesses and limits could be considered

ogether, to illustrate that solutions proposed
or any one problem related to growth are
neaningless without considering the system
1s a whole. The traditional approach of
ipecialists in any one area amply illustrates
10w easily any single resource, food, pollu-
ion, or population problem can be mentally
‘solved.” One need only assume that
sufficient capital, energy, labor, land,
material, and time can be allocated to that
ne problem. The world model forces one to
&gt;xplore the possibility that several of these
problems may have to be solved simul-
taneouslv.

ion of persistent materials — such as plu-
anium or DDT — through the environment.

These three major elements — growth,
1angeable limits, and delays — combine to
wise the “overshoot mode” of the model,
herein the human population grows beyond
1e physical limits, erodes them, and declines.
he overshoot occurs only under the as-
imption that the social value system will
romote population and material growth un-
I counteracted by very strong forces. When,
1 the “equilibrium” mode, we assume a
1ange in man’s value system in favor of
ability and against sustained population
1d capital growth, the overshoot no longer
ccurs. The overshoot could also be

iiminated, or minimized, by assuming that
ae society can avoid the implications of
elays by conducting accurate long-term
ianning. Our purpose in publishing Limits

/as to encourage both the value-change and

ng-tery planning.. There are two possible social res-
onses to the limits to growth: weaken

rowthforces or remove the symptoms ofnpending limits. The common response of
nodern social systems to the pressure on
rrowth caused by limitation of any resource is
o remove the pressure so that growth can
ontinue. Highways are jammed; build more
righways. Copper reserves are depleted; im-
«ort copper. Electric power is insufficient:
evelop new power plants. People are hungry
or the land depleted); buy fertilizer. -

It is only very recently and very weakly that
n alternative set of solutions has been
eriously proposed; reduce the use of au-
»mobiles, use less electric power, extend the
seful lifetime of material goods, have fewer
nildren. This second set of responses recog:
izes that these scarcities are not problems
hemselves so much as symptoms, or signals,
f the underlying problem; population anc
aaterial growth against a finite resource base
he first set of responses serve to remove

:mporarily the adverse symptoms of growth.
f they are not accompanied by responses that
reaken the social values causing growth
irther growth will eventually cause differen
source scarcities. The real danger of re
&gt;onses that ease only the symptoms of the
roblem is that they are often used to dis-
ourage responses of the second type, those
1at control growth itself. The more success-
ully the signals of resource scarcity are
arasked and denied, the more likely it is that
he necessary social value change will come
"0 late.

As we stated in Limits, we have no desire to

top the development of technology. Com-
ined with the necessary value changes thar
ill control physical growth, carefully select-
d new technologies can create magnificent
ossibilities for human society. We are,
owever, concerned that technological suc-
esses have almost invariably been used to
nhance, rather than reduce, the growth of
opulation and capital towards the earth’s
mits. We oppose the present trend of tech-
ological “progress” that is not only poorly
uided bysocial wisdom or restraint, but is
ised as an excuse not to develop that wisdom
’T restraint. .

5. The equilibrium state may be a
‘esirable option, wherever the limits to
rrowth may be. It is not necessary to agree
vith the world model or to believe in the

mminence of any physical limits to growth to
)ecome intrigued by the nature and potential
f an equilibrium state. An equilibrium state
; a society that has stabilized its population at
desired level and that supplies its material

eeds by using a minimum of nonrenewable,
sollution-creating resources. We sincerely
relieve that some form of deliberate material

nd population equilibrium ‘is attainable
7ithin a generation or two. We also believe
hat the understanding and planning of such a
tate is both exciting and useful; it might
rovide the realistic, sustainable, long-term
oal that is now lacking in nearly every part of
he world society. It seems impossible to us
hat material growth can be successfully con-
rolled unless there is a clear vision of what
rowth is for. The specifics of that goal will
hange and develop as more is learned about
1e world. We feel that it is only important to
'ave such a goal and to keep it consistent with
resent knowledge.

The idea of a physically non-growing
ociety is so foreign to some people that they
ave invested the idea with some strange

Technological optimists look ab’
rising life expectancies;more

the advance of human knowledge, an
Malthusians look at the sar

rising populations, destruction of the
and increasing gaps between tF

Is either of these perception

nental models of their own. They have sug-
ested that an economy at material
quilibrium must be stagnant intellectually or
2chnologically; that it must be rigid and dic-
atorial; that it must preserve the present
naldistribution of resources or income. We
ave already suggested in Limits ‘that we
sould expect just the reverse. We would hope
hat more imaginative respondents will ac-
ept the challenge of thinking through the
conomics and sociology of a physically
abilized state. We suspect that the exercise
ould be more than theoretical, that it would
luminate some of the current economic and
aciological problems of a growing state as
zl.
We have not suggested in Limits or else-

here that the equilibrium state should be
ttained immediately, or that physical growth
hould be brought to a sudden halt. On the
ontrary we have pointed out long delays in
ne social system and the necessarily gradual
-ature of demographic change, and we have
uggested that an orderly shift to equilibrium
rom present rates of growth may take as long
s 100 years. Thus although the first steps
oward equilibrium should be small ones,
hey should be taken soon. A good beginning
1ight be a common recognition that physical
rowth cannot be forever substituted for the
acial resolution of difficult choices.
In summary, we believe the basic points of

-ur modelling effort merit consideration even
ugh no social model can be rigorously
roved true. Together these points constitute

. hypothesis about the world system that is
enerally consistent with real-world observa-
ions. We do not believe that the same can be

aid for the mental models on which impor-
ant decisions with long-term implications are
urrentlv based.

MECHANISMS THAT CONTROL
GrowTH: PRICE

fany critics of Limits believe that three
aechanisms will allow_mankind to sustain
nd control material growth without any
hanges in the current system — price, tech-
ology, and social value change. All three are
icluded in the world model in implicit and
versimplified form. Of course all three are
nportant, complex, dynamic subsystems in
remselves. We will describe here, very
riefly, how more complete representations
f these subsystems might be constructed.
Tone of the added details would alter the
sic conclusions of our work.
Economic price is a function of two socially

-etermined variables — the current value

ociety places on a certain good or service and
he apparent cost of supplying that good or
zrvice. Economists postulate that prices will
ielp stabilize growing systems by signaling
esource scarcities. They point out that price
hanges guide social values and the economic
ystem so that the declining supply of a scarce
source is utilized more efficiently.

‘Nhen increasing scarcity causes the price



.00k about them and see only
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eptions entirely correct?

of some material to rise, numerous social res-

ponses may be triggered. . There may be a
more intensive search for natural deposits of
‘hat material, or increased recycling of dis-
carded products containing it. Food shortages
.eading to rising food prices may stimulate
farmers to adopt more efficient methods of
production, governments to irrigate: more
land, or people to eat less food. These
dynamic effects of the price mechanism will
.ndeed influence the way in which a growing
system approaches its physical limits.

Our world model contains several causal
relationships between the real supply of some
sconomic quantity (such as food, non-
renewable resources, industrial capital, or
service capital) and the response of the
:conomic system to scarcity of that supply.
(n the models, we have simplified the real
dynamics of the price mechanism so that a
lecrease in supply is represented as directly
causing the social response, rather than acting
through the intermediate price mechanism.
Thus the ultimate regulating effect of the
price system is included, although price does
not explicitly appear in the model.

Prices are a source of instability in the real
world under two conditions — if they reflect
actual resource costs only after a delay, and if
cost information, though transmitted
immediately, goes to institutions that can ad-
just their production or consumption patterns
only after a long delay. In either case, the
delay between decreased availability and
social response will reduce the stability of the
economic system as it adjusts itself to any
limit. Thus, by assuming in our model that the
price system works instantaneously,wehave
omitted a source of system instability. To the
extent that prices are actually delayed signals
of scarcity, our model will underestimate the
tendency of real economic systems to
overshoot physical limits.

TECHNOLOGY CONTROLLING
GROWTH

We view technology, like price, as a social
phenomenon —it is the application of man’s
general knowledge about the world to the
solution of a specific, perceived problem
Again, the technological solutions to - a
problem are often delayed by the time it takes
to perceive a problem, develop the tech-
nology to deal with it, and institutionalize that
iechnology.

Nearly every causal relationship in the
world model could conceivably be changed
oy some sort of new technology. In the past.
various technologies have, directly. or in-
directly, improved birth control effectiveness.
increased land productivity, and increased
the average generation of persistent pollution
oer unit of industrial output. The advance of
technology has created more costly and de-
structive weapons, increased life expectancy
through medical advance, and hastened the
rate of land erosion. It is by no means certain
hat technologies will continue to do any of

hese things in the future, since the human
ralues and social institutions that govern
echnological development are always subject
o change.

In other words, we view technology as
ocially determined, discontinuous, infinitely
aried, and delayed. It is nevertheless an im-
rortant determinant of the functioning of the
vorld system. We built technological change
nto each relationship as we formulated the

nodel, by assigning possible technologies to
hree categories: those that are already feasi-
Je and institutionalized; those that are
zasible but not institutionalized; and those
1at are not yet feasible.

Some causal relationships have historically
een altered by technology and continue to
e altered regularly today. These are in areas
‘here there is social agreement about the
iesirability of change, and where resources
nd institutions to bring about that change
re already integral parts of the system.
xamples are medical technology to improve

-ealth, industrial technology to raise produc-
on efficiency, agricultural technology to
crease land yields, birth control technology
o plan family size, and mining technolo-
ty to discover and exploit lower-grade,
onrenewable resources. A significant frac-
on of the world’s people have adopted the
alue system that will continue to promote
nese technologies as long as their costs can be
fforded. They are effectively built into the
sorld socio-economic system. Therefore,
hey are also built into the relationships of the
sorld model, with the assumption that they
7ill continue to develop and spread through
he world, without delay, as long as there is
conomic support for them. :

‘There are other technologies that have not
een so widely accepted that they can be
onsidered a functioning part of the world
ystem. It is not yet clear that all the nations of
ne world are willing to institutionalize and
ay for technologies such as pollution control,
source recycling, capture of solar energy,
reservation of soil fertility, alternatives to
he internal combustion engine, or increased
lurability of manufactured goods. All of
hese technologies are feasible, and there are
‘gns of the social value changes necessary to
icorporate them into the real world system.
t is not possible to know when or even
vhether they will be adopted on a worldwide
cale. Therefore we have not assumed them in

he model relationships, but have included
nany of them as functions which a person
sperating the models can “turn on” to test the
rossible impact of any or all of these tech-
ologies and the relative advantages of
dopting them sooner rather than later.

Technologies resulting from discoveries we
annot possibly envision from our perspective
n time were left out of our model. No model,

ental or formal, can incorporate these
nimaginable technologies as they will ac-
ually occur. That is one reason why no model
an accurately predict the future. Any long:
2rm model that is being used to aid. the
rolicy-making process must therefore be up-
lated constantly to incorporate surprising
iscoveries as they occur, and to assess how
1ey may change the options of human
ety.
It is possible, of course, to assume that some

aimaginable discovery will come along in
me to solve every human problem, includ-
1g the limited resource base of the earth.
fany mental models seem to be based on
hat assumption. However, our own bias is to
earch for understanding and for better
olicies based on the constraints of the system

s it appears now, not to rely on developments
“at may or may not'come in the future.

ountry. Webelieve that such value changes
ire possible to achieve in the future, but only
vy a concerted and conscious effort. The shift
n values that normally accompanies indus-
rialization is the very value shift that leads to
he overshoot and decline mode in the model.

VALUES THAT CONTROL GROWTH

Ve have already indicated that both tech-
ology and price depend directly upon the
alues, needs, and choices characteristic of
iven human society. The whole socio-
conomic system might be thought of as a
onstant interplay of human desires and goals
7ithin physical and biological constraints.
herefore, although the world model is not
ntended to be a model of social value change.
[ contains some assumptions about the
'ynamics of human values insofar as they
nfluence and are influenced by the processes
f physical growth.

«nn this difficult task of modeling human
alues we have tried to include only those
10st basic values that all people can be con-
dered to hold in common, beginning with
he requirements for survival, such as food,
nd going on to include a hierarchy of other
lesires; for longevity, children, material

THE MODELER
And THE REAL WORLD

t has been suggested that the world model
rose only because of the sudden widespread
oncern about the environment in modern
Vestern societies. Of course, computer
10dels, like any product of man’s intellect,
1st be evaluated as part of the culture
vithin which they are constructed. This sta-
2mentis also true for the mental models of
1e critics of Limits and for the models that

uide current public policy.
Every model of a social system must omit

ome details of the real world; simplification
s the essence of model building. Human
udgment is inextricably involved in the
hoice of the issues to be addressed by a
nodel and the identification of those “unim-

Scarcities are not problems themselves so much as

symptoms, or signals, of the underlying problem;
population and material growth against a finite resource base.

oods, and social services such as education.
ome of these values are represented
xplicitly in the model as variables that
1fluence economic decisions. Others are
acluded implicitly, for example in the
llocation of service output to health services
rin the quantity of nonrenewable resources
"ed per capita. .
All the values included in the models are

ssumed to be responsive to the actual
‘hysical and economic condition of the sys-
em. The patterns of dynamic value change
icluded in the model, however, are limited to

1¢e patterns of change historically observed in
adividual countries over the last hundred
ears or so. During that time, the major force
ehind value change in the world system has
een the process of industrialization, a
irocess that is still underway in most of the
ations of the world. Therefore the values
hat both shape and respond to the develop-
nent of the model system follow the historic
attern of industrialization. As industrializa-
ion increases in our model (measured, say, by
he level of industrial capital per capita), the
ggregate social demand is assumed to shift in
mphasis from food to materialgoodsand
inally to services. Other changes occur in the
10del in the preferences for numbers of
hildren, education, and health care, and in
1¢ distribution of various goods and services
roughout the population as it industrializes.
We have not built into our model any

aobal shifts in values other than those that
night be expected to take place as the world
ecomes more industrialized. The model

annot predict value changes, but it includes
=st switches that can be used to activate pos-
ilated value changes at any date specified by
he operator. We have used these switches
xtensively to test different assumptions
bout future value changes. As we demons-
rated in Limits, an appropriate set of value
hanges can bring the model system into a
table and desirable equilibrium state. That
quilibrating set of value changes has not oc-
urred historically in any industrializing

vortant” details that may be eliminated
vithout detracting significantly from the
:Xplanatory power of the model. Every model
s thus inevitably influenced by prevailing
cial values and goals, including ours.

However, ‘our model has one advantage
ver the mental models of our critics. Its as-

umptions and biases are explicit. The con-
tituent assumptions of formal, or written,
nodels are necessarily precise, and therefore
ritics may easily identify errors or un-
varranted biases. Most critics of Limits have
wot defined the bias that underlies their own

‘pproach, nor have they presented assump-
ons explicit enough to be judged by their
‘udience.

The accusation that the world model has
een unduly influenced by the prevailing en-
ironmental concern seems to imply that the
nodels are addressing random, unimportant,
ir spurious issues. The latest wave of en-
ironmentalism may indeed turn out to be a
ad. However, the current concern with the
-nvironment may be a result of the first glim-
nerings of human understanding about total
ystems and the first public perception of a
cal worldwide negative impact of man’s ac-
tvities on the ecosystem. If so, the world
nodel may represent a small manifestation of

« healthy social reaction to the changed per-
‘eption, a reaction that will lead to new
alues, technologies, and economic prices
hat attempt to adapt socio-economic systems
o the newly perceived constraints. In that
ase the critics, the technological optimists
vho claim that there are no constraints and

\0 reasons to change from the present pro-
rrowth values, represent exactly the social
ind institutional "delays that tend to de-
tablilize the system and send it shooting past
ts ultimately sustainable limits.

GROWTH AND INCOME
DISTRIBUTION

some critics have rejected the no-physical-
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growth argument as irrelevant to the “really
important” problems of the composition and
distribution of wealth. We find it impossible
to view the rate of physical growth, its com:
position, and its distribution as independent
or mutually exclusive problems. Human
societies will not achieve a more equitable
distribution of wealth until they better un
derstand the processes of growth. His
torically, growth of population and of capital
and rising gaps between the absolute incomes
of the rich and the poor have been closely
related. We believe that there are at least two
basic reasons for these trends. First, when
there are fewer available resources per per:
son, there are also fewer real social options to
resolve conflicts of interest. Therefore power

A Proposal
For an

Energy Quotient
MALCOLM SLESSER
Few would argue that modern society is an
economically driven system. Many of us have
misgivings about where that system is taking
us. One of the most searching studies into this
has been the world model developed by
Dennis Meadows and his associates for The
Club of Rome, described in their book, The
Limits to Growth (See page 1). It demons-
trates that sooner or later a “collapse” is going
to occur. Reading the technical report to this
work, which has recently been made available
(The Dynamics of Growth in a Finite World),
one cannot escape the feeling that the
collapse occurs because society is
economically motivated. This need not be. In
in economically motivated world system
there is no immediate feedback between a

‘esource and its consumption, or between
.mmediate desires and the long-term future.

The model's principal weakness as a long-
ierm forecasting tool is that much of it is
couched in money terms. But money is not the
driving force of the modern economy. The
true driving force is energy, and it has been
amply demonstrated that as an economy is
intensified so, too, is energy use. Dr.
Meadows, himself, has suggested that the
joule (an internationally accepted unit of
energy) be adopted as the international
monetary unit. In the end. energy will be the
limiting physical factor in global develop:
ment through one of two causes. Either man
simply will not be able to get energy at a fast
enough rate from acceptable sources, or, since
all energy finishes up as waste heat, there will
be a limiting amount of energy that the earth
can conveniently dissipate into space. What
that amount may be is still uncertain, but
enough informed opinion has put the figure at
about | percent of the total solar input for us
to take that as an immediate criterion for ac-

don.

You GET WHAT You PAY For

Either of these two potential limitations must
mean an ultimate limitation on personal
energy use. How then can one resolve an

roups and mechanisms for cornering the
carce resource supply are a common social

esponse to overpopulation. Second, by rely-
1g on the false promise of growth, social in-
litutions are able to delay facing the very
mportant and difficult tasks of redistributing
realth and of defining social goals.

The no-growth argument is an appeal foi
eadjusting the composition and distribution
f economic output. The pro-growth ar-
'ument is an attempt to postpone this read
astment, to confer it on future generations
imultaneously, continued growth ensures
hat those generations will have fewei
esources and thus fewer real choices to make
hur own socio-political concerns are actually

;uite similar to those who argue that redis-

:conomic system which encourages growth,
vith the eventual limit on energy use? One
vay, undoubtedly the best, is to evolve a bet-
er model for running the global system, as
The Club of Rome is now doing. But one
seriously doubts whether the dangers of the
resent system are sufficiently apparent to
:nough people for such a magnificent re-
\ppraisal of human affairs to be effective. It is
or these reasons that I propose an alternative
ut immediate tactic. This tactic is the energy
ation card. It would work as follows:

Each person would be issued annually an
nergy ration card containing a large number
Af energy units. For example, let us assume
1at each individual's card would contain an

nergy allocation equivalent to the present-
ay per capita energy use in the USA, some
50 million BTUs (British Thermal Units) per
ear. When Americans buy goods or services.
ot only would they pay the cash price, de-
srmined as before by the so-called free
narket system, but goods or services would
ontain on their price tags the energy that
vent into creating them. For example, a two-
ound loaf of bread produced under
merican conditions would require some
200 BTUs. A pound of beef from a feed lot
rould require 12,000 BTUs, but from a free-
anging animal only-some 5,000 BTUs. The
surchase of an automobile would require
ome 150 million, and a gallon of gasoline to
ro with it, some 140,000 BTUs.

Convenience foods might tend to cost more
n energy terms, while fresh foods would cost
ess, and those grown in the garden almost
iothing, unless one goes in for a lot of ar-
ificial fertilizer.

THE PRICE Is RIGHT
— Or —

TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES

‘he effect on services would be startling. A
ight to Europe from New York would dock
6 million BTUs from your ration card,
vhether you take a peak-hour or off-peak
light. A jaunt by auto to Los Angeles from
lew York and back again would use almost
wo-fifths of your energy ration. There would
'e every encouragement to share the trip with
| friend, or at least pack in all members of the
amily — or, better still, go by train or bus. -

Americans would find that suddenly their
onsumption could not just grow in-
fiscriminately as and when they had money
nly. Monied or not. they would be forced to

ribution must come first. . . . We simply differ

n our perception of which mechanism —

nore growth or more careful consideration of
qe population/resource balance — will be
ffective in bringing about a just resource
location.

THE CONCEPT OF MAN

Chis brings us to the final point that we regard
s basic to all discussions among ecologists,
environmentalists,” Malthusians.
conomists, industrialists, pessimists, and op-
imists. The pro- andanti-growth factions are
rganized around two very different concepts
The concept of man held by advocates of

ndefinite growth is that Homo sapiens is a

Jrawing by Bill Oetinger

nake choices, energy choices: whether to
nake that trip to South America or heat the
amily home to 75° Fahrenheit; whether to
ndulge in a mass of electrical gadgets costing
nergy both to produce and to run, or extend
he family home; whether to buy a 40
orsepower outboard for the boat or use a
anoe and go farther afield weekends;
vhether to commute by car or have air-con-
litioning or share the commuting and have
oth. }

This way, informed public taste would dic-
ite which industries would flourish and

hich would become superfluous. The
Aadison Avenue Society would perish
recause advertising couldn’t get around the
nergy tag on each article. Given what you've
-ot on the ration card, some cautious saving
n the energy front on the superfluities of life
night mean better spending on real things. A
pree would have a social cost, paid by the
pree-er.

Energy ration cards might even be incor-
sorated into the structure of local govern-
nent. The local government would have to
pply an energy tax, in terms of coupons, for
1e energy expended in the name of the
ommunity. Federal energy expenditures, of
ourse, would come off the top and be bud-
.eted for each year, before the announcement
f the annual citizens’ energy quota.

The incentive to save energy would
1opefully, lead to development of less
‘nergy-intensive and thus more labor-inten-
ive production, helping relieve .unem.
loyment. It would lead to low-energy tech-
ology and many of the ideals outlined in The
Zcologist’s “Blueprint for Survival.”

Finally, justice suggests that the rich get the
ame energy as the poor. But the poor use less.
Vill a black market arise in energy coupons?
doubtless it will, but would not that be a tax
n the rich to the benefit of the poor?

falcolm Slesser is a senior lecturer at the
Jniversity of Strathclude, Glasgow, Scotland,
nd one of the signatories of The Ecologist’s
Blueprint for Survival.” He has published ar-
cles on energy policy in The Ecologist, The
ournal of the Science of Food and Agricul-
are, and in Technological Forecasting and
‘ocial Change.

We would add one comment to Dr. Slesser’s

roposal: the annual energy quota per capita
sould have to be set far below 350 million
3TU, because the earth could not sustain thai
nuch energy being generated for every persor
n the world.

Not Man Apart
ery special creature whose unique brain
rives him not only the capability but the right
o exploit for his own short-term purposes all
sther creatures and all resources the world
1as to offer. Underlying this view — rein-
orced as it is by the stunning technical
ichievements of the last few centuries — is

iso the belief that mankind's social,
:conomic, political, and technical institutions
yperate flexibly and without error, reacting
nstantly to counter any obstacle, and that the
)est response to any apparent problem is to
'ncourage these institutions to do more of
/hatever they have done in the past.
The opposite concept assumes that man is

ne species with all other species embedded
n the intricate web of natural processes that
sustains and constrains all forms of life. It
icknowledges that man is one of the more
successful species, in terms of comoeti-
iveness, but that his very success is leading
him to destroy and simplify the natural sus-
:aining web, about which he understands very
ittle. Subscribers to this view feel that human
nstitutions are ponderous and short-sighted,
can adapt only after very long delays, and are
iikely to attack complex issues with simplistic
ind self-centered solutions. They would also
soint out that much of human technology and
‘progress” has been attained only at the ex-
sense of natural beauty, human dignity, and
social integrity, and that those who have
suffered the greatest loss of these amenities
1ave also had the least benefit from the

:conomic “progress.” People who share this
concept of man, as we do, would also question
strongly. whether technology and material
srowth, which seem to have caused many
sroblems, should be looked to as the solutions
f these same problems in the future. Tech-
nological optimists invariably label this view
of the fallibility of man as “pessimistic”;
Malthusians would simply call it “humble.”

We see no objective way of resolving these
very different views of man. Technological
yptimists look about them and see only rising
ife expectancies, more comfortable lives, the
wdvance of human knowledge, and improved
wheat strains. Malthusians look at the same

vorld and see rising populations, destruction
f the land, extinct species, urban deteriora-
ion, and increasing gaps between the rich
ind the poor. Is either of these perceptions
ntirely correct? Should social policy be
vased entirely on either of these concepts of
nan?

J

THE CHALLENGE

Ine glaring problem confronts mankind, if it
hould choose to view itself as a humble part
f a complex biosphere. There is essentially
10 body of knowledge from which to design
ne new institutions and values consistent
sith that concept of man. Two hundred years
f growth has left biases and blind spots
aroughout the physical and social sciences,
2 say nothing of our established economic
nd political institutions. There is today no
conomic theory of a technological society in
‘hich there are essentially zero interest rates,
10 net accumulation of society’s productive
apital, and in which the principal concern is
quality rather than growth. There is no
:quilibrium political science in which we
right look for clues to the ways democratic
hoice could be exercised when short-term
raterial gain is ruled out as the basis for
olitical success. There is no social en-

ouragement for equilibrium technology that
Aaces high emphasis on the recycling of all
natter, on the use of the sun’s pollution-free
nergy, and on the minimization of both
matter and energy flows. There is no
ssychology for the steady state that might
yrovide man with a new self-image and. with
easible aspirations in a system where
naterial output is constant and in balance
vith the globe’s finite limits.

Each of our traditional disciplines could
espond to the challenge of working out the
letails of a viable and attractive equilibrium
ociety. The effort would pose many difficult
echnical and conceptual problems, but their
olutions would be intellectually satisfying
.nd enormously valuable to society. After all,
ve are not merely talking of a distant and
inattainable Utopian state. Physical growth
f population and capital will stop on this
inite planet. The only uncertainties lie in
vhen it will stop and how — by deliberate
ocial choice and under careful human
nanagement, or by the harsh backlash of a
listurbed and depleted natural environment.

"he Meadowses are on the faculty of Dart-
nouth College. This article is copyright 1973
yy Dennis Meadows.
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&gt;antomime — St. George slaying the Maplin
Monster — in the forecourt of the Department
&gt;f the Environment buildings, and got some
aseful press coverage as well as freaking out
1t least one junior bureaucrat and disciple of
Mayor Daley, who would gladly have used
tanks against them if tanks had been availa-
ble. What with Concorde, Maplin, and the
Channel Tunnel, don’t be surprised if you
next hear that Mr. Heath is planning to link
London and New York with a bridge. Proba-
blv named after himself

~

Sarpy Creek Revisited
Montana Passes

Strict Reclamation Law

EDWARD DOBSON

[t has been ten months since NMA sounded
the alarm on the strip mining proposals foi
the northern plains — Sarpy Creek, Montana
in particular (NMA, November 1972) — and
this update is overdue. Some strong progress
has been made. The new Montana reclama-
lion law has been billed as the strongest in the
nation. Montana’s Senator Lee Metcalf (D)
and Congressman John Melcher (D) have
&gt;een playing key roles in the formulation of
ederal legislation.

Strong local support has made this possible
much of which can be traced, in varying

legrees, to FOE’s education work. The
iravelling education program we present is
ong — about an hour — and is heavily

weighted with data and sophisticated in-
erpretation, but it has been well received
The Executive Director of the Montana Op-
.ometric Association, whose annual conven-
don recently hosted the FOE program, wrote,
‘Your views on environmental concerns...

were down-to-earth and easily understood in
a way that struck home to every one of
us....” The FOE program, constantly up-
dated and improved with the assistance of a
aumber'of concerned Montanans, has
ravelled tens of thousands of miles.

If it is not feasible to press, again, for the
abolition of strip mining, we must at least
critically monitor and analyze the granting of
cermits and the general enforcement of the
law. Everyone familiar with strip mining law
enforcement understands that it has been a
.osing battle. But state officials, from Gover-
10or Tom Judge on down, are oredicting a
Jifferent storv in Montana

Wao OwNS Ture Coat ?

A critical test of the new law may be
approaching. As NMA readers are aware.
Westmoreland Resources, a Pennsylvania.
based corporation, has leased coal owned by
Crow Indians and located under land owned
oy ranchers (many of whom have since sold
out to Westmoreland). These leases were
auctioned by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) in August, 1970, after the Nationa!
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) took
effect. No Environmental Impact Statement
on mining this coal was ever released.

however. (A flurry of local activity has
produced a draft statement, which is about to
he released.) The situation is complex, and a
number of major questions remain unan-
swered.

Who owns the coal in the first place? When
the Crow Tribe ceded the land in question to
the federal government (33 Stat., 353), they
did *“... hereby relinquish to the United
States all right, title, and interest which they
may have. ...” That was in 1904. Much later
when homesteaders got their patents, they
found that the federal government had re-
tained title to the coal. Then, in 1958, the
government gave the coal back to the Crow
ndians.

By what authority did the federal govern-
ment convey Sarpy Creek coal to the Crow
Indians? Should this coal be mined before the
issue is settled? FOE feels that no federal coal
should be disturbed until federal law is
anacted and rules and reculations nromul-

Photo bv F I. Frost

gated for industry compliance.
Another important question is whethe:

sarpy Creek — or any federal coal — should
»e mined before the issuance and circulation

of an impact statement under NEPA covering
he entire federal involvement in the Fort
Jnion coal field region. The impact statement
hould indicate how coal mining in the Fort
Jnion region will comply with pending
‘ederal strip mining legislation

REGUIATING MINING

“he Department of State Lands currently has
«uthority to regulate mining on the surface of
arpy Creek land and will continue to do so
inless federal legislation establishes a na-
ional regulatory body. Under Section 9 of the
ew Montana reclamation law, permits shall
¢ denied where compliance with the pur-
roses of the act is not possible. One of the
urposes of the law is “to provide a suitable
ermanent diverse vegetative cover capable
f: (a) feeding and withstanding grazing
ressure from a quantity and mixture of
rildlife and livestock at least comparable to
wat which the land could have sustained
rior to the operation; (b) regenerating under
1e natural conditions prevailing. ...” Sec-
on 9 also provides for the denial of mining
ermits where, because of special
haracteristics of biological productivity or
cological fragility, the land’s ability to ...
turn to its former ecological role in the
‘asonable foreseeable future ...” is at stake.
Some of the cultivated wheat fields that

vestmoreland wants to strip mine near Sarpy
‘reek have produced around 50 bushels to
1¢ acre (bu/acre) without irrigation or fer-
lization. Of course, productivity varies with
1¢ weather, but that figure is hard to beat.
‘he average is likely to be more like 30
u/acre, which is still good dry-land farming,
Slowly but surely, “informed sources” are

-eginning to admit that we are considering an
wfully long stretch before stripped Montana
and will do the same things it did before —
ow about 50 years for openers? The point is,
1obody really knows. Since the land will not
re productive for a long time, the reclaimers
laim that recreation is a “higher use.” The
Yureau of Outdoor Recreation,to judge by its
ress releases, seems to swallow this ra

nalization hook, line, and sinker.
But Sarpy Creek is some of the most

roductive land in southeastern Montana,
erhaps in the whole state this dry year. If 50
ears is. a minimum for productive land
ziven the fact that nature is eventually going
o restore something on her own, and our

florts at fertilization and irrigation may just
,etin the way), the maximum could be, as Dr
Robert Curry, Environmental Geologist at
he University of Montana, points out, “..
onger than we expect man to inhabit the
arth.” Of course, no doubt something will
row there, but the question is whether the
srowth will actually satisfy the requirements
f the law cited above. On Sarpy Creek. the
nswer is obviously “No.”
rv What You Can Do: Your comments anc

uggestions should be sent to Ted Schwinden,
“ommissioner, Department of State Lands
elena. Montana 59601

‘dward Dobson is FOE’s Northern Greai
’lains Representative. In a brief note that ac-
ompanied his manuscript, Mr. Dobson tersel)
uggested another dimension of the problem.
1is note said: “Empty meat markets —price of
reef going up. We strip rangeland. It costs $60
1 take a calf to 500 pounds on the grasses
150 in nr foodie **

After the obsessive cetacery of June, July
urned centrifugal again, so much so that by
he end of the month the office was almos’

'mpty. Fortunately twas holidays, not an
ipathies, which scattered the bodies: holiday:
»oth overdue and not a moment too soon.

Chis screed will be your reporter’s last
“riendly undertaking before hying himself
1-castling in Wales with wife and sprog for a
ong-awaited week. A-castling we will go, a
astling we will go. . . .

Ahem. Probably the most dramatic en-
ironmental event of the month — for ‘en
ironmental’ read ‘antienvironmental’ -

vas publication of the Government’s
negalomaniac plans for paving over
outheast Essex. By hindsight it’s apparen.
hat only FOE, the Defenders of Essex, anc
ur more perceptive colleagues had reall;
nderstood the implications of plans to site a
lew London airport on Foulness Island and
he Maplin Sands. As rumblings of discontent
pread even through the Tory backbenches.
s Ministerial evasions and circumlocutions —-

ot to say downright lies — piled up, it became
lear that Heath and Company are now
iewing ‘Maplin’ through the same grandiose
pectacles that have so long been used tc
estow a rosy aura around the looming hulk
f Concorde. The consequences are similar; i
. impossible to get straight answers abou
osts, about social effects, about ecologica
ifects, even about economic justification and
1deed need for the project. Instead we ge!
atronizing assurances that the government
nows best (better, in this case, than the
irlines, the Civil Aviation Authority, British
ail, the harbour authorities, the Essex
‘ounty Council, Essex MPs, and hundreds of
nousands of inhabitants of Essex, all of
hom want no part of ‘Maplin’); and we ge!
rarnings that the residents around Heathrow
nd Gatwick must not be forced to put ug
7ith more noise; and we get appeals to na
ional pride and glory that would have
ssought tears to the eves of General de
aulle.
No one has explained, apart from all the

ther arguments, how noise-abatemen
nplies that you build a huge new airport or
he coast — and then build under its flight.
-aths a city of halfamillionpeople. However
his could be a whole issue of NMA on it
wn, and your reporter is starting to froth a
1¢ mouth. Suffice it to say that apart from
"ed Heath and his soi-disant Secretary of
tate for (sic) the Environment, Geoffrey
Rippon, plus presumably the collective con
truction industry, no one in Britain seems tc
egard the Maplin plan as other than
leranged. The coming battle, in which FOE
will figure prominently, should be a lulu. Jus
to keep our hand in. some Friends staced 3

While we’re considering the care and feeding
of the construction industry let it be said that
he South-east is not their only habitat. British
&gt;ontractors are now roaming up and down the
vestern coast of Scotland, trying to find a
&gt;lace to set up shop to build concrete oil
sroduction platforms for use in the North
sea. Mention was made in these columns of
in application for planning permission for a
iite opposite the Isle of Skye. The same firm —
still without an order on its books — has now

iled another application for a site at the resort
1amlet of Ullapool, to the north. It looks to
ur North Sea Oil Coalition people as though
he companies are into a shotgun technique,
ipplying everywhere, knowing that the small
communities cannot find the resources

iecessary to mount opposition everywhere
vhere opposition would normally be indicat-
.d. We down South are going to have to do
'omething about this: perhaps a campaign to
lemand that companies making such
ipplications contribute to a fund from which
ocal opponents can receive support. Be as-
sured that we are not going to back down
vithout one helluva fight.

ete Wilkinson, Colin Blythe, Colin Hines of
opulation Stabilization, and your reporter
1ave initiated a series of informal but

sromising discussions with staff members of
everal of the major trades unions, to seek out
‘ommon ground and — possibly — to devise

vays of cooperating for mutual benefit. We
ready have a good, on-going liaison with the
‘ailmen’s unions in Transport 2000, the
&gt;ublic-transport pressure group; now we've
&gt;een meeting with the National Union of
Mineworkers, registering our support for coal
1s a vital long-term resource, and generally
:stablishing some open channels of com-
munication. We have also met with other

ions and with the Trades Union Congress,
he overall coordinating body, and it looks as
hough — particularly on matters of transport
ind energy policy — we may have begun a
raluable colloquy. The example of the Shell
itrike and the OCAW-environment group
'eamwork in the US has been of inestimable
value in establishing our bona fides

With the usual trauma we brought forth a
‘our-sided tabloid Annual-Report-cum-
membership-dunner in the format of a new
monthly which will be appearing regularly as
rom this autumn, called Spaceship Earth. It
von’t, at least initially. be any threat to NMA.
but it might be fun. Who knows? We mighi
&gt;ven find a relief man for your ever-faithful

‘eporter. A-castling we will go. a-castling we
vill eo. hi-ho the merrv-n
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NEW LEGISLATION
MAY PROTECT HELLS CANYON

CATHERINE JOHNSON

lhe Hells Canyon-Snake River area may
inally win the protection it deserves and so
desperately needs. After a dam-building his-
tory described by Senator Bob Packwood as
“perhaps the most confusing in conservation
annals.” a new bill to creat the Hells Canyon
National Recreation Area has been in-
rroduced by all four Senators from Idaho and
Oregon. Such unified and wholehearted sup-
dort on the home front augurs well for the
oill. known now as S. 2233. Though termed a
compromise bill, S. 2233 is not the watered-
down sop to all interests that compromise

Pete Seeger in Hells Canvon, photo by Larry
Ailliams.

Hells Canyon, photo by Boyd Norton.

ills often turn out to be. Considering the
arlier bill introduced this year by Senator
atfield and Representative Ullman of

rregon, which conservationists called “worse
nan no legislation at all,” the “compromise
II” is remarkably strong.

The major features of S. 2233 are:
Creation of a Hells Canyon National
Recreation Area, including a Y%-mile
wuffer on either side of the Snake River
rom Brownlee Dam to Oxbow Dam. a
fistance of about ten miles.
Creation. within that area. of a Hells

anyon Wilderness. to consist of the
:anyon walls and rims. including Seven
Jevils Peaks in Idaho. Black Lake. a
1ieavily used recreation site. is excluded
rom wilderness.
\ total prohibition on construction of any
10ore dams along the Middle Snake River
1 Hells Canyon.
‘rotection of upstream water rights.
Lack of this concession helped kill
senator Packwood’s National River bill
n the last Congress.)
‘ontinuance of existing grazing rights.
imitations on the current condemnation

owers exercised by the Forest Service in
cquiring private lands in Hells Canyon.
\ 5 percent limit is set on condemnation
or purchase. though there is no limit on
ondemnation for scenic easements.

2reservation of multiple use
nanagement on all parts of the Area. ex-
‘epting wilderness. All of the area on the
Jregon side and the Rapid River
rainage in Idaho are designated for wil-
erness study. and these areas must be
1anaged during that time as if they were
vilderness. In multiple use management
f the remaining lands. recreation would
se given special emphasis. and timber
rutting would be allowed only on a
elective basis (i.e., no clearcuts).
Authorization of funds — $60 million — to

mprove public access to Hells Canyon at
’ittsburg Landing on the Idaho side and
Jug Bar on the Oregon side. ’
designation of the Snake River between
Hells Canyon Dam and Asotin,
Washington, as part of the National Wild
ind Scenic Rivers System. Specifically,
he river would be divided into three
iegments: from Hells Canyon Dam to
littsburg Landing. a Wild River; from
2ittsburg Landing to Dough Creek, a
scenic River: from Dough Creek to Aso-
iin, a Recreational River.

0. Deauthorization of Asotin Dam.

Hells
Canyon
National
Recreatic.
Area

»
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1. Development by the Forest Service of a
comprehensive management plan for the
entire Area, with consideration of alter-
aative methods of transportation.
Although the bill allows power boats to
&gt;ontinue to use the river, the Forest Ser-
rice 1s authorized to regulate their use to
orevent undue congestion.
No new Wilderness Areas within the

\rea may be designated without
'ongressional approval. :
Withdrawalofall federal lands within the
\rea from new mining and mineral
slaims, though existing operations and
claims are allowed insofar as they are
“compatible” with the Act.

it seems fairly certain that Hells Canyon
:gislation will make it through this session.
ut how strongly the final act will resemble
ne yet-unamended S. 2233 is uncertain
'ower companies are already up in arms,
redictably exploiting the omnipresent
nergy crisis”; a spokesman from Pacific
lorthwest Power Company called the spon-
ors’ support of the bill “incredible in this
me,” adding that a reservoir would provide

nore recreation than the river does now. The

uarantee of upstream water rights is one
oncession already made to the power com-
anies who own and operate dams on the
nake, but since new dams are utterly
rreconcilable with the notion of a Hells

‘anyon National Recreation Area, any
.gislation will have to preclude dams. A
10ratorium on dam building on the Snake
as thrice passed the Senate (to be killed in
ie House Commerce Committee), and the
overnors of Oregon, Idaho. and Washington
iave gone on record opposing further dam
onstruction; the wounded cries of the power
ompanies seem to stem more from habit
'an hope of forestalling action.
Objections to the bill from environmen-

lists have been few and far between. Ad-
nittedly. jet boats do not belong on a Wild
liver, and a guaranteed minimum
reamflow would be an added assurance, but
he general feeling is that conservationist
fforts are better spent in trying to retain the
xcellent — and bound-to-be-controversial -

arts ofthe bill than in objecting to its flaws.
Most damage to the Hells Canyon legisla.

on can be expected in the House, which sc
ar has been reluctant even to stop dam
wiilding on the river. The Ullman bill, while
« contains nearly the same boundaries of the
rea as the new Senate bill, leaves nearly all
he management decisions up to the Forest
ervice. The Oregon Environmental Council
as criticized that bill's directives as “no

ifferent from the management goals ...
nplied in the Multiple Use Act.”

A Senate-House compromise is virtually
.rtain, in lightoftheapparentdetermination
f Congress to get some sort of Hells Canyon
gislation through this session. In anticipa-
on of a conference committee, the Senate

ill should be as strong as possible, and input
‘om citizens can help this come about.
r What You Can Do: Letters to your sena-
ors, especially ones on the Interior Commit-
:e, should be sent, and people in the North-
vest should watch for announcements of field

earings in Oregon and Idaho. Hells Canyon
nd the Snake River have been up for grabs
or 20 years — now we have a chance to keep

from the grabbers forever.

George Alderson

Congress will re-convene after the August
ecess on September 5 and will probably work
traight through until December, except for
hort recesses on holidays.

INDANGERED SPECIES: The Senate
ersion of the Endangered Species Act of
973, based on Senator Harrison Williams’
D-N.J.) bill, S. 1983, passed the Senate on
luly 24. Senator Warren Magnuson (D-
WVash.), Chairman of the Commerce Com-
nittee, commended FOE for its contributions
o the legislation. The bill was designed to
emedy a salient defect in the 1969 Endan-
rered Species Act by providing protection for
‘omestic endangered species and to broaden
he circumstances in which a species would be
eclared endangered.
The Senate Commerce Committee, under

ressure from state fish and game agencies,
dded provisions allowing the state agencies
&gt; retain control over the management of en-

angered species if the Secretary of the
nterior determines the state program to be
dequate: The states’ influence was aug-
nented by adoption of amendments offered
y Senator Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) that per-
nit the states to retain jurisdiction for 15
nonths before having to demonstrate a satis-
actory plan.

The Secretary of the Interior, however, re-
ains ultimate responsibility for listing
.omestic as well as foreign endangered
pecies. The bill emphasizes habitat acquisi-
ion and lifts the ceiling on available funds for
his purpose

ASTERN WILDERNESS: The Senate
aterior Committee’s Subcommittee on

‘ublic Lands has completed mark-up sessions
n the Eastern Wilderness Areas Bill, S. 316.
"he bill, which will be taken up by the full
ommittee in September, establishes wilder-
1ess areas in the eastern national forests, and

Iso designates study areas, which would
eceive interim protection while they are be-
ng studied for possible wilderness status.

sRAND CANYON: The Senate Interior
-ommittee’s Subcommittee on National

’arks and Recreation is expected to mark up
arly in September Senator Barry Gold-
rater’s (R-Ariz.) bill, S. 1296, which deletes
8,000 acres of land from Grand Canyon
Vational Monument for the benefit of
-attlemen. Senator Goldwater has agreed to a
iew draft bill that eliminates most other con-
roversial features of the bill. Under the new
Iraft, the proposed transfer of land to the
1avasupai Indian Reservation is only to be
tudied.

After FOE and the Sierra Club testified
gainst the bill at the June hearings, Senator
Joldwater reacted by resigning from ‘the
ierra Club, claiming that because he con-
ulted Sierra Club people in drafting the bill,
he club should have supported it. John A.
vicComb, the club’s Southwest Representa-
ive, replied that the club had never agreed to
he deletions from the park. In fact, the club
1as been outspoken in its opposition to the
reletions.

Senator Goldwater has also pledged op-
osition to the bill, introduced by Senator
“lifford Case (R-N.J.) and backed by FOE
.nd the Sierra Club, to enlarge Grand
“anyon National Park to 1,965,000 acres. He
vrote to Mr. McComb: “I can tell you now
hat the Case Bill will never pass; it probably
/on’t even get out of committee, and 1 will
ledicate myself to seeing that this comes
bout. The only bill that has a chance of
assing is my bill. ...”

Hearings will probably be held on the
milar House bill this fall in the House

nterior Committee.
r What You Can Do: FOE’s chief objective
t this point is to defeat the provision deleting
8.000 acres from Grand Canyon National
Aonument. Please write to your Senators,
rging them to oppose the deletion when the
ill comes to the floor. (Aside from this, the
ill is a harmless reshuffling of boundaries te
reate a larger Grand Canyon National Park.



September 1973
py carving portions out of the national
monuments and adjacent national recreation
ireas.)
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And Katie Kelly is inclined to
agree. Her new book, GARBAGE:
I'he History and Future of Garbage
‘n America, is a lively and fact-
sacked account of the garbage
srisis in America and how it affects
our environment-and all of us.

This catchy, fascinating book. . .

ends an important perspective to
1 sorely neglected and over-
whelming subject.” —Newsweek
Blessed by restraint and good
aumor. . . A book you shouldn't
recvele.”’—Boston Globe

[IMBER BILLS: A move is afoot to attach

he Hatfield timber bill (S. 1996) to the log-
:xport control bill (S. 1033) when it comes to
he Senate floor in September. The Hatfield
ill is a rewrite of the Timber Supply Bill,
lefeated by the House in 1970. Like S. 1775
NMA, August 1973), it contains an ear-
marked fund, using timber-sale revenues to
ray for management activities on the national
forests. FOE is flatly opposed to this provision
recause it would create an unsupportable
lependence upon timber revenues, leading to
1 bias in favor of excessive timber cutting by
he Forest Service. _

¥rWhat You Can Do: Urge your Senators to
)ppose any amendment to S. 1033 that would
:reate an earmarked fund based on timber-
sale revenues. SIONS

—says John Delury,
President of the
N.Y. Uniformed
Sanitationmen’s

Association

‘4

NANTUCKET SOUND: The Senate’s
subcommittee on National Parks and
Recreation held a field hearing on Martha’s
/ineyard on July 16 concerning Senator Ed-
vard M. Kennedy’s (D-Mass.) bill, S. 1929, to
stablish a Nantucket Sound Islands Trust

NMA, January 1973). Voices of both support
«nd opposition were heard — the most sig-
1ificant of the latter being a prepared
tatement from Senator Edward Brooke (R-.
Mass.), who said: “I am not yet convinced
hat it is necessary for the federal government
0 intrude so pervasively into the lives of my
ellow Islanders.” Henry Beetle Hough, or-
zanizer of the FOE Vineyard Branch and
ditor of the Vineyard Gazette, testified
tronelv in sunport of the Kennedv hilt

Sh=
I'he History and Future of ’

Garbage in America
by KATIE KELLY
$7.95, now at your bookstore
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“RTICULATE
EMISSIONS

ALASKAN OIL MAY GO TO JAPAN, BUT IT CER:

"AINLY WON'T GO TO JAPAN: Robert Zelnick,

‘uoting Senator Ted Stevens, in the
Inchorage Daily News: “,..no oil from
\laska is going to be sold to Japan. Some of it
nay be delivered, but it will be delivered to
atisfy contracts made by Japan with the
Middle East.” ... Colorado and Utah

esidents are bracing themselves to battle an
yil pipeline that would run from the
1orthwestern Colorado oil-shale fields to the
rea of Lisbon Valley, Utah. Critics of the
lan worry that the line would disrupt
cenery, archeological sites, recreation land,
ind wildlife. Who hopes to build the line?
four friend and mine. Atlantic-Richfield.

m the Canyon, and hold the line while they
igure out what’s going on ... Zero Au-
omobile Growth announced that it will spon-
or a “Lemon Day Festival” on September 22.
‘eatured will be a bicycle race and a car-bash
with sledge-hammers) in Indianapolis. ZAG
vould like to see anti-car rallies all over the

ountry on Lemon Day; write to Ed Arszman,
[he Committee for Zero Automobile Growth,
20 Box 44666, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Jor information.

EVERGLADES: On August 1, the House
nterior Committee reported out a bill to es-
ablish the Big Cypress National Preserve,
ncluding a provision for “legislative taking”
of all land in the boundaries — a procedure
hat transfers title to the US government upon
vassage of the bill, thus avoiding the price
&gt;scalation that accompanies normal condem-
ation and negotiation procedures. The bill,
vhich has the support of FOE, will come to
he House floor in September. The Senate
(nterior Committee has not vet acted on the
vill.

In a related development, Dade County,
Florida, has recommended adoption of Site
No. 14 for relocation of the Big Cypress Jet-
ort. The site was previously endorsed by the
Everglades Coalition, of which FOE is a
nember. Training flights on the Big Cypress
unway will cease, and the site will be aban-
loned as soon as the alternative has been
~111}1¢

Jeuallv Reliable Sources

‘TIS MANY A SLIP twixt copy-writing and press
‘un: Our plug last month for National Lam-
roon’s “Techno-Tactics” should have said,
‘Spray likely bug hiding places with insec-
icides containing DDVP or 2,4,5-T unless
'ou like the idea of giving chiggers and sil-
erfish nothing more than a perfumed sitz
rath”; now is it funny? (It’s their joke, not
nurs.) Thanks to NatLampCo for pointing out
he error, and we hope they'll get this little
warthy guy with the long teeth and burnoose

JF our foot real soon.

OECUS ON ENERGY: “You can fuel some of

1e people all of the time, all of the people
ome of the time, but not all of the people all
I the time” ... There’s gonna be a hot time
or the old nukes tonight, and for many more
p come. Energetic citizens all over the
»untry are organizing themselves to battle
eactor-pushers. Among the foremost: a
oalition of FOE branches in Kansas and
lissouri that is vigorously opposing a gaggle
{ nukes proposed for that area, and a group
icluding environmental and labor groups in
‘orth Carolina, who shudder at the prospect
{ some 15 of the beasts to be built in their
ack yards in the next ten years ... Not so
lightened, apparently, are our Brazilian
rothers: The Christian Science Monitor
ports that the first Brazilian nuke is under
mstruction on the coast between Rio and

io Paulo. Its capacity will be 500 megawatts,
nd it’s being built by — you guessed it —
Vestinchouse

'OEFOLK: David Sive, a member of FOE’s
xecutive Committee, will help draw up a new
»ning code for Huntington Town, New York,
pplying ecological concepts along with con-
:ntional ideas on planning. Got his name into
he New York Times for that! ...Tom Turner
rote to President Nixon about the trans-

laska pipeline. This is the reply he got, in its
ntirety: “The President has asked me to
hank you for your recent communication. He
ppreciates the interest which prompted you
0 share your views with him. Sincerely, Glen
. Pommerening, Acting Assistant Attorney
reneral for Administration.” A precedent for
ll the people . . . Henry Beetle Hough, chair.

1an of FOE’s Martha’s Vineyard Branch,
eports that Senator Brooke (R-Mass.) came
ut against the Nantucket Sound Islands Bill
fter being visited by “the principal figure in
aany Vineyard tourist enterprises.” The bill
vould give the Department of the Interior a
itrong role in directing use of the Vineyard
Nantucket, and the Elizabeth Islands;
3rooke’s statement of opposition came right
on the heels of his vote against the Mondale-
3ayh Amendment to the trans-Alaska pipeline
hill

LAND-USE PLANNING: Mark-up ses-
ions are in progress on the Land Use Policy
Bill in the House Interior Committee’s Sub-
&gt;ommittee on Environment, but final action
n committee will not come until September
or October. The subcommittee’s current draft

ncludes many of the improvements advocat-
:d by FOE and other environmental groups.
t is important that these provisions in the
ireas of subdivision land protection, sanc-
ions, and funding levels receive support in
ywrder to ward off weakening attacks

VIILITANT VEGETARIANS are gloating, and
inregenerate carnivores moping disconsola-
ely at the empty meat shelves in super-
narkets. But are Phase IV restrictions really
0 blame for the beef shortage? Or has there
een another Administration cover-up of a
litical movement so explosive it must be
wished up at all costs? We refer, of course, to
he hitherto unexplained closing of all air-
orts, ports, radio, telegraph, and postal sys-
ems of Mauritius, rendering the island
ompletely incommunicado. But our intrepid
‘orrespondent managed to escape via air mat-
ress with the following dispatch:

“All the hotels and camping grounds are
ull, and business is booming. But not with
apanese tourists, or Egyptian and Greek
‘oyalty in exile. The latest arrivals are — cows,

yulls, and steers, by the thousands, from the
USA. The recent immigrants are close-
nouthed about the purpose of their visit, but
nformed sources reveal that they are part of a
lew political movement — the Bovine Libera-

ion Movement (BLM). Following an
laborate series of instructions, they ap-
yarently snuck over the Mexicanborder over a
eriod of weeks — with puzzled ranchers at-

ributing their disappearance to rustlers,
‘oyotes, bookkeeping ineptitude, and hoof-
ind-mouth disease — and were shipped here in

| fleet of secret Albanian freighters skippered
wy renegade, Neo-Trotskyite Hindus who
‘eem to consider them a ‘nation of slave dei-

ies.
“They plan to establish an Independent

lation of Ungulates, free from the depreda-
“ons of slick, cagey carnivores. Their spokes-
1an, Mr. L. Taurus, late of Texas, pithily
plained the relationship between American
wtrition and Bovine politics: ‘You call it
wrotein.’ he said. ‘But we call it senocide ’ ”*

['0 GET USED TO ADVERSITY is not to be able to

survive it: Maurice Strong tells the story that
1s a school boy experiment, he would drop a
‘rog into boiling water. The frog leapt right
out. But if he put a frog into room-tempera-
ure water, then brought it to the boil, the frog
;at there, adapting so well that it boiled to
death

lUDGE WILLIS RITTER, whose good ruling on
he Rainbow Bridge lawsuit was just over-
urned, ranged not far afield when he told a
roup of river tour promoters in early June
hat the Park Service should do everything
sossible to preserve the ecology of Grand
“anyon. He then refused to suspend the Na-
ional Park Service’s limits on the number of
ours allowed to go down the Colorado River.
The Service wants to ascess the imnact of nc

‘We've called you here today to announce that, according to our comvuter
bv the vear 2000 evervthing is eoing to he deachy &gt;



A Supreme Display
Of PoorJudgment
DANIEL F. FORD And HENRY W. KENDALL

This article is taken from a longer work (An
Assessment of the Emergency Core Cooling
Systems Rulemaking Hearing), of which
VMA published another extract in June. From
reading the longer report, it is easy to discern
why FOE and Ralph Nader felt compelled to
ake the AEC to court. It further illustrates the
{EC's shoddy attitude toward the safety of
wclear reactors, and the cavalier manner in
vhich it deals wiih its critics, both inside and
yutside the agency.

ormal dealings with the industry, sufficient
*chnical information to approve each ven-
or's ECCS-and evaluation model is ap-
arent. [NMA note: evaluation models are
omputer programs developed by reactor
1anufacturers to indicate whether their
CCS meet the Interim Acceptance Criteria.)
[he hearing record brought out numerous

4ps in Regulatory Staff knowledge of fun-
amental information relevant to this task.
or example, the Regulatory Staff did not
scertain fundamental information relevant
» flow blockage"... until six months after
1ey promulgated the Interim Acceptance
riteria, and even then, the only information
1e Regulatory Staff had concerning internal
ressure variations within a core (necessary
or estimating core-wide blockage) was the
formation contained in Westinghouse
nswers to CNI interrogatories.
An amazing indication of the Staffs lack of

Jigence in gathering necessary information

This rulemaking hearing has allowed the
bublic to study in detail the manner in which
Atomic Energy Commission safety policy is
developed. The activities of the AEC
Regulatory Staff task force that reviewed
CCS [emergency core-cooling systems] in
he spring of 1971 and formulated the Interim
olicy Statement are documented on the
wearing record. [NMA note: the Policy

The head of the task force gave a clear example
of his disregard for the technical report

he asked Aeroject Nuclear Company to prepare: he never read it.

Statement promulgated ECCS standards
called the Interim Acceptance Criteria, in-
tended to assuage anxiety about reactor safe-
y.] CNI [the Consolidated National In-
ervenors, consisting of 60 citizens groups] is
thocked by the magnitude of the regulatory
railure that has been exposed. The Commis-
ion [AEC], in adopting the Interim Policy
statement, merely accepted the advice of the
Regulatory Staff.

It can’ be established on the basis of the

record of this proceeding that the Commis-
sion’s reliance on the Regulatory Staff's tech-
11cal judgments, diligence. and thoroughness
vas misplaced. The Regulatory Staff's failure
«0 provide the Commission with reliable and
:omplete information on ECCS as a result of
heir spring 1971 task force review should be
inderstood by the Commission in assessing
vhether it will continue its reliance on

Regulatory Staff positions.
The Regulatory Staff ECCS task “force

:xhibited a great lack of diligence in
searching out and acquiring data from the
reactor vendors on the technical basis for the

vendors’ ECCS designs and LOCA f{loss-of-
coolant accident] transient analysis models
‘mathematical models used to estimate
changes in variables such as temperature and
pressure during a LOCA}. The Regulatory
Staff task force did not make a systematic
study of the ECES hardware of the different
vendors, nor of such important aspects of
ECCS design as the location points for emer-
zency core coolant injection. Although the
ECCS of Westinghouse was designed using
he FLASH code [4 computer program]. the
staff themselves did not run the code. an

:xercise that would have been prudent in
order to gain insight into the systems in
juestion. The Regulatory Staff ordinarily ac-
cepts the calculations of the vendors at face
7alue and it is evident on the record that

nuch of the computations accepted by the
Staff” are inadequately supported.

The Regulatory Staff task force apparently
‘elied heavily on extremely casual informa-
ion exchanges with the vendor organizations
o provide them with needed information.
Chus. Dr. Hanauer described the formulation
of the Interim Acceptance Criteria by the
Regulatory Staff task force:

“You should be made aware that the task

force made no attempt whatever to reach *a
Jecision on the record.” A large amount of
lechnical information was received infor-

mally from industry people. particularly
he technical experts from the reactor
nanufacturers. 1 have rough notes of some
of the meetings. but not by any means a
ecord.”
Chat the Staff failed to acquire. in its in-

n ECCS are the Staff’s volumes of questions
ibmitted to each reactor vendor in June of

¥72, one year after the promulgation of the
iterim Acceptance Criteria. . . .

We believe that these interrogatories make
:ry clear the fact that adequate review of the
:ndor evaluation models had not been made
¢ the Regulatory Staff. For example. in June
71972, the Regulatory Staff asked of
-eneral Electric [GE] the following question
nout the evaluation model that it approved

Tune of 1971:
Describe how the broken loop and
:akage paths are modeled for a postulated
iouble-ended recirculation line failure.”

ow could the Regulatory Staff have decided
hether the GE model properly represented
'e broken loop and properly represented the
ow of water to the break if it has to ask in

ine of 1972 precisely what the GE model did
+ those respects?

Another example relates to the distribution
core spray assumed by GE. GE performed

sts involving air up-flow with non-heated
mulated [fuel rod] bundles as the basis for
s core spray distribution assumptions.
IMA note: the ECCS in boiling water reac-
rs (BWR) of the kind manufactured bv GE
ould spray emergency coolant on the reac-
r core from above. In an accident. fuel rod
undles in the reactor core would be intensely
it — 2.000° F. or more. (The sky's the limit.)
1e intense heat in an accident would create

1 updraft of steam. tending to interfere with
olant reaching the core. GE's simulation
ed an “air up-flow.” produced with fans.
id unheated simulated fuel cannisters. The
mulation. to say the least. would be imper-
ct.] In June of 1972 the Regulatory Staff
sked GE to describe the basis upon which it
yuld conclude that these air up-flow tests are
plicable to the reactor situation. These tests
ere performed many years ago by GE. and
1ey have been the basis upon which GE
oiling water reactor ECCS have been
raluated for several vears. and they are the
1sis upon which the model approved by the
egulatory Staff in June of 1971 determines
&gt;w much emergency cooling water is
:livered to the core. In asking this question
1ie Regulatory Staff raised the most fun-
imental doubt about the kind of review that

made of the GE LOCA analysis during all
-ese years in which it has been allowing GE
actors to operate.
{he Regulatory Staff’s approach to the

saluation of the GE model. as documented

y CNI discussions with the Regulatory Staff
ode consultants and by references to
1aterial in the record. makes very plain that
1¢ GE code has hardly been the subject of
ny systematic or rigorous scrutiny by the

Regulatory Staff. So little is known about
vhat precisely is the GE code and so exten-
ive are the unjustified assumptions and
implifications made in that code, that we are
*d to conclude that the Regulatory Staff, in
pproving the GE code without benefit of so
uch clearly necessary information, was
imply saying to GE that GE could assess the
onsequences of LOCAs in GE reactors
‘owever it wanted to.

In Robert Colmar’s testimony [Mr. Colmar
.a member of the AEC Regulatory Staff who
rorked on ECCS, and particularly on
roblems of coolant flow blockage], he noted
1at Westinghouse has blunted a request for
onfirming data on the FLECHT flow hous-
1g {apparatus used in Full Length Emer-
ency Cooling Heat Transfer tests]. that PWR
nressurized water reactor] FLECHT data
«as incompletely reduced. and that the use of
1wcomplete data was questionable. It was
mproper for the Staff to have failed to insist
mn acquisition of the confirming data and.
dditionally, to have allowed questionable
fata-analysis techniques to remain unadjust-
d.

Colmar criticized the ECCS task force for
ts lack of diligence in resolving problems in

All Too Human
Does criticism of the AEC imply cri-
icism of people who work for it?

By no means. Individually, AEC
rersonnel certainly possess virtue in at
zast as great measure as their counter-

arts in other agencies, in industry, in
cademia, and in the public at large.
It is an ancient observation, though,

hat men will without hesitation do
hings as members of a group that they
ould flatly refuse to do in their in-
ividual capacities. This is as true of
\EC personnel as it is of anyone else,
0 doubt, and helps explain how an
rganization composed of good people
an do bad things. RE
Adherence to a double standard of

r0rality — one individual, the other
orporate — appears to be a universal

uman failing, and it would be unjust
&gt; blame AEC personnel for exhibiting

Another universal human weakness
the tendency to deceive oneself al-

iost without limit, if need be, to avoid
icing an unpleasant truth — facing the
ict, for instance, that the work one has
edicated one’s life to is not entirely in
1e public interest. It is not to be ex-
«ected of an advertising executive that
e be first on his block to descry the evils
f artificially stimulated “demand” for
1urable goods” with premature ob-
dlescence designed into them, nor can
‘ou expect many industrialists or
conomists to be among the early cri-
cs of growthsmanship and the early
onverts to a steady-state economy. It
ould be equally unreasonable to ex-
ect of AEC personnel that they be
mong the quickest to perceive and
roclaim the dangers we are exposed to
.y “the peaceful atom.” Human nature
Imost irresistibly compels them — like

1s — to turn a blind eye toward any

1arm being done by the cause they
1ave dedicated their careers to.

 Unless NMA names names.

herefore, its criticism of the AEC
hould not be interpreted as criticism of
any individual associated with it

nother critical area. To determine blockage
f coolant channels] and swelling [of fuel
yds. from overheating. causing blockage], it
i necessary to have realistic estimates of (1)
ite of temperature rise of fuel rods. (2)
1aximum temperature.and(3)internal
ressure described throughout the core. Mr.
‘olmar indicated that such information had
ot been subject to review by the ECCS task
orce at any time. He further indicated that
11s lack led to a hastily formulated, simplistic
spresentation of the extent and description of
lockage in the core. . ..

The ECCS task force. in its deliberations
rior to the formulation of the Interim Ac-

eptance Criteria. failed to consult experts at
ak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
'ho were uniquely competent to criticize and

&gt; supplement information otherwise avail-
ble to the task force. CNI believes this to have
een a supreme display of poor judgment:
JRNL is where the Commission's ac-

Not Man Apart

nowledged experts in fuel rod failure and
ther disciplines are located. ORNL Director
vin Weinberg’s February 1972 letter to
\EC Chairman Schlesinger confirms CNI’s
'nclusion that this was a serious defect:

'... that we were not involved in prepara-
ion of Interim Acceptance Criteria reflects
. deficiency in the ORNL-AEC relation
hat troubles me.”
JAany of P.L. Rittenhouse’s criticisms of

cgulatory Staff treatment of flow blockage
nd fuel rod swelling are contained in
hapter V. [Rittenhouse is an Oak Ridge ex-
ert in the areas just mentioned.] He criticized
ie Staff treatment of swelling, saying that he
id not believe Regulatory Staff technique
onstituted good engineering practice.. . .
loreover, he noted that no one on the Staff

anel was a metallurgist and that no one had
1e expertise necessary to carry out the tech-
‘iques themselves. Chapter V also notes the
taff misunderstanding of the threshold for
1¢ onset of clad swelling [the swelling of
ollow rods in which fuel is *“clad”] and
urther that the Regulatory Staff had not
lemonstrated to him [Rittenhouse] either
hrough their writing or in their oral tes-
imony that they had a technical understand-
ng of rod swelling and flow blockage during a
OCA. The ECCS task force treatment of
fuel rod] embrittlement was based, in CNI’s
‘iew, on at best a high school level under-
tanding of reaction rates. Rittenhouse stated
hat he could not make any sense of
mbrittlement criteria based only on a
emperature limit as in the Interim Accep-
ance Critera [whose most explicit criterion is
hat emergency cooling systems must prevent
eactor cores from overheating beyond 2.300°
* during a LOCA].

Other examples of Regulatory Staff weak-
esses in technical areas were identified by
Or. Rosen. He said that evaluating the
nalytical models required expertise which
sas not available within the Regulatory Staff
iself, and that neither he nor Mr. Colmar felt
here was enough information available to
he Staff’ to evaluate the full scope of the
odes. Dr. Rosen said that the Regulatory
staff alone does not have sufficient expertise to
lo a professional job of evaluating vendor
nodels. ... Despite the Regulatory Staff's
inchallenged need for expert consultants in
rder to evaluate vendor ECCS claims, Dr.
Rosen testified that the Regulatory Staff
rasically disregarded the knowledgeable
pinion it received from its principal source
f information, Aerojet Nuclear Company
ANC). As Chapter IV explained, ANC was
isregarded because its views were inconsis-
ent with reactor licensing. Dr. Hanauer [who
eaded the task force] gave a clear example of
iis disregardof the major technical report he
isked ANC to prepare: he never read it.
Jrowsing through the document was
ufficient to establish in Dr. Hanauer’s mind
hat a document which discussed the fact that

equired aspects of LOCA analysis were
beyond the scope of engineering science”
vas “useless” — from the point of view of

icensing. 5

The superficiality of Regulatory Staff tech-
ical analysis is not limited to the task force
eview in the spring of 1971. Consider the
tegulatory Staff rebuttal testimony on blow-
own heat transfer [transfer of heat from core
o coolant during depressurization of a reactor
1 an accident]. In contrast to the detailed
alysis of ANC on blowdown heat transfer.
he Regulatory Staff has treated this impor-
ant area in the most superficial manner.

The record is replete with evidence that the
ompetence and thoroughness of the
Regulatory Staff is inadequate to the
lemands placed on it. Specific Regulatory
itaff weaknesses include (1) great lack of
.iligence in searching out and acquiring data
rom the reactor vendors on the nature and

haracter of the support for their assurances
‘f safety: (2) superficial reviews. not
nfrequently accompanied by misuse or
eglect of available engineering advisory sup-
ort, of many technical areas of importance to
ne proper operation of emergency systems;
nd (3) the fact that many conclusions
cached by the Regulatory Staff are unsup-
.orted, or contradicted. by the entire array of
vailable evidence. perceptively understood.
taff errors in a number of situations have
emonstrated at best a superficial
omprehension of the sometimes complex
henomena and circumstances relevant to the

hysics and engineering problems of LOCAEs.
We believe that the Commission must

«eight heavily the accumulated evidence of
1e unreliability of Regulatory Staff ECCS
nalysis in making its ultimate policy deter-
1ination on the basis of this record
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The Stockholm Sensation

ECO Reverberates Again!
-ause their ingredients were chips that fell
there they might. No nation escaped the cri
:icism or praise the crew thought was useful.

. The initial idea had been to have a paper
hat would praise what it could; criticize sucl
:Tror as it recognized, outline what it wished
1ad been done instead, mixed with humor, inform
1lity, but consistently dependent upon a hard.
search for international environmental facts.

It could have been based on any number of fine
deas, all of which would have failed, had the
:rew been less than bright, hard-working, and not
0 be fooled..

Summed up, ECO was one of the finest things
‘riends.oftheEarth(allthesisterorganiza-
:ions) could have put together. Near the confer-
nce end, we asked if people wanted it to keep
roing. We wondered if there were others who a-
reed with a US delegate who, in spite of the
)eriodic roasting the US got in ECO, said, "The
:rew that put this paper together should go to
+11 international conferences so we'd know what
he hell is going on."

[t was an unofficial paper, but delegates
stole copies from each other.. In the press
room, correspondents from the world's press
rad copies before.them as they wrote their
own stories. Le

-. It was praised, reviled, quoted (usually
+ithout credit), slaved over. And we think
.t made a difference. Lo

The Stockholm Conference ECO was all this,
ut it was something significantly else. It
vas a Friends of the Earth invention (born at
he Frankfurt Book Fair, 1971), given its es-
sential assist by The Ecologist and their crea-
cive crew, drawn into a logistical fact of life
oy Lennart Daleus and Jordens Vdnner, and it
sas the Stockholm Conference's only independent
laily.

Its independence was inevitable. The crew
ame from Sweden, the UK, Switzerland, France,
lugoslavia, West Germany, and the US.

THE NIGHT WRITERS OF STOCKHOLM

3CO #2 IS HEARD FROM ’

)essions in Stockholm, in London, New York, San
‘rancisco (and perhaps elsewhere) sought out ways
:0 keep ECO sounding off. Before we could find
he answer, ECO #2 was needed.

One of the severest environmental threats of
111--an unsafe nuclear-power technology--needed
uch world-wide exposure as FOE et al. could
jive it. The exact occasion was what would other
iise have been obscure, extended testimony about
he hazards in the emergency core-cooling sys-
ems of reactors--a most difficult subject to dra
latize, for all its importance.

We therefore put together the world's only
very-other-daily, distributed it to the world
ress and conservation leaders, and to Members of
ongress and key officials. We tried our best,
round the clock at times, to interpret what was

joing on .in an unmarked building in Bethesda,
laryland, beyond the range of the regular press
It was well that we did. Our crew, assembled

‘om Cornwall, London, New England, California,
‘A Washington, DC, loaded with knowledge, ta-

lent, and perserverence, dropped
several pebbles and a few boulders
in the water, the waves from which
are still bearing tidings where
they had not -been borne. We were
&gt;f major assistance to the Union
of Concerned Scientists, the Con
solidated National Intervenors,
‘OE groups abroad who were con-
cerned with the same urge for a
nuclear-reactor moratorium, and
(indirectly and almost impercep
tibly at first), the press.

'he editors were in musical chairs. The crew
vould meet in the NGO Lounge of the 01d Parlia
nent Building for second breakfast and review
‘he day's assignments, meet at lunch at the
lamlet (across from the Stockholm depot),
:rade notes on what had been learned and what
nust yet be learned, assemble in two borrowed
rooms of a school building to write, rewrite,
cype, illustrate, and paste up. The crew was
ilwaysafew minutes late in giving Mr. Daleus
-he next morning's issue, which the printers
vould nevertheless accept even as late as 2230
urs and have in print a few hours later. Be-
fore breakfast, the beautiful young people did
he rest. With bicycles, tram rides, baby
strollers, and afoot they got the copies to the
lelegates' hotel room doors, out in the suburbs
Lf that was where the audience was, in the press-
room, at conference doorways.

The pavers were read Thev were heeded he

NEW CONFERENCES NEED ECO

ECO #1 and #2 got many people.
started on the way. - With our ex-

serience and with two subsequent
discussions in London and an
mnouncement in New York, our no-
saadic hunter-gatherer newspaper
ras embarked on the following plan.

1) We will cover meetings of
srimary environmental importance
in the global view--one or two
a year. We're aiming now at San-
:iago (Law of the Sea) and Bu-
tharest (Population).

2) We will assemble all the
)riginal crew we can afford, in-
:luding our topflight illustrator,
ind hie to the meeting. place,
wherever on earth it is.

© 3) We will bring crews fami-

liar with, and originating in, the
various countries and worlds, pre-
nared independently to call things
as they see them, but in a Friends
of the Earth friendly way. We wil)
cry to make no mistakes and to
juickly admit those we or others
liscover. _

4) We will establish a reprint

GOING COLE (++
wing by Richard Willson, from Spaceship Earth, a monthly
lication of Friends of the Earth. Ltd. London.
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format that is collectable, for the environmental
bibliophiles we hope to encourage.

5) We will look for financial help where
we can find it and will hope to build our own
following,inatleastthreecategories:

a) Conferees who want to know "what the hell
is ‘going on." Co

b) Subscribers, already environmentally o-
riented, from all over, who want to sup-

 port the effort. -

*) Other subscriber-supporters (libraries,
press) and point-of-sale impulse buyers.

AND NOW. ..INTERECO!

Initially on a monthly basis, The Ecologistand
Not Man Apart will carry a monthly ECO supple-
ment. "It will be available to the several other
sister FOE groups and, as we discover how to do
it, to other NGOs PE

~ ECO will be edited in Cornwall, by The Ecolo-
Jist's crew, with assistance from all FOE groups
and from the Nairobi office. Just as soon as we
can complete the arrangements, we intend to help
Maurice Strong's United Nations Environmental
Programme succeed--getting word into it, and out
of it. We want to have individuals from the man)
FOE groups put in some detached service in Nai-
robi, and we want to find funds to make it poss-
ible. We will each need to know. how the other
looks from that vantage point. We are sharing
&gt;ur office space in Nairobi with the nascent
darafiki wa Dunia (FOE in Swahili), all of it
African, which will provide insights into Third
N¥orld thinking

Duly written and edited, the monthly interim
ECO will tell us all what is coming up, will en-
zapsulate what has taken place, will editorialize
will carry short features from the respective
sisters, and will then take to airmail in film,
ready for instant incorporation in the respect-
ive FOE: (or other) newsletters.

We would like our respective imprimaturs
to retain their identity (this is our child)
--and let our egos end with that. The pri-
vate egoworlds of the hundreds of essential-
ly different conservation organizations on
2arth have their own high purposes and their
own severe limits, just as the earth does.
We shall try to keep readers aware of both,
with emphasis on the hardest concept of all
for developed--and developing--countries to
accept: .

A finite earth must have limits,
and too many have already been passed.

HOW CAN YOU HELP? :

1) Keep caring.
2) Become a Supporting ECO Subscriber.
3) Buy back-issues for yourself or for a 1i-

orary (a tax-deductible gift).
4) Echo the reverberations yourself, whenever

pen, phone, or platformletyou.(Note:ECO#1
cost some $7,000, exclusive of travel expenses,
with no salary included; ECO #2, about. $10,000.
A substantial amount was recovered from sales

and advertising, and will help subsequent efforts
but neither issue would have appeared without per
sonal savings up front.)

We invite you to share the support

Navs4 D Brower

-r TT -w

CHARTER SUBSCRIPTIONS

Regular (includes all issues from
.each conference covered in 1974.
plus monthly ECO supplements
for one vear....

Supporting (all above, plus back
issues of ECO #1 and #2)..........$25

Contributing (all above, plus RE
"two volumes of The Earth's

Wild Places Series)uvcecsveneves878

Back issues of ECO (#1-Stock-
holm; #2-Washin~+ten DOO
per set.....

To Friends of the Earth
529 Commercial St.

San Francisco, Calif. 94111. ,

Enclosed is § for the following

type of subscription to ECO:

Name:

Address:

Please list the people you think will
be interested in the ECO program.

* »-a.
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Much of human technology and “progress” has been attained
only at the expense of natural beauty, human dignity,

and social integrity, and those who have suffered
the greatest loss of these amenities

have also had the least benefit from the economic “progress.”
—Donella and Dennis Meadows

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH |

529 Commercial Street
San Francisco. California 94111

{] Please enroll me in the category checked. entitling meito Not Man Apart and a 20% discount on FOE books.
(Contributions to FOE are not tax-deductible) MEMBER CATEGORY: O Regular. $15 a year O Supporting, $25
a year O Contributing, $50 a year O Sustaining. $250avearOO Life. $1000 O Sponsor. $5000
CONTRIBUTION: §________.

[] Here is my tax-deductible contribution of §_______ to the Friends of the Earth Foundation.

 7] Please send me more information.

Name ____

Address"

itv State _Zip
 -—
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April 13, 1974

MEMORANDUM

To: Carroll L. Wilson

From: Gilbert W. Low GH -

Re: Initial Impressions on the Mesarovic-Pestel Presentation

On April 8, Mesarovic and his colleagues presented what was

billed as their "alternative world model system" at the Woodrow Wilson

International Center in Washington. The formal presentation lasted

three hours, followed by drinks, dinner and another 2 1/2 hour

discussion. This memo summarizes impressions of the discussions and

a few remarks by Mesarovic and Pestel at breakfast the following morning.

[ shall concentrate on what appear to be the important features of the

modeling approach, rather than on the specific conclusions of the model.

The conference previewed a two-week seminar in Austria

starting later this month. The audience, as seen from the attached

guest list, was drawn largely from public policy institutions, many of

whom were familiar with econometric modeling, operations research

and system dynamics. Eight people attended from the World Bank, including

McNamera who stayed through the evening session. No documentation was

distributed, although I did get a look at part of the large technical

report, which is available from Raiffa's institute in Austria. A

hard-sell approach was evident, with almost a dozen project participants

making enthusiastic and competent presentations. The guests seemed

disappointed about not receiving any documentation (to see "if there

really is a model"), skeptical about some of the specific formulations,

and constructively sympathethic toward the overall effort.
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The model divides the world into 10 geographical regions, each

of which consists of eight'"levels', which were shown on a slide as

follows:

Levels

Norms Formulation

Stratum

Organizational

Stratum

r 1. Human biological

' 2. Psychological

3. Socio-political

)
\

4, Institutional

5. Economic

Individual Strata

sroup Strata

6. Technological

causal Stratum
7. Ecological

\ 8. Geophysical

\
)

Natural Strata

Not all of these categories are completed in the model, although I gather

that much of items 5 - 7 are modeled. The presentations focused on

anergy, food and population.

The eight levels conform to a "hierarchical" organization,

with each level imposing constraints on the lower levels. In normal

yehavior modes, the levels can operate relatively autonomously, but in

a "crisis" the levels merge and are crucially interrelated. The

conditions defining crisis, or the manner in which levels merge is not

clear to me, but the notion appears to be consistent generally with

Forrester's comments about different growth modes: In the period of

exponential growth, many different sectors can operate relatively free

from outside constraints, so that trade-offs are minimized and in many

situations objectives can be optimized; in the transition, the rate of

growth declines as subsectors of the system impose limits upon each other,

and sub-optimization and trade-offs become necessary.
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Mesarovic and Pestel put this distinction between growth

phases neatly in their "Report to Salzburg" (which was not mentioned at

the conference): There are two stages in the growth process -=- undiffer-

entiated growth and organic growth. The first is pure exponential,

anconstrained increase; the second is related to a function specific

to part of an integrated pattern. Undifferentiated growth is character-

istic, for example, of early cell division in an organism, where. each

cell is like all the others. Organic growth exhibits a process of

differentiation "in which the cells become organ-specific according to

the development process of the organism" (p. 35). In the world system,

growth should be controlled to conform to the requirements and constraints

of the overall system. "It is organic interactions which, by themselves

and due to specialization, provide control for undifferentiated growth.

If such undifferentiated growth persists locally (or even in some,

e.g. developed regions) it represents actually a cancer-type phenomenon

which is bound to kill the endive organism unless brought under control."

{p. 38) In their view, the growth process cannot be analyzed fruit-

fully in the context of a "monolithic" world model (read, WORLD2 and

Limits to Growth) but only in a system which distinguishes among interacting

regions and thus brings out the diversity of the real world. Pestel and

Mesarovic made much of the contrast between "monolithic" models, which

make a sin out of growth per se, and their own "multi-level, hierarchical"

model, which places growth in the context of the "world organism".

The time frame of the model is roughly the next 50 years,

presumably because of the system delays involved in developing and executing

policies. The choice of 50 years, vs. 25 or 100, for example, was not
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really explained.

The type of output generated by the model was somewhat different

from that of a system dynamics model. As far as I could tell, Mesarovic

et al. are interested in making predictions more than in analyzing

behavior modes. The model does give time series output similar to

DYNAMO plots, but the emphasis seems to be on comparing different policy

rules on the basis of values at particular points in time. For example,

an optimal price of oil, from the viewpoint of the producing countries

($9), was developed on the basis of maximizing output for the producing

region in the year 2025. The time path of price or other variables did

not seem to be as important.

The use and source of data also differs from system dynamics

modeling. There are numerous product categories and statistically-

estimated parameters, and the discussion gave the impression that

subjective, non-data-based elements are avoided whenever possible. With

respect to a particular problem in the agricultural sector, one partici-

pant said, "We didn't want to open that can of worms, because we didn't

have the data." To be fair, however, there were conflicting comments

about the importance of subjective data. A numerical data orientation

is, of course, not unusual; but, with respect to the Mesarovic model, it

seems to reflect three motivations: (1) to give the model more

credibility relative to "other world models" so as to attract the at-

tention of economists and other social scientists; this is consistent

with the effort to enlist the aid of Klein, Hickman and other econometric

model-builders; (2) to capture the diversity necessary for analyzing

the growth issues posed above; there are extreme examples of disaggre-

gation -~ e.g. in the demographic sector where population is divided

into 86 age groups; (3) to provide more specific policy instruments
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than can be extracted from WORLD2, etc.

The extensive use of statistical (least-squares) estimation

gives rise to model abstractions which one tries to avoid in system

dynamics. In economic models, equations commonly represent conditions

that depend on or reflect certain implicit behavioral assumptions.

hus, while the usual equilibrium conditions in a macro-economic

model reflect assumptions about competition, utility maximization,

and information flows, they do not reveal explicitly the actual decision

processes or parameters that are meaningful to people engaged in the

processes being sodeled. In the Mesarovic model, for example, there are

many production functions whose A, (exponents of labor and capital)

are estimated in the usual log-linear fashion, mostly based on 20

(annual) observations. These estimated parameters tell us little about

real decision mechanisms, nor, for that matter, about the next 50 years,

when modes of behavior probably will differ fram those experienced during

the observation period. |

Although we were not given any model equations, it appears

that the causal structure is not strictly state-determined and does not

retain fe rate-level dichotomy. There is extensive use of simultaneity,

although the form was not clear (input-output matrices, econometric

simultaneous equation relationships, etc.). Mesarovic said privately
that he considers simultaneity appropriate under certain conditions of

causality and seems to distinguish between simultaneous causality and

SEER LY wherein the causal ager precedes‘thedependentvariablein

time. He said that his forthcoming book spells out the different types

of causality in mathematical terms. Practically speaking, it appears
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that the acceptability of simultaneity is determined by conventional

economic theory (e.g. very rapid price adjustment relative to other

determinants of demand and supply) and computational convenience. Apart

from simultaneous functions, the model does contain integrations, but

I gather that the process is constrained by equating the DT with normal

{annual) sampling periods, rather than by fixing the DT in relation

to underlying integration processes.

Another system dynamics principle which may be violated is

that which requires the representation of conserved flows of physical

processes under certain conditions. I base this impression on a comment

that was made with respect to international trade -- that the trade flows

are constrained by the. condition that world imports equal world exports.

In a system dynamics model, inventory depletion and accumulation would

automatically reflect this condition at all times, and one would not have

to impose it on the system as an exogenous constraint. |

Mesarovic and others emphasized the model's flexibility with

respect to policy scenarios. The model can operate in an "interaction",

or gaming, mode, where the "interactor" supplies certain ARREST para-

meter values (e.g. allocation proportions, conversion factors) for each

(annual) iteration and interacts with the model as it marches through time.

The interactor can supply different "scenarios" as well, which seemingly

can include the addition or elimination of feedbacks as well as simple

parameter changes. “Thus model structure can change throughout an interaction

run, and the distinction between model structure and scenario is vague.

The purpose of model/human interaction is apparently to familiarize the

policy-maker with the model, rather than to enable the model to run (it
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can operate without an interactor) or to allow the model-builder to

improve his theories by observing an interactor's responses and decisions.

The policy-maker learns through interacting with the model, and, hope-

fully, he can develop policies (decision rules) that yield more satis-

factory model outcomes. Pestel distinguished their model, "a planning

and decision-making tool", from morld-models".

In conclusion, I have discussed several methodologicaldis-

tinctions between the Mesarovic- Pestel model and system dynamics models.

The analysis is suggestive and certainly subject to change and elaboration

once we receive documentation. Mesarovic and Pestel are undoubtedly

sincere and are trying to offer something substantial and constructive.

They both emphasized the importance of new approaches and a future-
-

orientation which cannot be based simply on observing recent numerical

data. Yet I do get the impression that underlying their model is a

fairly conventional set of social theories and validation approaches.
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Ultrafast Streak Camera

The Research News update on “Laser
spectroscopy: Probing biomolecular func-
tions” (6 June, p. 1002) was timely and
interesting. Jean L. Marx quite appro-
priately conveys the explosive flurry of re
search activity that has increased the un-
derstanding of large biological macromol-
ecules since the advent of a number of laser

spectroscopic techniques—in particular,
the picosecond light probe. We would like
to point out a very important devel-
opment—the application of the ultrafast
streak camera.

Streak cameras have been in existence

for some time, but recent tube devel-

opments by Bradley and co-workers (I)
have resulted in transit time spreads suffi-
ciently small to demonstrate resolution of
events as short as 500 femtoseconds. Brief:

ly, the camera works as follows. Light
from a picosecond event enters the slit of
he camera and is focused onto a photoca-
‘hode where electrons are released via the

photoelectric effect, the number of elec-
trons released at any particular instant
oeing proportional to the light intensity on
the photocathode during that period of
time. The electrons are accelerated
through an anode and then deflected by a
voltage ramp which streaks them across a
phosphorescent screen so that electrons re-
:eased at different times strike the screen at

different positions. A densitometer trace of
a photograph of the resulting phosphores-
cent ‘streak’ then gives an accurate mea
sure of the lifetime of the event. By includ-
ing additional image intensifier stages, the
sensitivity of the camera can be improved
to the point where individual photoelec-
trons can be observed. Compared to the al-
ternative techniques, the streak camera has
powerful advantages, such as high resolu-
tion, high sensitivity, commercial avail-
ability, and a simpler and more reliable ex-

perimental arrangement.
Streak cameras have recently been used

to measure picosecond fluorescent life-

times for a number of dyes (2). Our group
at Los Alamos has been using these devices
to investigate the fluorescent properties of
pigment molecules in photosynthetic sys-
tems. For example, we have measured flu-
orescent lifetimes of various pigments in
vitro (a and 8 carotenes, chlorophylls a and
b, and phycocyanin) (3), algae [Chlorella
pyrenoidosa, Anacystis nidulans, Agme-
nellum quadruplicatum (PR-6), Chlamy-
domonas reinhardi] (3), and higher plants
{chloroplasts and leaves of spinach, jack
bean, lettuce, and tobacco). Perhaps
not surprisingly, we have found that all
chloroplast-bearing plants and algae have

110

nearly the same fluorescent lifetimes in
vivo (40 picoseconds), which suggests a
iniversal chloroplast behavior for the
aigher plants.

A statement in the Marx article that re-

sent results are consistent with the picture
hat the excitation energy spreads through
&gt;hotosystem pigments by means of a reso-
1ant dipole-dipole energy transfer is a

vell-known hypothesis, first postulated by
“Orster in 1948. Since then, plausable anal
ses have been performed by Bay, Pearl-
stein, Dexter, Robinson, Knox, and Mon-
roll, to name but a few. Experimentally
here has been some indirect, although not
:ntirely convincing, evidence to support
his view. Recently, we demonstrated di:
‘ectly in the time domain that such a di
yole-dipole interaction is appropriate (4).
1t least in the case of chlorophyll in vitro at

&gt;oncentrations comparable to that founda
n chloroplasts. The lifetimes as a function
of pigment concentration and the non
:xponential form of the fluorescent decay
were consistent with existing theory. How
ever, based on the decay rates we mea-

sured, we estimate that each chlorophyll a
10omotransfer in vivo takes only 0.2 to 0.3
sicosecond. This is so rapid that, perhaps.
as has long been suspected by theoreti
cians, a delocalized or coherent exciton de-

scription may be necessary. These and
other recently developed experimental
techniques may soon lead to answers to

many of these fundamental questions.
A.J. CamMPILLO

V.H. KOLLMAN, S. L. SHAPIRO
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
University of California,
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
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Economic Growth

Glenn Hueckel, in his article “A histori-
cal approach to future economic growth’
(14 Mar., p. 925), asserts that “‘the history
of technological advance suggests an opti-
nistic outlook for future economic
srowth.” This statement and the text of the
article which purports to support this point
of view reflect the adoption of an overly
1arrow time perspective on the part of the

author. In effect, he has taken a minute

segment of human history and projected
interactions which occurred within this
brief time span into the future.

Until the beginning of the 19th century,
energy consumption and population
growth remained relatively stable, with
sery slow growth in both indices. Between
800 and 1974, however, the growth of
hese variables has been exponential.
Hueckel suggests that, in the past, tech-
10logy has served to remedy resource
shortages and that, in the future, the mar-
ket system will serve to allocate resource

atilization away from those inputs which
are scarcest. However, this analysis is
based upon the brief experience of indus-
trial societies.

Human societies have been on a con-

sumption and production binge for the
sast 200 years. This period represents a
nique and temporary transition from pre-
ndustrial social structures. Hueckel over:

ooks the commonality of the dynamic fac-
cor which made this type of growth pos-
sible, in both energy consumption and in
population—man’s extension of his tool-
1sing capabilities through the use of fossil
(terrestrial) fuel reserves which have accu-

mulated over millions of years (I). Thus,
the basis of the accelerated energy con-
sumption and population growth over the
past 200 years has been energy reserves
which we now recognize are rapidly dwin-

dling.
The extreme dependence of industrial

societies on fossil fuel for terrestrial energy
resources has facilitated the development
of social and economic structures which
are inconsistent with long-run basic eco-

logical and thermodynamic principles (2).
The primary structural changes requisite
for the establishment of a tractable eco-

10mic and social structure compatible with
pasic physical and ecological restrictions
are unlikely to be promoted by the indirect
allocation signals generated by the market
mechanism. This is not to say that market
signals do not perform a useful function.
Given the long-run trajectory of the eco-
nomic and social system, fluctuations
which occur within this trajectory can, in
part, be modulated through economic sig-
nals. It is unrealistic, however, to expect
market signals to interpret and alter the
trajectory itself.

Indeed, the best we can do in the context

of thermodynamic constraints—in an evo-
utionary time perspective—is to ‘buy
.ime.” And perhaps the best way to do so
's to focus our attention on the structural

parameters of the system and to devise pol-
cies which—viewed in toto—can alter the

trajectory. This does not require the identi-
dcation or agreement of what is best or op-
dmum. Rather, it necessitates the contin-
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Jal evaluation of where the system is head-
:d and which directions are undesirable.

To paraphrase an editorial comment ap-
&gt;earing in a New York Times feature story
(3) on a recent American Economic Asso-

ciation meeting, economists appear to be
susily rearranging and optimizing the ar-
rangement of deck chairs on the Titanic. It
s not simply a question of how we are get-

ing there; we must determine where we are

going. |
THOMAS C. EDENS

Department of Agricultural Economics,
Michigan State University,
East Lansing 48824
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Hueckel’s article warrants the same

&lt;ind of optimism as that expressed by the
man who has fallen halfway down from the
op of the Empire State Building without
yet encountering any substantial limits to
1is acceleration. Backward-looking empir-
cism has its limits and must be supple-
mented by rational deduction from first
principles. I presented (/) a commonsense
argument against continuous growth,
sased on the first principles of diminishing
marginal utility and increasing marginal
cost. Hueckel claims that I misused the

concept of diminishing marginal utility (by
applying it to income rather than to a

single commodity) and thereby somehow
smuggled my own value judgments into the
argument. If I misused the concept of mar-
zinal utility then so did one of its origina-
tors, E. Bohm-Bawerk, who also applied it
to income as well as to single goods (2).
The only assumption in Bohm-Bawerk’s
treatment is that there exists for the indi-

vidual a hierarchy of wants, and sensible
people satisfy their most pressing wants
first, whether in alternative uses of a single
commodity or in alternative uses of in-
come. The modern textbook definition as

the “partial derivative of a hypothetical
utility function” requires the assumption
of cardinally measurable.utility and some
specific utility function, both of which are
at best heuristic analogies, and at worst un-
scientific pretentions. But if one wants to

assume cardinal utility, then I confess that
[ find the “Bernoulli hypothesis’ very con-

vincing.
The simple argument was this: if mar-

ginal benefits of physical growth decline
while marginal costs rise, there will be an
intersection beyond which further growth
is uneconomic. The richer the society (the
more it has grown in the past), the more

R AUGUST 1975

ikely it is that marginal benefits are below
narginal costs and that further growth is
Ineconomic.

The best attack on this argument is not
o question the shapes of the curves, but to
irgue that the curves themselves contin

1ally shift apart so that the intersection al-
vays stays ahead of us, and thus growth re-
nains economic. But there are physical
imits to efficiency (how far down cost
surves can be shifted), and I suspect that
yur rush toward growth-permitting tech-
1ologies (for example, fission power) is
nore likely to push the cost curve up than
lown, once all costs are counted. Also our

fforts to push the benefit curve up by
reating new wants too rapidly and too ar-

ificially are, in my view, more likely to
sull down the benefits curve than to push it
‘p. Probably Hueckel would dismiss these
Jaims as personal value judgments. But
hey are not value judgments, they are per-
sonal judgments of fact. What in fact are
he real costs and benefits at the margin?
Ne do not measure costs of growth in our
‘ocial accounts—or rather we do measure

hem, but count them as benefits. Deciding
1st what is a cost and what is a benefit in-

‘olves value judgments, but is also in large
«art a judgment of fact. That the properly
iccounted marginal benefits of growth in
he United States are below the properly
iccounted marginal costs, or at least soon

vill be if physical growth continues, is a
udgment I consider reasonable, though it
annot be conclusively demonstrated. But
either can the contrary proposition be
onclusively demonstrated, yet Hueckel
ind other growth economists accept it as
he only conceivable possibility.

Hueckel says that even granting the di-
ninishing marginal utility of income, my
irgument still runs into the grave problem
»f “identifying the point at which . . . soci-

:ty moves from the classification of ‘poor’
o ‘rich.’ If we cannot distinguish poor

tom rich, then what is the justification for
srowth in the first place?

HERMAN E. DALY

Department ofEconomics, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge 70803
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Hueckel’s discussion of some crucial is-

ues in the “limits to growth” debate is
nore careful and sophisticated than most,
ut it still begs too many important ques-
ions to be persuasive.

First, Hueckel argues as if ecology had
1ever been discovered. Suppose, for ex-
ample. that it does become economically

and technologically feasible to extract met-
als from seawater and ordinary rock. What
vould the ecological consequences be of
srocessing (in an extremely energy-in-
ensive fashion) the huge volume of mate-
rials needed to supply our current demand,
nuch less the expanded demand he envis-
ons? After all, the ecological problems
ind costs of exploiting the relatively high-
rrade Western coal and oil-shale resources
1ave provoked considerable controversy
and even some loose talk about the neces-

sity for “zones of national sacrifice’). In
he past, the scale and intensity of human
:conomic and technological activity has
seen below the threshold that would cause

serious ecological degradation,,andtech-
nological development could therefore
sroceed unimpeded. Now, there is little or
10 slack in the ecosystems important to
wuman well-being, and every technological
‘solution’ seems inevitably to create addi-

ional problems.
Second, Hueckel appears to overlook

he enormous planning and management
sroblems attached to continued growth.
starting from our already high level, the
mplications of future growth are daunting,
10t only in terms of the quantities involved
for example, the construction of as many
1s 900 nuclear power plants in the next 25
rears), but also in terms of our ability to
srchestrate the work of innovation, con-
struction, and environmental management
.0 form a reasonably integrated, safe, and
1armonious whole (unlike the present situ-
ition, in which undesirable social and eco-

ogical *‘side effects” abound and thorny
rafety issues remain unresolved). Tech-
10logy cannot be implemented in a vacu-
im. In fact, something like the ecological
‘law of the minimum” applies: the factor
n least supply governs the rate of growth
n the system as a whole. Where, for in-

stance, shall we find the staggering
amounts of capital we will need to build all

hose nuclear power plants and exploit off-
shore oil and create new coal mines and so

on?
Third, ironically, economist Hueckel ne-

slects important political-economic issues.
For example, the market price mechanism
1andles modest incremental change with
‘elative ease, but it tends to break down

~hen confronted with genuine scarcity (for
:xample, famine) or marked discrepancies
n supply and demand (for example, mo-
10polies and cartels). Nor does it deal ap-
sropriately with common property re-
sources. Moreover, discounting can make
scologically priceless future resources (like
a breathable atmosphere) effectively
worthless to today’s economic decision-
makers. Furthermore, although letting the
narket take its course can adjust supply
and demand most of the time. the social
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consequences are often so painful that gov-
ernments will usually go to considerable
engths to avoid it. Including the social
costs of production in market prices, as
Hueckel and others suggest (although the
oractical difficulties of doing so are sub-
stantial), would remedy some of the de-
fects of the market alluded to above, but
only by increasing the painfulness of the
market’s impact on individuals. The criti-
cal question therefore is, Do we have the
political will to reform the market if this
will involve personal sacrifice? or, more
colloquially, Who will bell the environ-
mental cat?

This by no means exhausts the issues
Hueckel has failed to consider—thermody-
namic limits to technological advance, lim-
its to the invention and application of
knowledge to human problems, and many
other questions only hinted at above (for
example, the social and political implica-
rions of accepting the “Faustian bargain”
of modern technology) that I have dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere (1). Hueckel has
considered technology and the market
price system in artificial isolation from
ecological and other practical realities. His
optimism about future economic and tech-
nological growth would therefore appear
to be ill-founded.

WiLLIAM OPHULS
Box 2069, Stanford, California 94305
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Hueckel criticizes the Meadows-Forres-
ter assumption that, with continued eco-
nomic growth, “world resource usage will
approach the corresponding U.S. rate.”
Hueckel promotes instead the sound theo-
retical economic position that the tech-
nology employed to achieve a given end
will reflect the “prevailing structure of the
relative prices of those inputs [capital, la-
bor, and resources].”’ It would seem to fol-
low that poor countries characterized by
surplus labor, few natural resources, and a
scarcity of machine capital would be utiliz-
ing labor-intensive, resource-saving tech-
nology.

Hueckel uses the examples of 19th-cen-
tury England and 19th-century United
States to bolster his contention. At that

‘ime, appropriate technologies were in the
nitial evolving state in both countries.
dueckel ignores the fact that today’s non-
industrialized country imports technology
along with a host of social images reflect.
ing what is the appropriate salary and life
style of an employee in the modern sector.
The despair of development economists is
that, lacking indigenous technologies, un-
derdeveloped countries are forced to “se:
lect’ the capital-intensive, labor-saving

:echnology which appropriately enough re-
lected the then optimal input mix of the
Western countries creating it.

The continuation of this practice seems
certain for as long as the most promising
students from underdeveloped countries
are sent abroad for a postgraduate educa-
ion in the “most advanced” technologies.
Attempts are now being made to create re-

search institutes in underdeveloped coun-
ries themselves, but whether these centers
will come up with technologies that will
weaken the relationship between economic
zrowth and increased use of nonrenewable
resources is a question open to much de-
bate, as is the question of how soon such
‘nnovations would be dispersed in the field.
The lag time between innovation and wide-
spread acceptance is also a crucial factor in
forecasting the West’s needs in a time of
changing resource prices.

B. MEREDITH BURKE
Population Studies Center,
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia 19104

Hueckel states that “the high pressure
[steam] engine was cheaper to build but
apparently was more extravagant in its
fuel requirements.” High pressure steam
means high temperature steam which gives
a greater thermodynamic efficiency ac-
cording to the following relationship.

Efficiency =

Inlet temperature — Exhaust temperature

Inlet temperature

A high pressure steam engine delivers
more power for less fuel than a low pres-
sure engine. In addition, a high pressure
&gt;ngine probably produces more power per
unit weight, which would mean that less
material would be required for its con-
struction.

H. P. LEIGHLY, JR
Department of Metallurgical and Nuclear
Engineering, University of Missouri,
Rolla 65401

Although much of my article was de-
voted to the question of physical limits to
economic growth, of the letters printed
1ere, only Edens’ is explicitly concerned
vith that issue. Ironically, Edens accuses
ne of ““an overly narrow time perspective”
and then raises the same issue as that

-aised by Mishan—that the development
of the modern industrialized nations has
depended upon the availability of fossil
“uels—an issue which I criticized in the ar-
icle as “the result of a lack of sufficient

historical] perspective.”
The past two and one-half centuries

clearly have been unique in human experi-
ence; but, as I argued in the article, Edens’
‘dynamic factor” in past growth has not
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been society’s dependence upon fossil fuels
but rather society’s ability “to advance its
.echnological knowledge to the point
~vhere those resources could be employed
‘or the satisfaction of human wants.” It is,
after all, that knowledge that makes a giv-
en material useful to society; and the fact
‘hat terrestrial deposits of those materials
might some day be exhausted does not nec-
essarily imply that economic growth must
stop, only that knowledge must continue to
advance. The fact that past technological
change has not been random and capri-
cious but rather has occurred in a system-
atic manner in response to market forces
causes me to take an optimistic view of the

probability for future advances in knowl-
edge.

Clearly if we confine the discussion to
our own planet [a constraint which O’Neill
(1) argues is unnecessary], no one can deny
‘hat there is a physical limit to energy and
mineral use—a point made by Daly and
others elsewhere (2) and suggested by Oph-
1ls’ reference to “thermodynamic limits.”
Chat, however, is an obvious and rather
uninteresting statement; the relevant ques-
rion is whether society is now sufficiently
close to that limit to warrant concern, and

it is here that I must respectfully disagree
with my critics. As Brooks and Andrews
nave noted (3), “the literal notion of run-
ning out of mineral supplies is ridiculous.
Che entire planet is composed of minerals,
and man can hardly mine himself out.”

Of course, those authors warn that the
sffort to obtain those resources might in-
volve costs in the form of pollution,
changes in land use, changes in the inter-
national distribution of wealth and power,
or other disturbances which society is un-
willing to bear—a fact of which I am quite
aware, in spite of Ophuls’ charge that I
argue “as if ecology had never been discov-
ered.” Indeed, I find such a charge surpris-
ng, particularly in light of his reference
only two paragraphs later to the very poli-
cies I proposed to reduce environmental
lamage. He criticizes those policies on the
ground that they do the job ‘only by in-
creasing the painfulness of the market’s
ampact on individuals”—a rather per-
olexing criticism, since the external costs
of production, of which pollution is only a
part, are already borne by individuals. The
effect of “including the social costs of pro-
duction in market prices” simply would be
to monetize those costs and to reallocate
them so they are borne by those individuals
who consume the goods and services whose
production is causing the pollution. If the
policies can be enforced efficiently, there
would be little increase in the total cost

borne by society. Obviously such a real-
location would involve personal sacrifice
for some, but that sacrifice would be com-
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pensated by a cleaner environment. Ophuls
Juestions society’s “political will to reform
the market if this will involve personal sac-
rifice.” Is it any more likely that society
would have the “political will” to under-
take policies deliberately designed to stop
economic growth? I doubt it.

I certainly agree with Ophuls that there
are certain circumstances under which the

market will fail to yield the desired alloca-
tion of resources. Indeed, his examples of
“common property resources” and ‘‘dis-
counting’ are precisely the issues I treated
«an the last section of the article. He is quite
right to include cartels in this category as

well, though it is important to realize that
even the strongest such organizations must
oe concerned with the degree to which con-
sumption of the product declines as price
rises—a fact of which the OPEC (Or-
ganization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
cries) is becoming increasingly aware.

In the final analysis, however, the prob-
iems raised by Ophuls and Daly are con-

tained in the questionofthedesirabilityof
‘urther growth. While certainly an impor-
tant issue for national debate, this question
is clearly more difficult to settle since, as

Daly puts it, the problem is to evaluate
“the real costs and benefits [of growth] at
the margin.” Unfortunately, in spite of
Daly’s efforts to devise one, there does not
exist a generally accepted nor scientifically
defensible standard with which to measure

those magnitudes. Consequently, whether
one labels these evaluations ‘personal
judgments of fact” or value judgments
makes no difference; the crucial point is
that reasonable individuals can legitimate.
ly differ over their evaluations of the costs
and benefits of growth. This is the meaning
of my sentence of which Daly quotes only a
part at the end of his letter. Obviously
here is no problem in distinguishing for
ourselves * ‘poor’ from ‘rich’ ” and thus

(in Daly’s scheme) the point at which fur-
ther growth becomes “uneconomic.” But it
is, in my view, the height of arrogance to
presume to make that judgment for an
individual other than oneself.

One final point of clarification is neces-
sary in response to Leighly. He is quite
right to expect a priori that the high pres-
sure steam engine was more economical in

fuel use—a point which historians of tech-
nology have noted (4). The difficulty arises
in the details of the early 19th-century en-
gine. Watt’s low pressure engine employed
a separate cylinder in which the steam was
condensed to form a vacuum below the pis-

ton, the power being supplied by the opera-
tion of the atmosphere (or of steam at at-
mospheric pressure) above the piston. The
early high pressure engines dispensed with
the condenser and used steam at pressures
around 50 pounds per square inch, venting

t directly to the atmosphere. It appears
hat, in the early years of the engine’s de.
relopment, the sacrifice of the vacuum in
he condenser reduced the fuel economy
-elative to the standard low pressure en-

tine (3), although the new, high pressure
:ngines could be considerably smaller per
nit of power produced, as Leighly notes.
Jne would expect that the best features of
yoth engines would be combined. This oc-
;urred in Cornwall in 1812; and for the
1ext three decades Cornish engines, oper
iting with high pressure steam and a con-
lenser, were widely renowned for their
:conomy of fuel. This event is yet another
:xample of technological advance condi
ioned by resource availability, for Corn-
vall was a county with abundant tin and

copper (thus requiring steam power for
mining operations) but peculiarly lacking
in coal or wood for fuel.

GLENN HUECKEL
Department of Economics,
Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
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I'raditional Tobacco Substitute

I agree with Julia F. Morton (Letters, 16
May, p. 683) that more land should be
nade available for food crops by eliminat-
ng the growing of tobacco. However, we
ilready have a much more suitable alter-

1ative than cabbage, lettuce, or papaya
eaves, and one which would not make use

of food or food-producing materials. I am
-eferring to corn silk, a traditional sub-
stitute for tobacco. It should be allowed to

dry before harvest, of course, so that its
role in seed fertilization would be over.

NORMAN D. LEVINE

College of Veterinary Medicine,
University of Illinois, Urbana 61801

Filming of Behavior

The article “Anthropological film: A
cientific and humanistic resource” by E
Richard Sorenson (20 Dec. 1974, p. 1079
leserves comment. first because of its rele

/ance not alone to anthropological re-

search but to all behavioral research, and
second because Sorenson does not mention

very exciting ongoing research in the field
of human ethology.

I agree completely with Sorenson about
‘he urgency and need to record human be-
1avior on film, but I would add that his ar-

sument holds for many other species as
well, particularly those which are endan-
tered by extinction, either through man’s
vanton slaughter or through the destruc-
ion of their habitats. Indeed, students of
inimal behavior have long recognized the
1sefulness of motion picture films for the
documentation and analysis of behavior
satterns. To this end the Encyclopaedia
Cinematographica was established by G
Wolf, director of the Institute for Scien-
tific Films in Gottingen, West Germany.
Each film depicts a single type of behavior
and is accompanied by a short descriptive
publication. Leslie P. Greenhill at Pennsyl-
vania State University is the director of the
American Archive of the Encyclopaedia
Cinematographica. Films on animal and
numan behavior are available.

In addition to the film studies which So-
censon mentions, the reader should be
aware of the important studies of human
:thology by I. Eibl-Eibesfeldt and his co-
workers in the Research Unit for Human
ithology, a division of the Max Planck

stitute for Behavioral Physiology,
Percha, West Germany. They are filming
rituals and unstaged social interactions,
such as play, greetings, courtship, and
child-parent relationships. They are partic-
larly interested in similarities and differ-
ences in these behavior patterns in differ-
ent cultures. By studying populations of
:ultures which have had minimal contact

vith outsiders they have attempted to cap-
ure on film behavior patterns in their pur-
:st form. This is exactly what Sorenson is
arguing for. The films are published in the
duman Ethological Film Archive of the
Max Planck Association (/), and descrip-
sions of the film studies are to be found in

such journals as Anthropos, Current An-
*hropology, Homo, and Zeitschrift fir
Tierpsychologie.

Undoubtedly there are also other groups
active in this exciting area of research. Let
us hope that Sorenson’s timely article will
serve as a rallying point to bring together
persons working in human ethology and
focus their attention on the urgent need for
film documentation of behavior.

ERNST S. REESE

Department of Zoology,
University of Hawaii at Manoa,
Honolulu 96822
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System Dynamics Applied
to Space Communities

The power of system dynamics, as developed by Jay
Forrester and others, is in the testing of alternate policies
for both long-term and side effects. To date, system
dynamics has been used to tell us what won’t work, and to
explain some of our perplexing failures our social system
has experienced.

Recently, J. Peter Vajk of Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory (LLL), has developed a 3-sector model,
including a space communities sector, based on earlier work
with developed and underdeveloped world sectors. This
earlier model was developed by D.R. Tuerpe, also of LLL,
under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission.

Initial results of this work have been made available to
the L-5 News. Adjustments in the model are being made in
response to suggestions by Dennis Meadows, one of the
authors of Limits to Growth, and the energy relationships
in the model are being refined with the assistance of H.
Newkirk at LLL. Low cost energy from Solar Satellite
Power Stations (SSPS) and the exponential growth of the
space communities sector are the key factors in the
improved model performance.

For those unfamiliar with World Dynamics models who
wonder how population could be reduced other than by
migration, birth rates in these models are controlled by
wealth in the same fashion as empirical data has indicated.

Assumptions and parameters in addition to the Tuerpe
model are as follows:

(1) Energy, currently close to 6% of the gross national
product (GNP) for both developed and underdeveloped
countries increases somewhat, reaching 7% by the year
2020. This is because, as resources become more scarce,
more energy is required to process or recycle them.
(2) Busbar cost of power in the underveloped countries
changes slowly from the current rate of about 3 times that
of the developed countries to the SSPS power cost.
(3) A four fold decrease in power cost increases the rate of
growth of capital investment by about 2.
(4) Over a 50-year period, productivity in building SSPS’s
improves by a factor of 3. Power cost decreases by the
square root of the productivity increase. Initial busbar
electricity cost of 15 mils per KWH falls to 9 mils in 2020.
Note that, compared with the Mark Hopkins article below.
these costs are conservatively high.
(5) Market penetration takes from 1990, date of first
energy transmission, until 2012, at which point most
electrical energy is SSPS-dervied. The manufacture of
synthetic fuels from electricity takes 10 years after this
point to penetrate 40% of the traditional markets for liquid
and gas fuels. Another ten years brings the synthetic fuel
market up to 75%. and in an additional twenty years to
90%.

By the year 2020, per capita income in the developed
world has increased by 12%. Due to factors mentioned
above, and a lower base, underdeveloped world wealth per
capita has increased by 60%. In 2020 world population
stands at 3.55 billion in the underdeveloped world, 1.33
billion in the developed, and 0.03 billion in the space
communities. This compares with baseline two sector
model runs of 4.39 billion in the underdeveloped world and
1.82 billion in the developed. In the three sector model, the
total population increase rate is leveling off rapidly, at 12
million per vear in 2020. Half of this increase. mostly from

the underdeveloped world, is leaving the earth for the space
communities. Transporting this number of people,
including a 700 kg per person baggage allowance, requires
1/3 of 10% of SSPS energy production.

The model results will be presented, at least informally,
at the ‘Limits to Growth ’75”° conference.

The “Limits to Growth 75” conference, to be held near
Houston Oct. 19-21, is sponsored by the Club of Rome,
University of Houston, and the Mitchell Energy and
Development Corp. This is the first of five biennial
conferences to consider the implications of alternatives to
growth. Keynote speakers will include Dennis Meadows,
Jay Forrester, and Herman Kahn (a noted critic of Limits
to Growth.)

Support from the Club of Rome to at least carefully
‘nvestigate the world dynamic potentials of space
communities would be a major advance for our work. L-5
members who can help by attending should call Jura Schaf,
(312) 324-6913 for registration materials. Registration
closes Oct. 15. Please let the L-5 staff know if you are
coming.

Sending the workers to the conference that Peter Vajk
has requested will be a heavy drain on the resources of the
L-5 Society. Those who can assist us should send their
contributions to:

Conference Fund
c/o L-5 Society
1620 N. Park
Tucson, Az. 85719

Economic Analysis
An unpublished paper written subsequent to the

Summer Study by one of the participants, Mark Hopkins, a
graduate student at Harvard University, entitled “Economic
Considerations of Initial Space Colonization,” is available
to members of the L-5 Society. This paper analyzes the
cost, benefits and possible methods to finance the project,
partly based on post Summer Study developments. While
the results must be treated carefully, the possibility is
presented of power from space starting at less than one half
of the current busbar price, (8 mils per KWH) and falling to
less than one quarter of the current price (3.5 mils per
KWH). This work is being reviewed by the Federal Energy
Administration.

NASA/AMES — STANFORD — ASEE

SUMMER STUDY
The first issue of the newsletter reported the 10-week

summer study on space communities held at the Ames
Research Center (ARC) of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). A 10-page preliminary
report has since been made available, which outlines, in
orief form, the team’s purpose, design criteria, and
conclusions. The team, composed of 28 physical and social
scientists from academia and industry, included Mark
Hopkins, of Harvard University, Magoroh Maruyama, of
Portland State University, T. A. Heppenheimer, of the
California Institute of Technology, Eric Hannah, of
Princeton University, and Eric Drexler, of MIT. The
summer study was sponsored by NASA/ARS, Stanford
University, and the American Society for Engineering
Education (ASEE).

The team finds “no fundamental scientific obstacles’ to
establishing space communities, and goes so far as to hail
the concept as “an evolutionary step comparable to the
transition of life from the sea to the land or the transition
of our own progenitors from life in the primitive forests to
:he open plains.”

The team’s habitat design involves a wheel-shaped
construction over a mile wide located in the Moon’s orbit
240,000 miles from both the Earth and the Moon. One
revolution per minute would simulate Earth gravity for the
10.000 residents. The rim of the torus would house shops.



schools, light industry, and closed-loop agriculture. Total
mass would reach about 500,000 tons, like the largest
ocean super tankers. The team proposes heavy industry be
.ocated “outside,” to take advantage of weightlessness and
righ vacuum. Such industry would be dedicated to a) the
manufacture of other habitats, and b) the manufacture of
satellite solar power stations (SSPS), to be placed in
zeosynchronous orbits above the Earth. An SSPS would
zather sunlight almost constantly, and beam the energy
lown to receiving stations on Earth as low-density
microwaves, which would be converted to electricity and
fed into normal distribution systems.

Raw materials would be obtained from the Moon. A
Lunar detachment of 100-150 persons could mine and ship
a million tons of material to the space habitat to be refined
:0 extract aluminum, titanium, silica, and oxygen.

In designing the space habitat, the team recognized that
“living in an entirely man-made structure at high
population densities remote from other communities may
ead to serious psychological problems... a design was
chosen permitting lines of sight of over half a mile, a feeling
of spaciousness, and proximity to growing things.
Considerable thought was given,” their report continues,
“to architecture and community planning, to permit
diversity of development and adaptability while also
oroviding the privacy essential in a population density of
more than 60 people per acre.” The team estimates that
i111 acres would be necessary to produce vegetables,
cereals, poultry, ham, and dairy products for a population
&gt;f 10,000 persons. Animal, plant, and human wastes would
se converted to water and agricultural chemicals, and with
fast recycling, only small quantities of water and other
essentials would be necessary. The total cost of the first
1abitat is estimated at $100 billion.

After presenting these findings, the report proposes that
such space habitats may ‘“‘offer a way out from the sense of
closure and of limits which is now oppressive to many
people on Earth.” The report continues: “Particularly in
he Americas and other former colonies, growth has been a
vehicle of rapid and often progressive social change; it has
been a source of opportunity for millions of people. Many
people view with distaste a future in which opportunities
would become increasingly restricted, and in which new
and oppressive political institutions would have to be
devised in order to allocate equitable resources which were
msufficient to meet the demands. Space colonization may
offer a way to bring new wealth to the Earth, and new
opportunities to its people, without the environmental
damage which has so often accompanied growth in the
past.”

The team concluded by emphasizing that it was
“speaking for itself,” and did not represent any official
government or university institution. It recommended the
U.S., “possibly in cooperation with other nations, take
specific steps toward the goal of space colonization.”

The final and complete report of the summer study is to
se published during the next few months. When publishing
letails are available, they will be presented in the
r1ewsletter. In the meantime, copies of the preliminary
:eport are available to L-5 members.

SPACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION PROPOSED

A proposal to establish a Space Research and
Development Corporation to finance space colonization
and other space development has been drafted. Those who
would like to examine the draft and submit comments
should contact Carolyn Henson, L-5 Society, 1620 N. Park,
Tucson, Arizona 85719. The proposal would have the
following advantages:

1. Long-term funding could be obtained so that monies
would not be dependent on uncertain annual
anpropriations:
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2. The funding would be treated as an investment rather
than a current expense, and thus would not appear as red
Ink on the federal books;

3. Private capital could join in research and
development efforts;

4. The investments could be treated as investments or

loans and paid back if the space developments proved
economically profitable, thus generating a revolving fund to
support further activities.

The proposal is modeled after the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, originally proposed by Herbert
Hoover in 1932, and on such other institutions as the
Export-Import Bank. Legislation to create this type of
institution for research and development generally has been
introduced by Representative Thomas Downey as H.R.
7841, 94th Cong., 1st Sess (1975), based on the report of
the Committee on Consumer Affairs of the Association of
the Bar of the City of New York (RECORD of The
Association of the Bar, December 1974, p. 718). A similar
concept for rebuilding blighted areas has been proposed by
Representative Charles Rangel (H.R. 9341, 94th Cong.. 1st
Sess. [1975]).

Horizons Day Meeting Planned for 1976
The Committee for the Future, Inc., has established June

26, 1976, as Horizons Day, when groups in the U.S. and
abroad will join in a one-day meeting to search for
consensus on new horizons for humanity. Local initiatives
can be sponsored by representatives of the Bicentennial
Committees, but local communities and groups who wish to
participate may do so. Further details may be obtained
from Ms. Barbara Marx Hubbard, the Committee for the
Future, 2325 Porter Street, N.W., Washington D.C. 20008.
To defray large information distribution expenses, $2.00 is
requested when applying.

L-5 members may wish to use this event as a forum.
AAA Contest In Cultural

Futuristics .
The American Anthropological Association (AAA) is

sponsoring a Contest in Cultural Futuristics, the winners of
which will be invited as speakers at a futurism symposium
to be held during the 1976 AAA general meeting.
Contestants may select from three catagories: a) A future
cultural alternative for a large, complex society such as the
U.S.; b) Post-Industrial international development; and c)
Extra-terrestrial (L-5) communities. :

Manuscrips, which must be between 20 and 50
double-spaced pages long, may be essay treatments or
fictional pieces. Essays should avoid general rules and
theories, concentrating on the specifics of the imaginary
society. Fiction pieces should emphasize the different social
aspects and their .interrelationships. avoiding excessive
jialogue or complex “plots.”



Entries must include a long (250-500 word) abstract and
a short one (under 100 words). All winning entries will be
published, and the most interesting ones will receive $100
awards. The contest rules specify that all interested persons
may enter, regardless of professional background or rank.
Deadline for entries is January 5, 1976. Further
information, including guidelines for the three categories,
may be obtained from one of the organizers, Dr. Magoroh
Maruyama, P. O. Box 751, Portland State University,
Portland, Or. 97207 (503/299-4961). Dr. Maruyama was a
participant in both the Princeton conference and the
Stanford —NASA/Ames-ASEE Summer Study (see other
article in this newsletter).

SSPS Paper Submitted

Among the longer drafts of submitted articles L-5 News
received this month, is one by William N. Agosto, project
engineer at Microwave Semiconductor Corp, Somerset, N.J.
Titled “Space Production of Satellite Solar Power Stations:
An Option for United States Energy Independence Before
2000,” it has been submitted to the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers Spectrum and is under consideration.
The article contains an in depth technical review of the
SSPS concept as modified for space manufacture, and the
associated economic and ecological considerations.
Members who need a copy of this article should write the
[-5 Society.

Coming next issue: Eric Drexler's work on the vapor depo-

sition of massive structures in space; a preview of T.A.

Heppenheimer's article,"H&amp;D Requirements for Initial Space
Solonization" which will appear in the Dec. issue of "Astro

1autics and Aeronautics", and a report on the "Limits to

Jrowth '75" conference.

Some of tne people who arc currently giving talks on
space communities are Eric Hannah of Princeton, William

Agosto of Microwave Semiconductor Corp., Summer Study co-

administrators William Verplank (now at MIT) and Richard

Johnson (NASA/ARC); Peter Vajk of LLL, and T.A. Heppen-

neimer of California Institute of Technology.

LETTERS
Nova’s Ark

And the Sons of Science said unto NASA, “Make
yourself an Ark of glass and aluminum, the length of which
shall be two thousand cubits and its height shall be four
hundred cubits. Make it of the Moon and the Sun and the
Earth and the Air and set its orb as of the Moon to sail the
Heavens. And tie a Docking Station five hundred cubits
from the Ark to receive the covered chariots.

“You shall come into the Ark, you, your wife, your sons
and your daughters of all the Families of Humankind. And
you shall bring seven pairs of rabbits and two goats to keep
them alive with you; they shall be male and female. And
rake with you every sort of high yield food that is eaten
and plant it in styrofoam and water it with mist and it shall
serve as food for you and for them.

“For in seven years will be visited upon the Earth forty
years of Hunger and Smog and Oil Embargoes and Warfare
and Plagues and Ice and Weeping and Despair. But the Ark
of glass and metals shall keep the Earth from falling into
utter desolation, for it shall send back to the peoples of the
Earth Sunlight and Manna and Hope from the Heavens.
And it shall be called Nova’s Ark.”

Philip M. Blackmarr
Menlo Park, California

Why?
The colonization of space, for me, needs no other

justification than man’s adventurous willing ability to do so.
However, the average person, struggling with an already too
heavy tax burden and a sagging economy, will rightly
demand a well-defined, profitable reason for taking on so
vast a project. When asked ‘“why?”, any colony advocate
would wield a powerful and convincing argument.

To date, the benefits of the American space program
rarely surface in everyday life. The technical advances,
while greatly useful in manufacturing and many industrial
areas, lay one level below individual existence; popping up
annoyingly on occasional television commercials in pens
that write upside down and strange little moon men
pitching breakfast drinks. Likewise, the large stores of
knowledge brought back to Earth aid the average individual
only circumspectly, never directly.

The space colony project will offer two very tangible,
very direct benefits to the taxpayer in ways (s)he will easily
anderstand.
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Energy is a key word. One of the many important
‘unctions of the colony will be the construction of solar
nergy satellites. These satellites will provide an
nexpensive, never-diminishing supply of energy. Any
verson (corporation, government) that must purchase
&gt;nergy will recognize this as a solid, real aid to their life.

Secondly, the most immediate effect of the colony will
se economic. Government spending on this scale will
sirculate the tax dollars, stimulating economic growth and
senerating millions of jobs (good news for the
unemployed!). Economics is a good reason for the
mmediate initiation of the space colonization project.

The other benefits of space colonization will evidence
‘hemselves in many ways, but none so dramatically and
jirectly as the economic and energy stemming from the
colony. Even though there will always exist those whom
logical and good reasons leave unpersuaded, energy and
sconomics can stand alone as justification for the

colonization of space. Shirley Ann Varughese
North Plainfield, N.J.

(Ms. Varughese is the author of “The Planet Xeno”
in Cultures Beyond the Earth, Magoroh Maruyama and
Arthur Harkins. eds.. Vintage Books. 1975.)

The L-5 Society

The L-5 Society is being formed to edu-
cate the public about the benefits of space com-
munities and manufacturing facilities, to serve
1s a clearing house for information and news in

this fast developing area and to raise funds to

support work on these concepts where public
money is not available or is inappropriate. We

will send membership cards and newsletters to
those who respond. The effectiveness of the
society depends on your response. It would be
appreciated if you were to copy this newsletter
and send it on to others who would be inter-

ested. Our clearly stated long range goal will
be to disband the society in a mass meeting at

pn
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or upper-middle class. (A good deal of at-
tention has been paid to the fact that many
subjects of medical research are poor and
members of a minority. Here is a situation
in which the affluent were experimented
on.) Although efforts were made to match
subjects and controls as fully as possible
for characteristics including number of
previous pregnancies, health and social
status, there were two areas in which

matching proved to be very difficult. One
was religion. Forty-four percent of the con-
trols were Roman Catholic women who

refused amniocentesis. The other was ma-

‘ernal age. Women in the control group
.ended to be younger.

The question of age presented the re-
searchers with an ethical dilemma that

they resolved by sacrificing a study with
perfectly matched subjects and controls in
favor of what they regard as the well-being
of the individual women. There are a num-

ber of indications for amniocentesis, the
most general being maternal age. It is well
established that the risk of bearing a child
with Down’s syndrome (mongolism) in-
creases significantly as a woman grows

older. It is one of the more common of

some 100 chromosomal and metabolic dis-
orders that can be detected in utero and

research physicians recommend that all
pregnant women 35 years of age or older af

least consider having diagnostic amniocen-
tesis. Therefore, none of the researchers
participating in the study was willing to
randomly assign such women to the con-
trol group. All were offered the opportu-
nity of having amniocentesis. Investigators
estimate that, on the basis of maternal age
alone, there are approximately 300,000
women a year for whom amniocentesis

might be appropriate.
Other indications for amniocentesis are

related to the genetic makeup of a fetus’s
parents. If a man and woman have already
had one child with a genetic disorder, there
is, of course, a chance they will have anoth-
er. The woman would be an obvious can-

didate for amniocentesis. The procedure is
also indicated when a genetic disease is
known to run in the family or when both
man and woman have been screened and

found to be carriers of the gene for some
heritable disease. Tay-Sachs disease, which
destroys the central nervous system and
kills its victims by the time they are four, is
a good example of the latter case because it
meets all the criteria that make it suitable
for screening. It occurs primarily in a fair-
ly limited, identifiable population—in this
case Jews of eastern European ancestry.
[ts carriers can be detected and the disease

itself can be diagnosed in utero. During the
past 3 or 4 years—since techniques
for detection have been refined—thou-
sands of Jewish men and women have gone
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‘or testing before conceiving a child. In
‘hose cases in which both parents are car-

-iers, amniocentesis is then offered during
pregnancy to see whether the fetus has

Tay-Sachs.
But There Were Errors

Although the NICHD study, officially
ralled the National Registry for Amnio-
sentesis, yielded mostly positive data, it
1lso pinpointed some problems and raised
juestions about future public policy. While
‘he matter of safety to mother and child
was laid to rest as far as the investigators

are concerned, the difficult and sensitive
juestion of accuracy remains. Michael Ka.
yack of Harbor General Hospital, which is
ffiliated with the University of California
at Los Angeles, reported that data collect-
zd from the nine centers shows that the ac-

curacy of diagnosis is 99.3 percent.
Among the 1040 women who had am-

1ocentesis, 19 women were carrying fetus-
ss with chromosomal anomalies and 15

sthers had fetuses with genetically caused
metabolic disorders. In addition, 11 wom-
=n were carrying male fetuses that had a 5C

percent chance of being afflicted with a
sex-linked disorder such as hemophilia and
Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy. (In these
cases, it is not yet possible to detect the dis
zase itself in utero. By identifying the sex
of the fetus one can tell whether there is a

isk, however. A female fetus would not
1ave the disease.)

The trouble is that not all of the diag
10ses were accurate. Of 1040 diagnoses

nade, 6 were wrong. Two babies were

porn with Down’s syndrome even though
prenatal diagnosis indicated they would be
normal. In three cases, sex was identifiec

ncorrectly. And in one case, a fetus was

diagnosed as having a metabolic disorder
known as galactosemia. In that case, per
1aps because the disease is treatable, the
sarents did not have an abortion. When
the baby was born, it turned out that the
diagnosis was wrong; the baby was per

fectly healthy.
The errors, which seemed to the re

searchers to be particularly tragic in the
two cases in which Down’s syndrome was
missed, were the result of human error, as

far as can be determined. It is possible that
samples of amniotic fluid were mislabelec
.n one or two cases and that, in the cases of

ncorrect diagnosis of sex, that the investi-
zators were looking at maternal rather
than fetal cells but did not realize it.

The possibility of error is one of the

most disturbing aspects of prenatal diag-
nosis and must receive considerable atten-
tion if the use of amniocentesis is tc

spread. In spite of Cooper’s (or Alexan-
der’s) enthusiasm for amniocentesis for the
prevention of certain birth defects, and

with it the promise that HEW may in-
crease its educational efforts with the hope
of “reaching the entire population,” it is
naive to think that the demand for the pro-
cedure will increase dramatically over-
night. Conservative practicing physicians
are not going to change their minds just be-
cause of some study, and it will take time

sefore large numbers of women begin in-
sisting on prenatal diagnosis. If they did,
what is now a potential problem would
suddenly become a reality of crisis propor-
tions.

At present, there are not enough labora-
tories qualified to handle the potential de-
mand. Amniocentesis—the procedure it-
self —takes about 5 minutes and can be

nerformed in the office by a physician, who
can be trained in the technique without
major difficulty. The problem comes in the
subsequent analysis of the fetal cells that
will be taken from the amniotic fluid and

;ultured for analysis. In the NICHD
study, the rate of error in diagnosis may
have been small but can hardly be dis-
counted. Here one had the very best

seople, in the most sophisticated centers.
working with experienced laboratory per-
sonnel, and still there were mistakes.

In his remarks at the pediatrics meeting,
Cooper said that, in the short span of 7
years, midtrimester amniocentesis “moves
clearly from the realm of a research proce-
dure to a part of clinical practice.” Until
now, all analyses of amniotic cells have
been done in a research laboratory. “What
is the best method to provide laboratories
that will do these analyses when they have
lost the excitement of research and become
routine, while at the same time providing
‘he quality assurance required by the life-
death decisions hanging on the test re-

sults?” Cooper asked rhetorically. Answer-
‘ng his own question, he said the approach
‘hat seems to be in favor at HEW would be

to have the Public Health Service, through
contracts with existing medical centers, es-
tablish incrementally a network of state or
regional laboratories. However, he ac-
knowledged that because there is great
pressure to reduce federal spending, there
is bound to be opposition within the Ad-
ministration to launching a new and ex-

pensive program.
Analysis of fetal cells falls into two cate-

gories—cytogenetic and biochemical. Cy-
togenetic studies involve analysis of
chromosomes and are the type that would
be carried out on women over 35 for pre-

natal diagnosis of Down’s syndrome which
is marked by the presence of an extra
chromosome number 21. The fetus has a
total of 47 rather than 46 chromosomes.
The extra chromosome 21 can actually be
seen under microscopic examination.
Cooper said that the greatest increase in



demand is likely to be for this type of chro-
mosomal analysis. Prenatal diagnosis of a
metabolic disorder is, for now, a more

sophisticated matter. Fetal cells are cul-
tured for about 4 weeks and then ex-

amined for the presence or absence of
whatever enzyme is involved in the disease
for which a woman is being screened
These genetic disorders, known as inborn
errors of metabolism, are comparatively
rare and are not something for which one

would screen a large population. Cooper
predicts that ‘‘existing research labora-
tories would, for the near future at least,
continue to provide the facilities for bio-
chemical analyses.”

Even though amniocentesis seems to be
n the verge of coming into its own as a

nedical procedure —some insurance pro-
grams cover its cost which usually is not
nore than $250—it is certainly not the
inal answer to prenatal diagnosis. It can

not be performed safely until the 13th
week of pregnancy. Depending upon wha:
disorder one is looking for, it can take be
‘ween 2 and 6 weeks to grow fetal cells in

culture and analyze them appropriately.
Therefore, if, on the basis of test results, a

~voman does elect an abortion, it will have
to be performed later in pregnancy than
one would wish.

Furthermore, there are many, many ge-

Limits to Growth: Texas Conference

Finds None, but Didn’t Look Too Hard

The Woodlands, Texas. Houston is a

city in boom, sucking in new settlers at the
rate of a thousand a week. Twenty-five
miles north of the city, a new town called
The Woodlands is designed to be home to
150,000 citizens come the year 1990. The
town is the brainchild of a millionaire geol-
ogist named George P. Mitchell who made
his money by sinking oil wells in the right
places and who is father to ten children.

A conference on the theme of “Limits to
Growth” was held on 19 to 21 October at

The Woodlands under Mitchell’s sponsor-
ship. It could not have had a more para-
doxical venue or benefactor. Yet, as it hap-
pened, little came out of the conference
likely to give offense to Mitchell, or the
burghers of Houston, or the boards ‘of
Fortune's 500, many of whom had sent
delegates at Mitchell’s personal invitation.

Limits to growth, as every stripling
knows, is the name of the computer game
which predicts that industrial economies
will collapse within a hundred years, unless
someone does something, because of raw

materials shortages and poisoning from
pollution. The exercise was performed for
the shadowy Club of Rome by a team un-
der Dennis L. Meadows, a management
expert at Dartmouth College. A prelimi
nary report, titled Limits to Growth and
written by biophysicist Donella H. Mead-
ows, was issued 3 years ago in a blaze of

publicity (Science, 10 March 1972) that
obscured its more serious aspects.

The howls of “Foul!” emanating from
the general direction of economics depart-
ments soon made clear that the report had

struck home somewhere. What had jarred
‘he professors of a subject which is almos»
synonymous with growth was the use of
heir own stock-in-trade (computer simu-
ation and the assumption of exponential
rrowth) to arrive at the antithesis of the
srofession’s most hallowed premise.

The scatological eschatology of death by
vaste in a century need not perhaps be tak:
en too solemnly. But the general theme
~vhich Limits to Growth seeks to illustrate

‘hat exponential growth in a finite world
nay not be indefinitely possible, is at least
ntuitively plausible. It has served as a ral
ying point for many current angsts, such
1s conservation, concern about materialis

salues, and zero population growth. If this
yotpourri of presentiments somehow lacks
he tang of final proof, so too does the con-
rentional counterargument or faith, tha
.echnology will find fixes that allow every-
hing to go on as usual.

The chance for a public debate on the is-
sue arose when oilman Mitchell read Lim-

ts to Growth 2 years ago and allegedly de-
slared to an aide, “Dammit, we ought to
lo something about this.”” After conversa-
ions with Meadows, Mitchell decided to
sponsor five conferences on the theme, of
which last month’s was the first, the others
.0 follow at 2-year intervals. Mitchell also
.0ook up an idea of Meadows to award
yrizes for essays on the consequences of
Jeclining economic growth. He gave away
520,000 in prizes last month (the $10,000
first prize went to Bruce M. Hannon, a
computer specialist at the University of Il-
inois) and plans to distribute $50.000 the

netic disorders—some of them relatively
common—that cannot as yet be diagnosed
in utero. Prenatal diagnosis of sickle cell
anemia and of Cooley’s anemia has been
reported just recently, and only in a hand-
ful of cases. In utero detection of cystic
fibrosis remains to be perfected.

And finally, there is the matter of what
science can offer a family if the fetus is
found to be genetically defective in some
life-threatening way. As Cooper noted at
the conclusion of his address, “a pre-
ventive technique dependent on elective
abortion is not a final answer to the prob-

lem of birth defects.”
—BARBARA J. CULLITON

next time around. Mitchell also put up the
initial money for the conference, most of
which will be recovered since the confer-
ence is expected to break even or make a

small profit.
Since Mitchell’s generosity is likely to

be an important factor over the next 10

years in public debate about growth, it is
worth noting a few facts about him. He has
drilled more than 3000 oil and gas wells in
the United States, about half of them pro-
ducers, and 600 in ‘wildcat or unproven
areas. Ten years ago his company, Mitch

ell Energy and Development Corporation,
began to diversify by buying up 20,000
acres north of Houston on which to build a

new town. Mitchell has already invested
$90 million on the project and earlier this
year, faced with a disastrous real estate

market and canceled federal grants, he
transferred another $10 million from his
profitable energy business. He now expects
The Woodlands to be making “a good
profit within 3 to 4 years.”

Mitchell’s interest in the limits to

growth issue seems to consist chiefly of a
general belief that there are problems
vhich he would like to see discussed, par-

ticularly among the business community
He gave the organizers a free hand in ar-
ranging the conference program and decid-
ing on speakers. He invited the University
of Houston to join his company and the
Club of Rome as sponsors of the confer-
ence. Mitchell has close connections with

the university, having donated 400 acres at
The Woodlands as the site for a new cam-

pus. The Texas state legislature will decide
next year whether to vote funds for the

campus. Asked if holding the Limits to
Growth conference at The Woodlands

might give incidental help toward a favor-
able decision, Mitchell said, “Anything
like this helps the project and helps to
broaden the horizons of the University of
Houston, which is why they were interested
in the conference, but that was not its
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thrust. The legislature will decide on the
basis of the fact that the project is in a
growth area of the state.” A university
spokesman said in answer to the same

question, “It certainly can’t hurt. Whether
it would have any effect on the legislature I
don’t know, but it could not but help make
an impression of some kind.”

The conference program was put togeth-
zr chiefly by Dennis Meadows and John
Naisbitt, a professional conference orga-
nizer at the Center for Policy Process in
Washington, D.C. Overall, the conference
was a success. It brought together some in-

terestingly diverse speakers and exposed a
'arge audience, drawn about equally from
universities, business and government, to a
wide range of ideas in favor of and against
‘he limits to growth theme.

Yet in academic terms, if that is a fair

yardstick, it had little to offer. Few speak-
ers said anything which they or others had
not said before. No new ground was bro-

ken, no basic premises examined, no areas
of agreement or disagreement delineated
Speakers were paid fees, and the over-
crowded structure of the conference en-
couraged star performances rather than a
dialogue among participants.

Maybe because of the pressure to per-
form, at least two of the stars found them-

selves being publicly accused of frivolity.
Herman Kahn of the Hudson Institute was

visibly shaken to be told at the end of his
address that he had entertained his au

dience without providing anything of sub-
stance. The charge was neither wholly true

nor wholly unmerited. Another speaker,
economic columnist Elliott Janeway, was
described as a “stand-up comedian,” an

undeserved bouquet since his rant about
foreign oil-producer ‘‘nuts” lacked wit as
well as relevance.

Among the sea of whites at The Wood-
lands conference were two blacks, one of

them the local cop. That was probably a
tactical error, at the least, because anti
growth arguments are vulnerable to por
trayal as the rationalizations of elitists
seeking to preserve their own upper middle
class privileges. Any serious debate has te
include the poor, both at home and abroad.
secause they are the first victims of any

pause in growth. The price of attending the
conference, about $450 a head plus trave!
costs, excluded the former, and no repre:
sentatives of the latter were invited unless
wo delegates from Iran count as such.

Probably the most substantive address
at the conference was given by Herman E.
Daly of Louisiana State University, editor
of Toward a Steady State Economy. Our
present economic system, Daly said, aims
to maximize the throughput of goods and
materials whereas, if we wanted a station-
ary state, we would aim to minimize it
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One way of economizing on the use of
carce materials would be for the govern-
ment to set up a system of auctionable de:

sletion quotas for each such commodity
Having purchased its ‘‘right-to-buy’
quota, a firm would then go to the market
nlace as usual. The quota payment would
Irive up the net price of the material, re
lucing both its use and the amount of pol-
ution contingent thereon. For nonrenew-
ible resources, the quota price should be
set so as to give a net price at least as high
1s that of the nearest renewable-source

:ubstitute.
In Daly’s stationary state economy, the

Juota prices would capture the scarcity
ralue of the resources in question, and the
-evenue would be used to finance another

1ecessary institution of the steady state, a
listributive system designed to limit the
-ange of inequality in incomes. Daly sug:
rests that the minimum family income
might be set at $7,000, say, and the maxi-
num at $70,000, beyond which there are

liminishing returns anyway.
Population control is another necessary

ondition of a stationary state, to which
:nd Daly proposes the transferable birtt
certificate, “an orphan brainchild of Ken:
1eth Boulding’s which I am willing tc
1dopt.” The mechanism of salable certifi-
:ates would probably work well, if adoptec
lemocratically, but people are not ye!
-eady to accept the idea, Daly believes.

The range of income in Herman Daly”:
stationary state neatly brackets the aver
ige income in Herman Kahn’s ever ex:

sanding economy. The world at present is
1ome to 4 billion people with an average

annual income of $1,250. In 200 years
Kahn foresees, it will house 15 billior
people with an average income of $20,000
“Two hundred years from now, mankind is
soing to be almost everywhere in contro!
of the forces of nature, and almost every
where rich.”

In this Kahn-do world, needless to say.
‘It will always be possible, through sub
stitutes, redesign, or the adoption of alter
1ative processes, to continue economic ac

ivities.”” Internal evidence suggests that
Kahn’s prepared paper was originally
;omposed as an upbeat celebration of the
sicentennial, which might explain why the
‘ears of the anti-growthers are dismissed as
‘largely illusionary or susceptible to rela
ively accessible solutions.” The serene
sonfidence of this position was somewhat
slemished by Kahn's afterthought that,
just in case of widespread calamity on
arth, “‘a concerted international effort to
create extra-terrestrial self-sustaining life
platforms would probably be warranted.”

The basic premises of Limits to Growth
were not reexamined at the conference.

jut a strange recension on the theme wa:

offered by Rome-Clubber Jay W. Forres
ter of MIT. Forrester’s computer simula-
tions laid the basis for those conducted by
the Meadows team. He now believes that

debate about the physical limits to growth
is counterproductive, in part because it
‘invites the rejoinder that technology can
zircumvent such limits.” The dangers of
social limits may be a better card for anti-
growthers to play, because ‘rising popu-
lation density and use of resources is sure-

ly at the root of many social stresses.”
Limits to Growth treated the world as a

single oyster, but Forrester has discovered
‘hat since ‘““only nations have effective po-
iitical processes,” the problems of growth
must be solved on a national basis.

Among the more practical offerings at
the conference was that by John Todd of
the New Alchemy Institute at Woods
Hole, Massachusetts (Science, 28 Febru-
ary 1975). Todd believes that living sys-
tems, powered by sun and wind, will come
to replace today’s hardware and fuel-con-
suming systems, and will transform society
in doing so. It was perhaps an omission
that no one at the conference tried to

specify the conditions under which concep-
tions like Todd’s will be relevant.

For those who hadn’t spotted the silver
lining, Iranian ambassador-at-large Jahan-
gir Amuzegar rehearsed the beneficial ef-
fects of the rise in oil prices—the encour-
agement of energy conservation, industrial
efficiency, and environmental sanity.
Amuzegar castigated the ‘‘needlessly
wasteful lifestyles’ of the affluent indus-
trial world but said, in effect, that growth
was great as long as the Third World could
share in it.

Iran’s view of growth was put in even
more graphic terms by Firuz Vakil, head
of the government’s planning bureau. In
I'eheran, he said, people who can now af-
ford to own a car ‘“‘get more of a kick sit-

ting in a traffic jam than in having clean
air. Those countries who have achieved a

certain standard of living must take the
lead in preserving the environment and
such concerns, because others are very

pusy improving their children’s teeth.
There is a fallacy in the conception that de-
veloping countries can avoid the mistakes
of the developed countries, because in a
world in which they have to do things
quickly, quality suffers.”

This down-to-earth note was one that

was struck perhaps too seldom. Limits to
Growth ’75 made a good beginning, but its
successor should probably give more time
to hard analysis of stationary state eco-
nomics, and less to the mushy visions of
semiprofessional futurologists, if the
Mitchell conferences are to become a fo-

rum for serious discussion. :

—NICHOLAS WADF



RESEARCH NEWS

Image Reconstruction (I): Computerized X-ray Scanners
Medical science tends to advance in-

crementally, and full-fledged break-
throughs are rare. The discoveryofthex-
ray by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen in 1895
and the subsequent development of the sci-
ence of radiography is one notable ex-

ample. In the last 3 years, a new x-ray
device known as the CAT-scanner (for
computerized axial tomography) has been
appearing in an increasing number of hos-
pitals and clinics. On the basis of their ex-
perience so far, many radiologists are
saying that these computerized x-ray scan-
ners are the greatest advance in diagnostic
medicine since Roentgen’s discovery, while
others are only somewhat less effusive in
their praise. CAT-scanners have had an in-
disputably marked effect on the way radi:
ologists and surgeons diagnose their
patients, but it is still too soon to evaluate
what the overall contribution of the scan-

ners to the quality of health care will be.
The enthusiasm for CAT-scanners de-

rives from their superior ability to detect
abnormalities (lesions) in the brain as com-
pared with such conventional neuroradi-
ological techniques as standard skull x-

radiography (roentgenography), angiog-
raphy, pneumoencephalography, and
radionuclide scanning. Radiologists also
cite the relatively noninvasive character of
the scanners and their potential for re
ducing the cost of health care for patients
who otherwise would be hospitalized.

In the diagnosis of numerous abnor-
malities of the brain, radiologists at the
Mayo Clinic have reported an overall error
-ate with CAT-scanning of 4 percent on
12,000 scans over a little more than 2

years, for example (/). Disorders visual-
ized included brain atrophy, degeneration
of the brain, hydrocephalus, cysts, tumors
of the brain and the eye, infarcts (dead
areas of the brain due to loss of blood sup-
ply), and hemorrhage (Fig. 1). In addition,
they find that CAT-scanning is applicable
to all of the above-mentioned categories of
abnormalities, whereas the other methods
are each limited to certain ones only.

In conventional x-radiography, the im
age obtained on a film after a diverging x-

ray beam passes through the subject is ¢
projection or shadow of everything stand:
ing between the x-ray source and the film
Thus, the image may contain many over-
lapping organs and tissues which are diffi-
cult to separate. In addition, whereas an

observer can easily distinguish between air,
soft tissue, and bone in an x-ray photo-
graph, the same viewer cannot easily see
the few percent difference in the attenua-
tion of x-rays by normal and diseased tis-

sue, even when overlapping images are not
1 complicating factor.

The method embodied in computerized
X-ray scanners to overcome these diffi-

culties is a specific example of a general
mathematical technique called reconstruc-
don of images from projections. In prin
siple, if x-ray photographs are made of a
serson’s head at an infinite number of an-

gles, it is mathematically possible to recon-
struct a full three-dimensional image ofthe
skull and its contents from these projec-
ions. Such reconstructions can be made

‘rom a finite number of projections, but the
-econstructed image is no longer exact.

A number of researchers have made re-
constructions of two-dimensional cross
sections normal to an axis of rotation of an

object (transverse axial tomography) from
x-ray photographs taken at equal angu
lar intervals around the axis. This proce
dure overcomes the problem of over
lapping, but the cumulative x-ray dose to ¢
yatient would be excessive. In addition
icattering of x-rays by parts of the pa
tient’s body would cause a loss of con.

trast, as it does in conventional x-ray radi:
ography. The use of an electronic detector

in place of the x-ray film together with a
collimated, narrow x-ray beam and com:

puter processing solves these problems.
Since the detector records only a small

region at a time, in order to duplicate the

- J }

Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the head of a patient
vith a calcified glioma (tumor of the connective
issue that supports the brain cells) of the left
Tontal lobe. The view is from the top of the
1ead down toward the body. The calcified areas
ire white, as is the skull. The light circle outside
the skull is the water bag. The darkring just in-
side the skull is an artifact. [Source: George
Washington University Hospital]

area recorded in an x-ray photograph, the
x-ray source and the detector must scan

the region to be imaged. In the first genera-
tion scanners, the x-ray source and the
detector scan together normal to the axis
of rotation of the object, and thus generate
a series of parallel x-ray beams in the plane
of the cross section to be reconstructed

Only x-ray photons not scattered out of the
beam are detected. Readings of the attenu-
ated x-ray beam during the scan are stored
in a minicomputer. At the end of a scan,
the frame that holds the x-ray source and
the detector rotates 1 degree, and another
scan begins.

The computer completes the recon-
structed image of the cross section either
after or as the data from 180 or more scans

accumulates, depending upon which of sev-
eral possible algorithms it uses (2). The im-
age consists of a rectangular array of ele-
ments, each of which represents an area of
the cross section about 1.5 millimeters on

a side. A cathode-ray tube or television
screen displays the image. The cross sec-

tion is not mathematically thin; its thick-
ness is determined by the thickness of the
x-ray beam and is 8 or 13 millimeters.

In the simplest algorithm, the brightness
of each element represents the sum of the
total attenuations of each x-ray beam that
passes through the element. The method
used by scanner manufacturers involves
modifying the projections, so that this line
summation gives a closer approximation
to the true attenuation in each element.

With computerized x-ray scanners, dif
ferences of absorption as small as 0.5 per
cent can be distinguished, because the en-
tire range of attenuations need not be dis-
played simultaneously, as on film. By se-
lecting a small range of attenuations to be
displayed in the reconstruction, the viewer
can easily pick out small changes that
would be missed in a normal x-ray photo-
graph. The spatial resolution of the image,
however, is not as good as that of an x-ray

photograph, being limited by the size of the
picture elements. The accumulated radi-
ation dose from a CAT-scanner is com-

parable to that from a series of skull x-

rays. A set of three or four x-rays imparts
a dose of 2 to 4 rads, as does a series of
three or four sets of scans that constitutes a

CAT examination. (In actual machines.
two detectors are used, so two cross sec-

tions are obtained simultaneously. Thus, a
typical examination results in six or eight
Cross sections.)

A careful evaluation of the efficacy of
CAT-scanners in detecting and differ-
entiating lesions as compared with other
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Waste Held
Threat to
Resources

NEW YORK (UPI) — Man
must end his wasteful ways
in this cenwury or face a total
collapse of the world’s food

and energy resources earlyin the next.

This is not a statement by
a streetcorner prophet of
doom of the “beware the end
is nigh” variety, but the
conclusions of a prestigious
team of scientific
researchers.

Three years ago a
research team from the

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology directed b
Professor Dennis L. Mead.
ows released a report, titled
“Limits to Growth,” which
said a sustained growth in
population, the use of raw
materials and energy by
governments and industry
would lead to worldwide
collapse early in the 21st cen-
tury.

Three million copies of the
report sold in 34 languages
and sparked controversy
around the world.

Next month Prof.
Meadows will direct an
international conference at
The Woodlands, near
Houston, Tex., which will ex-
amine the problems of mov-
ing away from policies of
growth.

_ The MIT report, sponsored
by the Club of Rome, a group
of about 100 international
businessmen and scholars
whose aim is to examine
long-range problems facing
mankind, made two general
conclusions:

— Global growth trends in
population, material con-
sumption and energy use can
not be supported even for
another century.

— Man’s ingenuity and the
earth’s resources are suf-
ficient to support the current
population at stable levels of
material consumption, if
there is a deliberate attempt
to alter current growth
frends
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BILLIONS OF BARRELS

OF OLN GRRERG ALLEY,
WE'RE MOVING MOUNTAINS TO GET IT.

Mountainous icebergs, as tall as 20-story buildings and
two city blocks wide, break away from glaciers in the Arctic and
stampede down the coast of Labrador. Anyone with a drill rig
bobbing in their path puts 30 to 50 million dollars on the line.

But we're there, with our partners. We follow the icebergs
for miles on radar. We plot their drift, pray for good winds and
favorable currents, and if necessary, tow them with tugboats till
we're sure they'll pass out of range. Then we drill.

Our exploration program has just begun in Iceberg Alley.
Canadian surveys estimate a possible 21-billion barrel potential.
Although these estimates have a high degree of uncertainty, we
‘eel the potential justifies the risk—or we wouldn't be there.

We didn’t set out to move mountains in the beginning.
But the days of cheap and easy oil are gone.

Almost everywhere we look—Labrador, the Arctic, the
North Sea—it’s move mountains, or do without the oil.

So where the potential is great and profitable, we do
what we have to do.

You'll be hearing from us.
* J) 2 3 &gt; -FOLLOW. SUN fe

sun Oil Company. St. Davids. Pennavivania



The hard job of saving Lake Erie

hosphorus is causing
t to choke on its
own regenerated pollution

Swimmers and sunbathers who
:rowded Cleveland’s Edgewater Park
beach along Lake Erie’s southern shore
this summer often insisted that the
ake seemed cleaner than it has for
years. But a Great Lakes Regional As-
sessment study released this week by
the National Commission on Water
Quality gives a more dismal picture. In
fact, experts say the relatively shallow
ake—210 ft. at its deepest point—has
aged 15,000 years in the 200 years since
white men first settled on its shores,
and the aging process has barely
slowed. As Raymond Kudukis, Cleve-

Rolan: “It would have taken far less pollution
and money to solve the problem in the 1950s.

land’s director of public utilities and a
member of the commission, says, “Lake
Erie seems to be the national symbol of
anvironmental degradation.”

Actually, the swimmers’ rosier as-
sessment was not entirely wrong. Im-
proved municipal treatment has
hrought down the level of bacterial
contamination on Lake Erie's beaches.
There is less evidence of oil and toxins
in the lake’s tributaries and harbors.
3ut Lake Erie’s biggest pollution prob-
em remains phosphorus, and it is a
sroblem that is far from solved.

Ironically, the lake may be its own
worst enemy. Phosphorus flowing into
Lake Erie from industrial and munici-
pal sewage discharges and agricultural
-unoff stimulates the growth of algae,
vhich die and decompose in late sum-

»
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mer. The decomposition consumes all
“he dissolved oxygen in the lake’s hypo-
imnion, or cool lower stratum. This
ondition, known as anoxia, lasts until
he entire lake cools in autumn. The
\noxia, in turn, causes a chemical reac-
ion that pumps up more phosphorus
rom the bottom sediments, which
timulates the growth of more algae.
“he result is a nightmarish phenome-
on in which the lake chokes on its own

‘egenerated pollution.
jpread of anoxia. The annual anoxia
‘hows signs of spreading. It can occur
nly in deep water where there is no
vave action to replenish oxygen, but
‘he lake’s unique configuration makes
he process difficult to contain. Lake
frie is actually three lakes in one—a
arge central basin, a deeper eastern
asin, and a shallower western basin.

fn the last three years,
the anoxia has moved
from covering 2,547 sq
mi. to a full 4,246 sq. mi.—
1p to 70% of the putrid
central basin. The condi-
tion has extended within
:wo miles of Cleveland
and there is recent evi-
dence of anoxia in the
western basin as well. The
condition is cyclical, mak-
ng it difficult to measure
exactly. For example,
samples of water taken
this week from Lake Erie
show decidedly lower lev-
els of anoxia, but experts
are loath to attribute this
:0 anything more than a
‘emporary quirk.

Several species of valu-
able food fish have fallen
prey to anoxia, and it is

lestroying food sources of other spe-
ies. It has sent foul, anoxic water
rushing into Cleveland’s Crown Water
filtration Plant, and the plant has
een crippled by algae blooms. “The
iad thing is that we've reduced the
shosphorus coming into the lake, but
he effect of the controls is masked by
he regeneration,” says Charles E. Her-
lendorf, director of Ohio State Univer-
sity’s center for Lake Erie area re-
search. “Thirty percent of the
bhosphorus in the central basin is the
-esult of this process.”

The social and economic impact of
topping the pollution is a central
heme of this week’s report by the Na-
ional Commission on Water Quality.
Che study, which was put together by
he Cleveland architectural and engi-

sontrol

aeering company of Dalton-Dalton-
Little-Newport, is one-of 11 regional
vater quality studies that will be
resented to Congress as part of a na-
ional report on the impact of the Wa-
ser Pollution Control Act amendments
of 1972. The amended act proclaims a
1ational goal of water clean enough for
swimmers and fish by 1983. By July 1,
1983, industry is required to use “best
available” technology to reach this
yoal, and the Environmental Protec-
ion Agency is now setting up guide-
ines for industry and municipalities to
ollow.
iloomy future. The costs of meeting the
983 standard will be considerable. The
1cwQ study estimates that industry
nust spend some $2 billion in Cleve-
and, Detroit, and Toledo alone for pol-
ution control. Annual operating and
maintenance costs could run to another
$207 million. The municipal treatment
ab is even steeper: $3.8 billion in capi-
al expenditures and $43 million for an-
qual operating costs.

But these expenditures will not solve
-he lake’s problems, experts point out.
Jpgrading of sewage treatment plants
13s significantly decreased phosphorus
lischarge into the lake in the last few
years. But in its 1974 annual report, the
‘nternational Joint Commission, which
vas set up to implement the objectives
)f the U. S.-Canadian Great Lakes Wa-
ter Quality Agreement of 1972, found
‘hat phosphorus discharges from agri-
:ultural runoff were increasing sig-
aificantly. Today that runoff, mostly
rom fertilizers, is estimated at 25 tons

1 day, or 40% of the total phosphorus
lischarges into the lake. And the study
suggests that applying “best avail-
able” technology would not reverse the
anoxia, or restore the lake’s ability to
sleanse itself, even if agricultural run-
ff were controlled. Only total elimina-
don of pollutant flow into the lake
would reverse the anoxia.

Over-all, the study paints a gloomy
picture of Lake Erie’s future. Although
t looks for slow but steady improve-
ment in the near term, it says that in-
:reased population and industrial
growth could send the lake right back
to its current polluted state after 2020.
‘We have to assume that by that time
we will have new technologies or are no

onger discharging into the lake,” says
Robert G. Rolan, Dalton’s senior
2cologist. “It would have taken far less
»ollution control and money to solve
:he problem in the 1950s,” Rolan says.
By 1990 the situation may be irrever-
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Visit to a Small Flanet |
Is human civilization in danger of

zrowing itself to death?
A group of cosmic thinkers called the

Club of Rome raised that question three
years ago and sparked a global controver-
sy with the publication of its conclusion.
Based on an elaborate computer model
developed at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, “The Limits to Growth”
warned that if current trends in popula-
ion and natural-resource depletion re-
mained unchecked, the earth faced an
imminent Malthusian catastrophe: a
world of mines and wells run dry, of
ndustry ground to a halt, and worse,
megafamine. The resulting debate has

Iouston—outside temperatures were
omfortable; inside the Woodlands Inn,
ir-conditioning units frequently blew
oud enough to drown out speakers and
hilly enough to send shivers through
steners.

Debate at the Woodlands drooped
inder a serious case of intellectual entro-
by. As they have now for three years,
he conferees who attend such meet-
ngs focused almost exclusively on the
srowth issue: would technology provide
| timely bail-out, especially if the world
vere depleting its resources and adding
0 its population at exponential rates?
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Excuse me, sir. | am prepared to make you a rather attractive offer for your square.’
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become chronic, with periodic meetings
of growth and no-growth partisans to
argue their cases. NEWSWEEK General
aditor Michael Ruby attended ‘Limits
0 Growth "75" last weck and returned
with the following impressions:

There was only one answer: it depends.
‘There was room here for real progress,
&gt;ut unfortunately, the debate hasn't
“hanged much in substantive content,”
said Jib Fowles, the voung director of
he University of Houston’s Program
n Studies of the Future. “What has
“hanged is that the arena of the debate
1as enlarged.”

t n an unintended way, the three confer-
: ence sponsors—among them the
Club of Rome itself—managed to make
ironic points about natural-resource
conservation. They set the meeting out-
side Houston, a city that ranks as one of
he most energy-intensive on earth, its
sprawling petrochemical complexes of-
cen spewing enough pollution into the
air to turn the Texus sky a nasty gray. At
he actual conference site—a posh hotel
n Woodlands, a new town 25 miles from

The arena now includes not only the
:stablished stars of future-think and con-
ervation, but an entire galaxy of no-
rowth groupies as well. There was, for
istance, a good-size contingent from the
~5 Society. L.-5 is the name for a point in
pace where the gravitational forces of
he earth and moon balance each other,
heoretically permitting a body to rest

wr

here permanently. The society’s plan
or a burgeoning population: shoot a
wge colony of earthlings in a space
ettlement to 1.-5.

One of futurism’s foremost gurus
rrought a familiar incantation: that
growth is good for us. Herman K:ihn,
ound-bodied director of the Hudson
‘nstitute, did concede that economic
wowth would slow down eventually.
“or now, Kahn said, a no-growth policy
vould only “consign the poor to indefi-
rite poverty.” On the floor, an exasperat-
:d no-growth man muttered: “How
nany times do you think Herman has
nouthed that message?”

The real problem in today’s world is
rot growth but the maldistribution of
income between rich and poor nations.
One persistent criticism of “The Limits
to Growth” has been that the study
tended to ignore how income is skewed,
and at the Woodlands, both the program
and the participants kept right on ignor-
‘ng it. The only participants from Third
World countries were two Iranian diplo-
nats, and I saw practically no Asians,
indians or Africans.

The only horse sense was furnished by
British economist E.F. Schumacher. For
the past ten years, he has been helping to
provide developing nations with inter-
mediate technology—‘“something be-
tween the sickle and the harvester,” he
told me, for labor-intensive economies
‘hat are short of capital. In one recent
project, his Intermediate Technology
Development Group helped Sri Lanka
ind designs for small, relatively simple
sugar-refining machines that would per-
mit that nation to decentralize the sugar
ndustry and put more people to work. In
‘he lofty abstractions of the Woodlands,
Schumacher was as reassuringly down-
.0-earth as a good plow.

“Multinational corporations are exam-
oles of efficient worldwide organiza-
ions,” said Sicco Mansholt, former Com-
non Market president, “and we must
sompare them with the clumsy ways we
yrganize political decisions for the pub-
ic interest.” That was about the only
hing said about the multinationals, even
hough they are among the most impor-
ant forces shaping the real world. Cor-
orate participation at “Limits 75” was
tself limited: of the 350 people attend-
ng, a mere one-seventh represented
najor companies—and most of them
were public-relations officers, econo-
nists or long-range planners with an eye.
1s one told me, “on how this stuff might
fect our business.”

Are there really limits to the world's
wowth? It is a real and troubling gues-
ion; the people who gathered at the
Voodlands were well-meaning and sin-
:ere in grappling with it. But in the end.
*hilippe de Seynes of the United Nations
nstitute on Trade and Development

Newsweek. November 2. 1975
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pg he — “f Prenton ra, summed up “Limits 75” as we waited for
abus to the Houston airport. “You know,”
he said, “all this has become an industry
now—and it’s a bit difficult to determine
its marginal utility.”

TVA:

Wearing the Black Hat

5
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In the rolling hills around the north.
central Tennessee town of Hartsville
(population: 2,000), old-timers still remi-
nisce about that exciting day nearly 40
years ago “when the lights went on.”
Farm families who had lived by the light
of kerosene lanterns took to stuffing
empty light sockets with corn tassels;
that, they believed, was the best avail-
able way to keep the precious new flow
of electricity from escaping. And the
Tennessee Valley Authority, one of the
more enduring monuments to the New
Deal, earned a gratitude approaching
devotion as it brought electric power,
jobs and freedom from floods to millions
of families in an 80,000-square-mile area
of seven Southeastern states (map).

But TVA is no longer revered as a
sacred icon in the area it serves; to many
of its customers and most environmental
ists, it is now just another greedy utility,
guilty of the same pattern of unreason-
able rate hikes and ecological rape as its
privately owned cousins. Even thougl
they still pay only two-thirds the national
average for electricity, TVA customers
complain that their bills have increased
by 89 per cent since January 1974
Environmentalists charge that the TVA’s
growing appetite for coal and generating
capacity is fouling the area’s rivers and
streams and either stripping or flooding
the countryside. Local residents are bit
terly fighting a TVA plan for a $60
million dam and the creation of a “new
town” in eastern Tennessee. And last
weck, a noisy public hearing erupted
into fisticuffs as sleepy Hartsville de-
bated the latest in a line of controversial
TVA projects: a huge nuclear power
plant to be located outside of town.

Behemoth: In many respects, TVA’s
troubles reflect only the authority’s
changing role and the changing times. Ii
was chartered by the Federal govern-
ment in 1933 with the primary mission of
controlling the disastrous floods that
struck nearly every spring in the Tennes-
see River basin. But the network offlood-
control dams also generated enormous
amounts of cheap power, and over the
years TVA has grown into an industrial
behemoth. It has assets of $5.8 billion,
employs 28,000 people and is by far the
nation’s largest power producer, capable
of generating 110 billion kilowatt-hours.
The low-cost electrical power has lured
hundreds of high-volume consumers
such as Alcoa and the U.S. Atomic Ener-
gy Commission to the area. creating tens
of thousands of jobs.

But in some ways, TVA lost touch with
ts constituents. Only recently, for exam-
le id it onen ite hoard meetines #
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A tussle in Tennessee: Forty years after
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Bailiwick ofabehemoth: Has TVA Bb

&gt;utsiders. By its own admission, it has
heen lax in enforcing standards on re-
~laiming land stripped by coal miners, a
ut issue in many Appalachian commu-
rities. “Their arteries have hardened.”
says an official of the Federal Appala
shian Regional Commission. “Their cus
romers have changed and they havent.”

Critics of the TVA gathered last week
it the 187-year-old log farmhouse neer
Hartsville owned by environmentalist
Faith Young and her husband, William,
‘0 argue that the proposed nuclear power
slant, the fifth of seven in TVA's current
onstruction program, is both potentially
angerone and nnnececeary  Carrving


